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PREFACE

In order to assure that funds and human effort are used effective1y, any program as large and important as the institutional job training

courses conducted under the Manpower Development and Training Act should
be carefully evaluated.

Such evaluation should not be limited to opinions

about or reactions to the training courses , but should use objective data
to determine the effects of the program on the economic situations of

trainees-- not

only just after they leave their courses , but at least sev-

eral months later.

This type of evaluation has been conducted before in

certain areas of the United States , but no nationwide evaluation has been
done in the pas

ation ,

For that reason , the Office of Manpower Policy, Evalu-

and Research asked the National Opinion Research Center to conduct

research on a national scale , with primary emphasis on a comparison of

MDTA trainees with non-trainees who had been unemployed about the time
the trainees started their courses.

Because a nationwide eyaluation was desired as soon as possible,
this study could not use the time- consuming approach of interviewing train-

ees and a control group of non-trainees both before and after

Instead ,

training.

interviews were to be conducted with trainees who had been out

of training for at least a year , asking retrospective questions to obtain
information for the periods before , during, and after training.

ex post facto research design has its limitations , of course.

Such an
The memories

of respondents are not likely to be as accurate as desired in some respects.

Instead of a true control group which differs from the trainees only in not

iii
having taken the trammg, it is necessary to use a group which is only
roughly matched to the trainees on certain characteristics.

Given these limitations of the research , this report cannot be

regarded as the last word on the

subject.

If such a research project

should appear to demonstrate that MDTA training did improve the economic
situations of trainees , then additional research to more carefully de, on the other

termine the value of the program would be warranted.

hand , the findings should fail to demonstrate any concrete benefits from
MDTA training, this would suggest that changes aimed at improving the
program should be made rather than conducting long- term research on the
existing program.

The author did not become involved in this research project until
almost one-half of the interviews had already been completed; therefore

much of the work obviously was done by other

persons.

The principal in-

vestigator was Joe L. Spaeth , who was primarily responsible for the research design and who continued to provide important guidance throughout

the project.

Beatrice Treiman also participated in the design

stage.

Seymour Sudman was responsible for the sample design , and was a methodological consultant.

Harold Levy helped to construct the questionnaire

and was involved in the early stages of data processing.

Eve Weinberg

also helped in questionnaire construction and field work consultation.

Marilyn Haskell supervised the field work , and Frances Harris supervised
the coding.

Winona Atkins was primarily responsible for data

and also did some coding and data

processing.

cleaning,

James Jasper wrote needed

computer programs , and he and Richard Bennett did most of the data pro-

cessing.

The analysis could not have been completed in so short a time

without the advice and assistance of Frank Bamberger ,

Wi

lliam Mason , and

Paul Siegel in relation to multiple regression

analyses.

And the report

would have taken much longer to prepare without the extra effort put forth
by research assistant Ruth Moser , editors Timothy Enos and Bonnie McKeon
and typists Toshi Takahashi and Rose Thomas.

To these and others who per-

formed vital services-- often in the hours between midnight and dawn-- credit
and thanks are gratefully given.

Thanks are also due to OMPER for financ-

ing the study, and to Vaughn Davison and other OMPER staff for their help

and cooperation.
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CHAFfER I

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

Purpose
Are the job training courses conducted under the Manpower Department and Training Act worthwhile for the trainees?

evaluation of institutional MDTA training courses

This study is an

(in contrast to on-the- job

training). Some of the testimony from former students is enthusiastic

in support of the program.

It was in carpentry line. Learning
tools (thought I knew, but I didn

how to work wi th
t).
Enjoyed every
minute. Instructor was fabulous-patience he had.

Had everything we wanted from the

man. (Pennsylvania)

job.

It really did prepare me for a good office
They
covered everything-- even good grooming. The instructors
were very understanding. After all, I hadn t been
working in 13 or 14 years , and I really needed to start
from scratch. They gave
instruction in office
machines , typing, shorthand; it was all very helpful.

us

(Utah)
Negative testimony is also available.

Some former students are

quite willing to say what they didn t like about their MDTA training.

They needed equipment; classes were crowded.

(Tennessee)

Because it s a was te of time. Thay don t train you for

a job. (Illinois)

I was very disappoiPLed in it.... Think they did a very
poor selection of girls. Five to eight girls had no
business being there... . Girls came in drunk and were
obscene and nothing was done about

it.

-1-

Several instances of girls fighting. Not what I
was there for. Interes ting, but took up a lot of

time. (Ohio)

Since evaluations of MDTA training by individual trainees

range from " fabulous "

to " a waste of time " an investigator is not likely

to get an accurate perspective on the entire program by talking to a few
participants from a few training courses.

This research surveys a nation-

wide probability sample of MDTA trainees large enough to establish a
reasonable level of reliability for the results.

The following kinds of information were sought from the sample of
trainees and a control group of non-trainees:

What difficulties had

they experienced in finding jobs before the training?

non-trainees participate in available MDTA courses?
hear about the MDTA program?

training?

Why didn I t

unemployed

How did trainees first

What were their reasons for wanting to enter

Why did many trainees drop out

before the end of their courses?

How well did trainees like their courses , and what , specifically, did they
like or dislike about them?
in their training?

Did they feel they had really learned something

If so , what?

When leaving the MDTA program , how well

qualified did they feel to begin the kinds of jobs for which they had

taken training?
to get jobs?

Do they believe that their training actually helped them

If so , how did it help, and if not

, why not?

their training prepare them for their latest jobs?
like their latest jobs?
employed full time

How well did

How well did they

For those trainees and non-trainees not currently

why do they think they have not been able to find

For example , the proportion of trainees who said they learned to
operate equipment is .
, with an estimated standard error of .
Therefore , the 95 per cent confidence limits for the proportion are from . 66 to
Estimated standard errors for other proportions are given in the

027.

76.

appendix.

-3jobs?

What have they done to find work?

Employment Service?

How much have they used the

Under what conditions would they be willing to

take a job in another city?

Answers to these and other questions

are given in Chapter II.
While the above questions are important for program p1anning-including recruitment , instruction , and later job referrals--they are

not the major items in this evaluation of MDTA programs.

student

A former

s opinion about his course is not necessarily a good indicator

of how much be actually gained from

it.

Objective evidence from his post-

training employment history should be considered , if possible.

The primary goal of this research is to obtain a nationwide
picture of the effects of institutional MDTA training courses at least
one year after their completion.

After a year or more , is the typical

former Lrainee in a better economic position than he would have been
out the training?

ployment?

wi th -

Does he earn more money, or has he experienced less unem-

If so , by how much?

Method
While it is relatively easy to examine objective data on income and
employment before and after training to determine how much change occurred
it is quite another task to learn how much of the change
the MDTA program.

is due to

If the amount of unemployment during the year after train-

ing is less than in the year before training, other factors might be

Employers of trainees who found full-time jobs were contacted and
asked to evaluate the trainees as employees. Because the employer evaluations are not an essential part of the research design , they are discussed
only in the appendix.

-4responsible for the improvement , even in a static economy.

The trainees

would be a litt le older after the training and could have gained more

experience in looking for jobs , if nothing else; either factor might increase
chances for employment.

And since this research was to be conducted at a

time when the United States economy was booming and jobs were becoming
easier to find , even less of any improvement in employment after training

could be attributed to the training program

itself.

In a representative sample

of MDTA trainees , the income and employment picture should be brighter in

1966 than in 1963 or 1964 because unemployment rates in the nation were
lowered during that time.

A simple comparison of situations before and after

training is therefore of little value without some idea of what things would

be like for the trainees if they had not participated in the

MDA program.

Although it is impossible to determine what would have happened to an
individual trainee if he had not enrolled in a job training course , one can

make fairly accurate estimates of what would have happened to the trainees as
a group by studying a control group of similar people.

classic

There are two

methods of obtaining control groups of similar people.

The firs t

is to carefully match each trainee with a person similar in all rele-

vant respects-- age ,
tion ,

sex

, marital status ,

race , previous unemployment , educa-

place of residence , family size , etc.

variab les?

But what are the relevant

Perhaps some of those just mentioned are not very important

and several others not mentioned are very closely related to employment.
Even if all the relevant
would be

too

expensive ,

factors were

known , the matching

process

time- consuming, and difficult to be practical.

An easier method to assure that the control group is similar
to the trainees is to set up an experimental situation in which the

amount of difference between the two groups is very small and subject to

-5known probabilities.

This can

be done by selecting a large national

sample of unemployed people and randomly dividing them into two group
that any variations occur strictly by chance.

One of the groups can then

be given job training courses , and the other serves as the control group. Of

course ,

some practical problems are also associated with this method

such as inducing all persons in one group to take job training courses and

preventing all in the other group from doing

so.

But even disregarding

such prob lems , the experimental technique could not be used , because this

study concerns

people who participated in job training courses which ended

at least a full year earlier.

As a practical solution , a control group was obtained through a
partial matching process which assured only rough similarity, with the
intention of later taking into account whatever differences were observed
between the trainees and the control group.

When estimating the effects of

MDTA training on income and employment , the differences in income and employ-

ment due to differences between the two groups would be isolated as much as
possib le--leaving the " net " effects of job

training.

Since the partial

matching process required that a trainee in the sample be contacted before
the corresponding control group person could be identified , the trainee
sample will be discussed before describing the process used to select the
control group.

Data Collection
The MDTA trainees to be included in the sample were selected from a
list provided by the Office of Manpower , Automation , and Training (now the

Office of Manpower Policy, Evaluation , and Research) of the U. S. Department

-6of Labor.

Though the list was supposed to include only persons whose train-

ing courses ended in July, August , or September of 1964, it was later dis-

covered that other persons were included; in order not to reduce the sample
size

too

much , persops were regarded as eligible for this study if their

MDTA courses ended between June 1 , 1964 and February 28 , 1965.

Even though

the addresses were more than a year old and many respondents had moved , the
interviewers were able to locate and get information from nearly four-fifths
(79 per cent) of the eligible trainees.

trainees-- nearly 800 who completed

Data were collected from about 1 200

their courses and over 400 who dropped

out before their courses ended.

The main sample also included another kind of respondent.

People

who had been referred to an MDTA job training course , but who failed to

ac tual1y enroll

and participate in the course , were interviewed as a special

kind of control group.

Since data were collected from only l36 such persons

they will not be discussed in detail; much of the analysis will not distin-

guish between this group and the larger control

group.

Because the data were to be gathered in personal interviews rather

than

self- administered

questionnaires which could be distributed and

collected by mail , it was more practical to use a cluster sample rather than

a random sample of trainees.

The larger number of persons who can be inter-

viewed in a cluster sample for the same amount of money more than compensates
for the larger sampling error in a cluster sample , compared to a random
sample of the same size.

Except in the South , where additional interviewers

were obtained , it was possible to use regular interviewing staff of the

-7National Opinion Research Center located in 49 selected areas of the
Details of the sampling procedure are described in the

country.

appendix.

Except for the small group in the main sample who were referred to
MDTA courses but did

not enroll ,

the control group was obtained through a

snowball" process , which implies a partial matching of control group per-

sons to trainees.
neighbor ,

Trainees were asked if they knew of someone--friend

relative-- who was unemployed about the time they themselves began

their job training.

If they did , they were asked to provide names and

addresses for up to three such people (in case the firs t
out

not be found or turned

one or two could

to be not eligible for this study).

If an

eligible control group person could not be obtained through this personal
referral process , an alternate procedure was used.

The interviewer began

canvassing in the block where the trainee lived , looking for a person

I s MDA course started.
who was unemployed about the time the trainee

possible ,

the control group respondent was of the same sex as the correspon-

ding trainee when either procedure was used.

Aside from city of residence

sex, and dates of unemployment , the " matching " depended on the fact that

since the trainee and the control group person were acquainted or lived
in the same neighborhood they were likely to be similar in economic circumstances and perhaps in other ways.

Of the 925 control group persons obtained

by these partial matching procedures , 585 (63 per cent) were reached through

personal referrals and 340 (37 per cent) by canvassing.
When the 136 who failed to enroll in courses to

whk they

had been

referred are added to these 925, the total number of non-trainees in the
study is 1

061.

Since there are 1 197 trainees in the sample (784

-8completers

" and 413 " dropouts ), the grand total of persons from whom

data were collected is 2 258.3

Data collection was by means of a carefully structured personal

interview.

Trained interviewers were given detailed instructions on how

to ask for the desired information.

The 23- page interview schedule (ques-

tionnaire) for main sample respondents was filled out ' by the interviewer

during the interview.
respondents ,

A shorter form was used for the 925 control group

with nearly all of the questions taken from the longer form.

Both the main sample questionnaire and the control group questionnaire are
inc luded in the

appendix.

Since this study was begun after the job training courses were over
it was not possible to interview the respondents both before and after the

training. Instead ,

retrospective questions were asked.

Since the inter-

views were conducted in the first three months of 1966 , and employment
histories were requested back to September , 1961 , some of the earliest
information is subject to errors of memory.
for basing the analysis less on before

This is another good reason

. after training comparisons than

on post-training comparisons of trainees and non-trainees.

Analysis
The first step in the analysis is to compare the trainees and the
partially matched control group to see if they are indeed similar on background characteristics (education , age , family size , etc. ) and on income and

Though tables in this report have 2 258 as their grand total , they
are actually constructed from data on 2 135 persons , with 123 of them counted
twice to keep the sample representative. A box containing about 120 questionnaires was lost in transit before IBM cards were punched , but since the sample
had been split into
two
subsamp1es it was possible to weight the odd- numbered
questionnaires from the same locations by a factor of two to replace the lost
even- numbered questionnaires.

-9emp loyment

his tories .

Chapter II begins with these comparisons.

The

remainder of that chapter is devoted to answering many questions about the

trainees

and the control grou

after training.

including their experiences before , during, and

Most of those questions are subjective , though some

objective information on employment is given.

The analytic discussions of the basic evaluative

quesLms--the

effects of MDTA training on income and on employment-- are in Chapters III

and IV, respectively. Two measures of income are cons idered ,

and four

indicators of employment are used , though the discussion concentrates on only
one of them.

In each case , since the control group is not a perfect match

for the sample of trainees , the effects of several other variables are con-

trolled by multiple regression analysis when estimating the net effects of
MDTA training.

In the discussion of training and employment , the problem of how to

define the period " after

training " for a non-trainee is important , because

the indicators of employment refer to the amount of employment during that

period rather than to employment status at only one point in

time.

The length

and type of training are also considered to determine whether the number of
days of participation or the occupational category has a significant effect on

employment.

Dropouts "

and " completers " are examined both together and

separately regarding post-training employment.

From the many regress ion

equations used in this study, findings essential to the conclusions are
included in the text; other results are listed only in the appendix.

CHAPTER II

COMPARISONS OF RESPONDENT TYPES

Since the major goal of the research involves differences between
MDTA

trainees and

control group of persons who did not take the train-

ing, it is important to know how similar the two groups are ,
training experience and its consequences (if anp.

except for the

Those characteristics in

which the two groups are considerably different should be controlled in

evaluating employment experiences after

training.

Otherwise, observed dif-

ferences in employment could depend less on the training than on the
characteristic differences between trainees and the control group.

While the fundamental distinction is between trainees and the contro1 group, there are actually four types of respondents which may be

compared--(l) II completers

" who either completed an

training

MDTA

course or left the course to take a training-related job , (2) " dropouts

who started but did not complete the training,

(3) If didn

r t enrolls

, If who

were referred to a training course but did not enroll , and (4) " controls

, 11

who constituted the control group of unemployed neighbors , friends , or
relatives of trainees.

The third type-- "didn r t enrolls

inc1udes only

6 per cent of the respondents , making it less important and statistically

less reliable than any of the other three respondent types.

No matter how many of the questionnaire items are used in comparisons of the respondent types , it is still possible that some other factors--

-10-

--

-11not necessarily in the questionnaire--could be the real cause of employment

differences associated with training.

However , all available variables

conveivab1y capable of producing such differences will be
of these are demographic background characteristics.

examined.

Most

Comparisons of

respondent types will also be made on employment history and on opinions
and attitudes regarding training, jobs , and job hunting.

Background Characteristics

Sex
Though many women are household heads who need employment , the
predominant pattern in our society is still for all able- bodid men to be
employed full time while many women can either be full-time housewives or

be employed only temporarily or part time to supplement the family income.
Sex ratios would therefore be expected to influence later employment , even

among persons in job training courses or the unemployed persons in the
control group.

The matching process guaranteed that there would be little difference in the sex compositions of trainees and " controls

interviewers were

instructed to always attempt to obtain a control- group
same sex as the trainee.

respondent of the

As a result , the proportion of males in the

control group-- 62 per cent--was very close to the proportion of males
among trainees

cent male.

dropouts

63 per cent.

Didn 1

t enrolls " were also similar--6l per

However , among trainees the male proportion is larger for
--73 per cent--than for " comp1eters --58 per cent.

Sex will be

used as a control variable in evaluating training, even though " dropouts

are the only respondents who differ much from the mean
dent types , of 62 per cent male.

, for all four

respon-

" ("

, "

-12Race
Since many kinds of jobs have often been closed to Negroes in
the past , and since racial discrimination is still an important factor

in employment , the racial composition of trainees and " controls " is obvious ly important.

Again , the method of selecting control- group persons

assured at least some similarity between trainees and controls , because

a neighbor, friend ,

trainee.

or relative would usually be of the same race as the

Since less than 1 per cent in each respondent type belonged to

a race other than white or Negro , it is not necessary to have a category

for " other.

Practically all nonwhite persons are Negroes.

All four respondent types are close to the mean of 62 per cent

white; the range is only from 60 per cent for " controls " to 63 per cent

for " dropouts.

But if the two sexes are considered separately, there

are some differences in racial composition.

Over two- thirds (69 per

cent) of the men are white , compared to only one- half (49 per cent) of
the women.

Among men , the " didn I t enrolls " have the smallest white pro-

portion (61 per cent), with the other three respondent types grouped
from 66 to 72 per cent.

Among women , the " didn I t enrolls " have the

largest white proportion (62 per cent), with the others ranging from 44
per cent for " controls " to 55 per cent for " dropouts

50 per cent white).

lier

dropouts "

comp1eters "

are

Primarily because of the sex difference noted ear-

have more white men (48 per cent) and less nonwhite

women (12 per cent) than any other respondent type.

The association

between sex and race is sufficient reason to use both as control vari-

abIes in evaluating the effects of training.

-13Age
The oldest and the youngest job applicants have handicaps related
lack of expe-

to age-- approaching retirement and pension for the oldest;
rience and imma

turi ty for the

younges t.

The age distributions of

trainees and " controls " are therefore of interest.

While the selection

process for the control group would not necessarily produce a similar age
distribution, the resulting control group does resemble the trainees
largest discrepancy is in the group aged 20 to 29 years

The

which includes 39

per cent of trainees but only 29 per cent of " controls.
Of the four respondent types , "dropouts " are the youngest and

controls "
age groups ,

are the oldes

While each type is concentrated in the youngest

only among " dropouts "

years of age.

are a majority (54 per cent) under 25

The cumulative percentages in Table 11. 1

indicate that

the proportions under 30 years of age range from one-half for " controls

to two-thirds for " dropouts. II
than men.

In each respondent type , women are younger

The greatest sex difference is among " controls " with 58 per

cent of women and 44 per cent of men under 30 years of age.

Of course ,

a

comparison of female " dropouts " with male " controls " would reveal a

larger difference (71 and 44 per cent ,
age) .

respectively, under 30 years of

Enough difference exists to retain age as a control variable,

even though the age distributions are roughly similar for the respondent

types.

All ages used in this report are as of the date training started-in 1964 for most respondents , and in 1963 for some.

-14TABLE II.

AGE, BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Cumulative Per Cent)

Respondent Type

Age

(Years)

Didn I t

Controls

Total

Completers

Dropouts

100

100

100

100

100

(773)

(406)

(130)

(917)

226)

Enrolls

10-19
20-

30-39
40 -4 9

50 or more

N.

N . .

. 2

226

. 2

258

NA on age

Total N

Educa tion

Unemployment is primarily a problem of the uneducated , which
means that educational level is a crucial factor in any evaluation of job

training.

While a few respondents (7 per cent) reported some college

experience ,

only 39 per cent completed high school.

For each respondent

type, the median educational level was that of a high-school

dropout.

"Comp1eters " have the highest educational level, and " controls
have the lowest in Table 11.

The proportions completing high school

range from 49 per cent of " completers " to 32 per cent of " controls.

Comparisons of those two groups would be misleading without controlling
for education.

-15TABLE 11. 2
EDUCATION, BY RESFONDENT TYPE
(Fer Cent)

Years of
School

Respondent Type

Completed

Completers

Dropouts

Didn

Controls

Enrolls

Total

o to 8

9 to 11 .
12 or more.

Total
N.

100

100

100

(784)

(413)

(136)

101

(924)

257)

2 , 257

NA on education

258

Total N

While one- half

(50 per cent) of

the women respondents completed

high school, only one-third (32 per cent) of the men did so.

In each

respondent type , the proportion who completed high school is higher for
women than for men (the range is from 60 per cent for female " comp1eters
to 28 per cent for male " dropouts " and for male " controls

Marital Status
Since a married woman normally has a husband' s wages to live on

and is not as likely to need a job as are men and women who must live on
their own wages
for women.

, marital status2 could be related

to emp10yment-- at least

However , the respondent types do not differ much on this variable;

n t 1S sect1on , marital status is for the date of the interview.

-16all are close to the mean values of 59 per cent married , 27 per cent
never married , and 14 per cent formerly

married (divorced , widowed ,

or

separated) .
Both sexes have similar proportions never married , but 24 per cent
of women were formerly married (compared to 8 per cent of men), and only

49 per cent of women are married (compared to 66 per cent of

women, " completers " have the smallest proportion married
and the larges t proportion formerly married

nearly as high-- 28 per cent).

(30 per cent

men).

Among

(41 per cent)

, with " dropouts

Among men, " comp1eters " have the largest

proportion married (72 per cent).

Since marital status does not reveal

large differences across respondent types , it is not likely to be as

important as the previous variables when attempting to isolate the
influence of training from the effects of other charac teris tics.

Main Earner and Household Head
A person who is the main earner or household hea J for a family
is more likely to need employment than other members of his household.

While " completers "

have the largest proportions of main earners (48 per

cent) and of household heads (52 per cent) and "didn t enrolls " have the
smallest proportions of both (40 and 43 per cent , respectively), neither

"dropouts nor " controls "

differ from " completers " by more than four per-

centage points on either proportion.

Larger differences exist among women, however , where 37 per cent

of " comp1eters

were main earners, compared to only 19 to 23 per cent for

each of the other three respondent

types.

Similarly, household heads made

up 33 per cent of female " comp1eters " but only

17 to 23 per cent of

These variables apply at the date training was started.

-17other respondent

types.

At least for women , then , these appear to be

useful control variables (only one of the two need be used , since most
respondents are both or neither).

Number of Chi ldren
Since it takes more income to support a large family than a
small one , respondents wi th several children might be more determined in

their job seeking than those with few or no
grown children who are not necessarily

children.

In order to exclude

dependents of the respondents , only

children never married and under 18 years old are counted ere. T e maJorlty

of respondents (54 per cent) reported no children;
19 per cent had two or three;

16 per cent had one;

and 12 per cent had four or more.

The

corresponding percentages in each of the four respondent types are wi thin
2 per cent of the mean values for the extreme categories

four or more), and only slightly larger differences exis t
categories.

(no children ,

and

for the other two

This variable is not likely to be very important in analyses

of employment after training.

Emp10yment and Income History

Respondents were asked for detailed employment histories back to

September ,

1961-- more than a four- year

used to describe previous employment

period.

Several variables could be

, per cent of months employed

full time, number of periods of unemployment , activity one year before

training) ;

the one selected has the advantage of being less remote in

time than some, and therefore more reliable.

The measure of previous

Number of children determined as of the date training started.

-18employment to be used is the number of months of unemployment during the

year just before training.
Several measures of income are also available

, weekly wages

just before training, one year before training, on the longest full-time

job) .

Weekly wages for the last full-time job before training will be

used as a measure of the respondent

I s earning power.

Family income just

before training will be used to reflect the respondent' s standard of

1iving- - part

of which was provided by another wage- earner in many families.

Unemp10yment in the Year before Training
Those who have had most success in finding work in the past have
an experience advantage in getting jobs after training.

One- half of the

respondents were unemployed at least five months in the year before train-

ing.

It is apparent from Table 11. 3 that the four respondent types have

similar distributions of unemployment.

Controls "

had the largest propor-

tion unemployed the entire year and the smallest proportion never unemployed

but the differences are only slight.

About one-third of the 19 per cent

never unemployed must have worked only part time at least part of the year

because only 13 per cent were employed full time for the entire 12

When looking at each sex
among women.

months.

separately, larger differences exist

Only 35 per cent of female " completers " were unemployed the

entire year , compared to 51 per cent of " dropouts " and 47 per cent of

controls "

and " didn

I t

enrolls.

And only 8 per cent of female " controls

were never unemployed , compared to 17 per cent of " completers " and 15 per
cent of

dropouts.

control variable.

For women , at least , this appears to be a useful

-19TABLE II.

UNEPLOYMNT IN THE YEAR BEFORE TRAINING, BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Respondent Type

Months of
Unemployment

Completers

Dropouts

Didn I
Enro 11 s

Controls

Total

1 -

- 11 .
Total.

100

(621)

(323)

100

100

(lll)

(733)

(1, 788)

788

Not app1icable
258

Total N

Out of school less than one year before training, or period of
military service or unknown activity during the year.

Wages on Last Fu11- time Job before Training

Of the respondents who had a full-time job sometime between

September ,

1961

, and the date training started ,

one- fourth (26 per cent)

reported weekly wages of less than $50 on their last full-time job before

training;

one-half (53 per cent) earned less than $70;

(76 per cent) received under $100.

and three- fourths

While 3 per cent earned $140 or more,

more than one-half (55 per cent) were clustered between $40 and $89 a week.
The four respondent types have roughly similar distributions in Table 11.
except that more " controls " (30 per cent) made at least $100 a week than

, "

-20did any other type (19 to

23 per cent).

On the other hand , the proportion

who had no full-time job from September , 1961 ,

to the date training started

was largest for " controls " (68 per cent as large as the number who reported

wages , compared to 58 per cent or less for each of the other respondent

types) .

TABLE II.
LAST FULL-TIME WAGES BEFORE TRAINING, BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Weekly

Respondent Type

Wages

Comp1eters

Dropouts

Didn

Enrolls

Controls

Total

Under $50 .
$50 to $69
$70 to $99

$100 or more

Total.

100

lOO

(491)

(257)

101

100

100

(85)

(536)

369)

N.

369
838

Not applicable
NA . .

258

Total N

Men were more likelF than women to have had a full-time job before
training: 72 per cent of men and 48 per cent of women had one or more. Among
those who reported full-time wages

women earned considerably less than men;

50 per cent of women and 16 per cent of men made under $50 a week; the corresponding proportions under $70 are 81 and 42 per cent , and for under $100
they are 96 and 67 per cent.

Among women

controls "

earned slightly less

-21than other respondent types (56 per cent of " controls " earned under $50
compared to 45 per cent of tra

inees) ;

but among men, the opposite was

true (40 per cent of " controls " earned at least $100 , compared to less

than 30 per cent of other

types).

Since there are some differences

between trainees and the control group, this variable could be important

when examining the relationship between training and wages after

training.

Unfortunately, 37 per cent of the respondents had no full-time job before
training, which limits the usefulness of this

variable.

Fami1 y Income before Training

Since many of the respondents were not the main earners in their

households, economic level is reflected better by family income than by
Just before the training started

individual wages.

a majori ty (53 per

cent) of the reported family incomes were less than $60 a week--which is
only $3, 120

a year.

One-third (34 per cent) were less than $40 weekly, and

three- fourths (73 per cent) were under

$100 a week.

A few of the 5 per

cent in the $200 and over category probably reported monthly instead of
weekly incomes , but mos t of the

highes t incomes resulted

one wage earner in the family.

Table 11. 5

among the res pondent

types.

on family income before

from more than

contains only small differences

The control group is similar to the trainees

training.

Men reported lower family incomes than women (56 per cent under

$60 , compared to 47 per cent for women) -- perhaps more of the women came
from households with two or more wage earners.

Among men , income distribu-

tions for trainees and " controls " are prac tically identical;

controls

" report higher incomes than

than " completers "
, "dropouts

dropouts

among women

who in turn are higher

(the percentages with at least $60 a week are " controls

--52

and " completers " --47).

..

-22TABLE II.

FAMILY INCOME BEFORE TRAINING , BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Weekly
Income

Respondent Type

Comp1eters

Dropouts

Didn

Controls

Enrolls

Totals

Under $40 .
$40 - $59
$60 - $99

$100 or more

Total

100

100

100

(717)

(391)

(125)

101

(84l)

074)

074

NA . .

184

Total N

258

What They Said about Training and Jobs
The previous sections have compared the different types of respondents

on relatively objective facts such as age , education , unemployment , and in-

come;

subjective facts such as reasons for taking training or opinions about

the value of training will be discussed below , along with other questions
related to training and to finding employment.

Certain questions were asked or only one respondent type (

"dropouts "

were asked , "Why did you leave the training? " ), and the replies
cannot be compared ror different respondent types
Some of these
items are included in this chapter , however , as part of that respondent
type s outlook on training and jobs.

, of course.

..

-23Finding Emp10yment before Training
The trainees were asked

training,.. . how

ing... any

just before you heard about the

good did you think your chances would have been of find-

kind of job , without taking the training...

(42 per cent) said " poor

Four out of ten

" and three out of ten (28 per cent) said " fair)

making 71 per cent who indicated their chances were believed to be less
The proportions for " dropouts " were very close to those for

than good.
completers. "

The sexes differed only slightly, with female " dropouts

completers "

and ma

having the highest proportions who said " poor

(46 and 45 per cent , respectively).

Those who answered " fair " or " poor " to the above question were
asked about the main reasons they found it difficult to get a job before

they entered training.
reason ,

When pressed to select the single most important

the majority pointed to some lack in their job preparation-- 26 per

cent lacked any skill , trade , or experience , 14 per cent indicated a lack

of education , l2 per cent said they needed additional experience , 3 per

cent were not qualified for the types of jobs they wanted , and 2 per cent
said their skills were rusty because they hadn t worked for a long

time.

Some cited their age (8 per cent too old , and 2 per cent too young) or

physical condition (4 per cent) as the major reason they couldn t get a

job.

Only a minority blamed the economy for lack of job opportunities:

12 per cent said there were few jobs of any kind available , 7 per cent said

that no jobs were open in their types of work , and 3 per cent felt that the
available jobs were not good enough.

The greatest differences by respondent type are for lack of education-named by 20 per cent of " dropouts " and only 10 per cent of " completers

and

-24-

the need for additional experience--by l5 per cent of l' completers "
7 per cent of " dropouts.
mos t

and only

But the lack of a skill or trade was chosen

often by both types of tra inees.

Women were especially likely to say

they lacked a skill or trade (34 per cent , compared to 22 per cent of men)--

particularly the women who dropped out of the course (50 per

cent). Men were

more likely to say that few jobs of any kind were available (15 per cent
compared to 5 per cent of women).

Before training, how much confidence did

Trainees were also asked

you have in your ability to learn a new job and to hold it...

One-half

(50 per cent) replied that they had " a lot of confidence " and another one-

fourth (27 per cent) said " some confidence ; 18 per cent answered l'

confidence " and 5 per cent said " no

confidence at all."

reported somewhat more confidence than " completers
tively, claimed "

lot

after training-- see

a little

Dropouts

58 and 46 per cent , respec-

of confidence " (a relationship which was reversed

Table 11. 10).

with 57 per cent claiming "

lot

Men expressed more confidence than women
compared to 39 per cent of women.

Reasons for Taking or Not Taking Training

A list of nine reasons for wanting to take job training

was read to

all respondents , who indicated whether or not each reason applied to

Except for the 1 per cent who said "

controls

" to all nine reasons (3 per cent of

), the respondents also selected one of the nine as the most

important reason for their wanting to take training.

top three " mos

t important " reasons was:

(1)

The rank order of the

To get a job that was steady,

regular emp10yment" --31 per cent , (2) " To learn new work skills

cent ,

them.

and (3) " To get a job that paid more money --15 per cent.

23 per

-25While that rank order was different only for " didn I t enrolls " the

smaller differences for " controls "

in Table 11.6 are potentially more

relevant for later analyses of the relationships between training and emp1oyment or income.

Controls "

have the largest proportion who answered " more

money " (20 per cent , compared to 11 per cent of " comp1eters " 15 per cent

of " dropouts

" and 9 per cent of " didn t enrolls ), and the smallest propor-

tion who said " new work skills " (19 per cent , compared to 25 per cent or

more for other respondent

types).

The rank order of the top three reasons

TABLE II.

MOST IMPORTANT REASON FOR WANTING TRAINING, BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Respondent Type
Most Important
Reason

Comp1eters Dropouts

Didn I t

Enrolls

Controls

Total

different

To get a job in a
line of work

learn new work
get a job that paid
skills

To

more money

To get
job

a more

interes ting

job tha twas steady,
regular employment

To get a

To get an easier
improve my
ledge for a

job

skills
job

know-

already

had

Just

what

get

job

matter

it was

Other
Tota

(769)

N.

NA . .

101

102

100

(405)

(135)

(887)

196

Not applicab le

Total N .

. 2, 258

100

196)

-26was the same for men and women separate ly, though women named " steady

job"

somewhat less often (27 per cent) than men (33 per cent) and women sought
more money " more often (19 per cent) than men (13 per

cent).

Since control-group respondents were all unemployed about the time

training programs were conducted nearby, why didn t they take the training?
One -half (51 per cent) of them didn

I t

they were probably eligible to attend.

those who didn

know about the MDTA programs which
Over three-fourths (78 per cent) of

t know about the programs said ' 'yes '' they

would have been

interested in taking job training at that time , and another 10 per cent
said that it " depends

on the type of training available , primarily, but

also on the course hours , location , allowance , and other things.

Among those who did know about t4e programs , nearly three-fourths

(73 per cent) said " yes

" they were interested in taking job training at

that time--in fact , 5 per cent actually took training (starting on different

dates than the corresponding main sample respondents).

The 302 other persons

who said they were interested were asked why they did not take the

course.

Answers to that open- ended question were assigned to 2l categories , with an

average of 1. 2

answers per person.

(1)

The most popular categories were:

They told me I was not eligible , or would not accept me --l6 per cent;

The class was full and they couldn t take anyone else --15 per cent;
I made application , but they never told me anything --13 per cent;

available training was not the kind I wanted" --ll per cent;
that I was not eligible , or would not be accepted" --lO
a job" --9

get baby-

per cent; (7) " Family

sitter

(3)

(4) " The

(5) " thought

per cent; (6) " I

got

responsibilities . young children , couldn

--6 per cent; and (8)

of applying --6 per cent.

(2)

Not interested enough to make effort

27-

All tt controls tt who said they were

not interested in taking the

training (27 per cent of those who knew about the programs and 12 per cent
of those who did not) were asked why they weren

ass igned to 16

Answers were

categories , with an average of 1. 2 answers per person.

categories used most often were:

qualified, but no jobs open , etc.

per cent;

I t interested.

(3) " Didn

(4) " Too old" --ll

(1) " didn

The

t need training; already

2l per cent;

(2) "

I wanted a

iob" --17

of training available --15 per cent;

t want the

per cent;

(5) " Didn

t want training-- about to be on

pension, don t believe in welfare state :ieas, etc. --9 per cent; and

(6)

, etc.
Planning or engaged in other activity (school, military, jail

- -9 per cent.
How did respondents in the main sample first hear about the MDTA

training?

Employment service interviewer " was named by 37 per cent.

Since

" the
another 11 per cent answered " posting at Employment Service Office

Employment Service was named by nearly one-half (48 per

cent). About one-

fifth listed a personal acquaintance as their first source of information

(16 per cent said " friend

" and 5 per cent said " parent

or relative

The

newspaper " (11 per
next largest categories are " other " (l3 per cent) and "
cent) .

The remaining categories are all small: " radio or television

per cent

--4

--2 per cent
welfare worker --3 per cent , and " employer or company

(if newspapers and broadcasting are considered together, the
tions media account for 15 per cent of the responses).

types (" controls "

mass- communica-

The three respondent

were not asked this question) have similar percentage

distributions.
When asked if they were referred to the type of training they really

wanted, seven out of ten (71 per

cent) said "yes.

The percentages were

, "

-28similar for each respondent type:

didn ' t enrolls

said

--71.

completers --72

Among those who said "

they had asked for their first

choice.

dropouts --68 ,

and

" two-thirds (68 per cent)

But a majority (61 per cent)

of those who had asked also said the course of their choice was not being
offered at any school near them at that time.

Most of the others (whose

choices were being offered then) could not get into the course of their choice
because the class was full , they were not qualified ,

earlier.

or the course

had started

Among those who didn t even ask for their first choice , most

believed that it was not available; about one- third believed that the type
of training they were referred to was the only type availab

Ie.

Since 71 per cent of the " didn t enrolls " said that they were referred

to the type of training they really wanted , what reasons did they have for not
enro lling?

Though multiple responses were permitted (averaging

nearly 1.

per person), only 7 per cent said that they didn t enroll because they didn

want some course they were

assigned ,
per cent.

offered.

Of the 17 categories to which answers were

the largest was that they got jobs or were called back to work--

Transportation problems (other than costs of transportation) were

named by 15 per cent , and family responsibilities were mentioned by 11 per

cent.

At least one of the five financial reasons (general , transportation or

cost of lunches , needed a job before the course would end , not eligible for

allowance ,

allowance too small) was listed by 28 per cent , though the largest

proportion choosing any single financial reason was the 10 per cent who said

the allowance was too small.

Communication with the Employment Service was

poor for some , because 10 per cent didn t realize at the time (some still

didn

t know when interviewed) that they had actually been referred for a

training course.

The time schedule was not suitable to 7 per cent , and the

remaining reasons were each given by fewer persons.

, "

, "

29Only 8 per cent of " didn t enrolls " said they were offered another

type of training at the time they didn t enroll , but since only 7 per cent
objected to a particular course , this doesn t appear to be a major stumbling

block.

When asked

Considering everything that r s happened to

you since then

do you think it would have been better if you had taken the course?"

oVer one-

half (55 per cent) said " yes " (37 per cent said " no , " and 7 per cent said
they didn t know).

A majority (55 per cent) of " didn t enrolls " claimed that they were
still interested in government- sponsored training (28 per cent said "

When " controls " were asked if they were

and 16 per cent said it " depends

interested in taking training to learn a skill or trade , three-fourths (75 per

cent) said " yes.

When the one-fourth who said "

a majority of them said they had

" were asked

Why not?lI

jobs.

Since two-thirds of the " dropouts " were taking the type of training

they " really

wanted " why didn t they complete their courses?

responses were given-- an average of 1. 2

reasons per person.

Multiple
Not many of those

who left MDTA training courses did so because they were critical of the pro-

gram.

Only 6 per cent expressed dissatisfaction with the instructors , and

only 13 per cent dis liked something
for financ ia 1 reasons:

else about the program.

Many dropped out

25 per cent took a job for financial reasons , l2 per

cent mentioned inadequate allowance or other money problems , and 10 per cent
said they left to take a job ,

though financial reasons

were not specified

(43 per cent gave at least one of these three reasons).

Personal illness was

a reason for 12 per cent , 10 per cent referred to family problems , and 7 per
cent spoke of transportation difficulties.

-30Men and women generally gave different reasons for dropping out of
For women , aside from the 38 per cent in the residual " other

training.

category, the reasons listed most often were illness (25 per cent) and family

problems (21 per cent), with each other reason given by less than 10 per cent.
For men , the mas t popular reason for leaving was to take a job (31 per

cent

mentioned financial reasons in connec tion with the job , and 11 per cent did

not) .

Except for 24 per cent " other " the next most frequent reasons were

dissatisfaction with the training (8 per cent disliked the instructors and
16 per cent disliked something else) and money problems (13 per

cent).

How many respondents took other job-training courses later?

proportion for " completers

The

--ll per cent--is slightly smaller than for others--

16 or 17 per cent for each other respondent
similar for men and women separately.

type.

The proportions are very

Trainees who had not taken another

course later were asked if they are planning to take some other kind of job

training.

About three out of ten said " yes --28 per cent of completers and

31 per cent of dropouts.

The corresponding percentages were slightly higher

for women (31 and 35 per cent) than for men (26 and 30 per cent).

Eva1uations of Training

(at

Looking back on their training experience at least a year later

least 17 months later for a majority of " completers " and 20 or more months
for a majority of " dropouts ), what did the trainees have to say about

When asked

it?

All things considered , how well did you like the training...

a majority (57 per cent) answered " very well " and only 10 per cent said

not so well" or " not
than " dropouts "

at all.

As expected, " comp1eters "

liked it better

did--63 per cent of " comp1eters " and 45 per cent of " dropouts

, "

-31-

said " very well

or " not

" while the corresponding percentages saying " not so well"

at all" were 5 and 19.

Women liked the training more often than

completers "

men , and Table 11. 7 shows that , within each sex

courses more than " dropouts "

liked their

did.

Trainees who liked their courses at least " fairly well" were asked

to specify what they liked about the training.
assigned to 14 categories

The multiple responses were

, with an average of 1. 9 answers per person (2.

for II completers " and 1. 7 for " dropouts

One-third (34 per cent) liked
and 31 per cent of " dropouts

learning something (36 per cent of " comp1eters"

and one-fourth (27 per cent) said the subject matter was interesting.

Appre-

ciation was expressed for the teacher s method of communicating the subject
by 22 per cent , the teacher s knowledge of the subject by 4 per cent , and the

teacher in general or as a person by 20 per cent (at least one of those thr
types of responses was given by 42 per cent).

One-fifth (21 per cent) liked

TABLE II.

HOW WELL TRINING WAS LIKED, BY SEX AND RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Male

How Well

Training
Was Liked

Very

Comp1eters

Total

Female

Dropouts

Comp1eters

100

100

(299)

(328)

(110)

Dropouts

Completers Dropouts

well.

Fairly

we 11 .

No t so

well.

Not at

all

Total

100

(455)

N . .

192

Not applicable

061

To ta IN

258

NA . .

100

(783)

(409)

-32the practical experience (24 per cent of " comp1eters

dropouts

and 15 per cent of

), and the same proportion (21 per cent) simply liked everything

about the training (24 per cent of " completers " and 14 per cent of " drop-

outs

Association with other people was mentioned by 13 per cent , and

doing something new or different was named by 12 per cent.

five categories each contained 8 per cent or

less.

The remaining

The largest sex differ-

ences occurred for liking everything about training (26 per cent of women

18 per cent of men) and for associating with other people (21 per cent of

women

9 per cent of men).

Trainees who liked their courses " not so well" or " not at all" were
asked to specify what they disliked about the training.

With an average of

6 answers per person and 21 categories , no single category was used for as

many as one- fifth of those responding.
that there was nothing they disliked.

One out of nine (11 per cent) said
The categories with the largest number

of choices are (1) the training stressed the wrong, or unimportant , things-18 per cent; (2) the course was too short-- 14 per cent; (3) not enough equipment or supplies were available when needed-- l4

per cent; (4)

the teacher

ability or methods were not good enough-- l2 per cent; and (5) poor planning,

curriculum ,

or organization-- 12

per cent.

Combining the 12 per cent in item 4,

above, with the fact that 8 per cent disliked the teachers I attitudes toward

students or toward the program gives us a total of 19 per cent
something about the instructions.
were for the following:

6 who disliked

The 1arges t differences by respondent type

(1) the course was too short--2l per cent of " completers

and 6 per cent of " dropouts ; (2) the training stressed the wrong things-- 23 per

cent of " comp1eters "
too sma1l-- 3

and 13 per cent of " dropouts ; and (3) the allowance was

per cent of " comp1eters "

and 10 per cent of " dropouts

Distribu-

tions were similar for both sexes , with the largest difference in the complaint

Total is 19 per cent rather than 20 per cent because of multiple responses.

..

. ..

-33that there was not enough equipment or supplies-- 17 per cent of men and 8
per cent of women.

All trainees were asked to say whether or not they learned certain

types of skills in their MDTA

training.

Seven out of ten said " yes " they

learned how to operate equipment , and six out of ten said " yes " they learned
how to use tools.

Six out of ten also said " yes " they learned to read

arithmetic.

and write better or to do

For each of those three types of skills

Table 11.8 shows that " comp1eters " said " yes " more often than " dropouts " did

the greatest difference being on the equipment question (80 per cent

. 52 per cent).

Sex differences are shown in the same tab

a much higher percentage than women on the tools question

Ie:

men have
. 29

(75 per cent

per cent), and women have slightly higher percentages than men on the equipment

TABLE 11.8
SELECTED SKILLS LEARNED IN TRAINING, BY SEX AND RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent Learning Skill)

Skill

Respondent Type

Sex

Comp1eters
82 (454)

Male
Operate equipment

Use tools

Total

(297)

(751)

(328)

59 (108)

(436)

Total.

80 (782)

(405)

(1, 187)

Male

84 ( 45 5)

(298)

(753)

(325)
62 (780)

(107)

(432)

(405)

58 (1, l85)

(452)

(298)

(750)

(110)

( 4 38 )

Female

Fema Ie
To ta 1.

Ma Ie .

Reading, writing,
or arithmetic

Dropou ts

Fema Ie .

66 (328)

Total.

61 (780)

(408)

58 (1,

188)

Equipment

.l

Too Is

, 187

, 185

188

Total N 2

061
258

06l

06l

258

258

N. . .
NA .
Not applicable

Reading.. .

Numbers in parentheses- just below and to the right of each percentage
, male " completers " who learned to operate equipment constitute 82 per cent of the 454 male completers who answered the
are the percentage bases;

question.

-34and basic- education

type ,

questions.

In the cross-tabulations of sex and respondent

the same relationships exist with one exception-- among " comp1eters

the proportion who learned to operate equipment was slightly higher for men
than for women.

In addition to the general types of skills discussed above and the

more specific job skills which are particularly useful in the various occupa-

t ions for which

the training was given , the following " skills " were learned

according to open- ended responses of the

trainees:

(1) personal relationships

or getting along with other people--9 per cent; (2) psychological well being
or feelings of confidence or independence--4 per

cent; (3)

personal appearance

grooming or posture--3 per cent; and (4) how to look for or apply for a job-2 per cent.

comp1eters "

Personal relationships were named slightly more often by
(11 per cent) than by " dropouts " (5 per cent).

Women were a

little more likely than men to mention personal relationships (12 per

cent

. 1 per cent).

. 7 per cenq and personal appearance (7 per cent

A majority (64 per cent) of trainees said that the new skills they
learned were ones they had expected to learn , but 18 per cent said they had not
expected to learn those skills , and another 18 per cent said some were skills

they expected and some were not.

Therefore ,

one-third (36 per cent) learned

something they were not expecting to learn; the proportion was s lightly larger

for " completers "

(38 per cent) than for " dropouts " (32 per cent).

Similar

proportions exist for men and women separately: the largest sex difference
is for dropouts who learned something unexpected--33 per cent of men

and 27

per cent of women.

Those trainees who gave no answer are included in the percentage
additional new skills.

base for this question about

-35When they left training, how well qualified to begin the kind of job

for which they had taken training did the trainees
(55 per cent) felt well qualified

often than " dropouts.
felt "

completers "

feel? While a majority

naturally felt qualified more

For the two extreme categories (Table 11. 9)

very well qualified" three times as often as " dropouts

" comp1eters

" (36 per cent

12 per cent), and " dropouts " said they were " not qualified at all" far more

often than " completers " (37 vs. 4 per cent).

least " well

The percentages feeling at

qualified" were 67 for " completers " and 31 for " dropouts.

Women felt better qualified than men did; women said " very well" more often
. 24 per cent), and men said " somewhat " more .

than men (34

(33

. 23 per cent).

often than women

Among " comp1eters " a similar sex difference exists

with more women than men in the " very well" category (42

. 32 per cent);

but among " dropouts " more women than men felt " not qualified at all" (43
vs. 35 per cent).

Did training help them get jobs?

pIeters "

Two- thirds (66 per cent) of " com-

and one-fourth (26 per cent) of " dropouts " said that the MDTA

training they received helped them obtain employment (53 per cent for both
respondent types combined).

The proportion who said " yes " was larger for

women (59 per cent) than for men (49 per

cent).

Among " comp1eters " women

found training helpful more often (73 per cent , compared to 62 per cent of

men), but among " dropouts

' men were a

training helped them get a job
Trainees who said "

were asked why it did

program.

not.

(28

little more likely than women to say

. 21 per cent).

" (the training did not help them find employment)
Only 10 per cent explicitly blamed the training

The answers given most often by " completers " were: (1) there were no

jobs open--35 per cent; (2) took a job not related to
which the training wasn t needed-- 29

the training or for

per cent; and (3)

deficiencies of the

....

. .

-36TABLE II.

. HOW WELL QUALIFIED FOR OCCUPATION WAS RESPONDENT AFTER TRAINING

BY SEX AN RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Respondent Type

How Well

Sex

Qualified

Completers

Dropouts

To tal

Very well

Well.
Somewhat.
Male
Not at all.

Total.

100

lOl

100

(452)

(295)

(747)

100

100

100

(327)

(110)

(437)

100

100

100

(779)

(405)

184)

Very well
Well.
Fema le

Somewhat.
Not at all.

Total.
N.

Very well
Well.

Total

Somewhat.
Not at all.

Total.

, 184

N.

Not applicable
Total N . .

061
258

-37training pro

ram--l4 per cent. (While

multiple responses were permitted

only 14 extra answers were given by the 524 persons who answered the ques-

t ion. )

Dropouts "

said:

it--52 per cent; (2)

(1) not in the course long enough to benefit from

took a job not related to the training or for which the

training wasn t needed--22 per cent; and (3) not looking for full-time work--

8 per cent (other categories had smaller percentages).

Men were more 1 ike ly
. 15 per

than women to report taking a job not related to the training (30

cent) .

Women were more likely than men to say they were not looking for full-

time work (13

. 2 per cent) --19 per cent of

Trainees who said " yes

women " dropouts.

(the training did help them find employment)

were asked to specify how the training helped.

About one-half (52 per cent)

said it helped by teaching a new skill or by improving an existing

skill.

Other responses were: the employer knew the training had been taken--16 per
cent; a referral was made by MDTA or the Employment Service--13 per cent; the
training helped when taking a test--9 per cent; the course prepared trainees

for an occupation with many job openings--7 per cent; and the training pro-

gram taught how to look for a job--4 per

cent. (Only 20 extra answers

given by the 591 persons answering this multiple- response

were

question.

Learning

how to look for a job was mentioned more often by " dropouts " (11 per cent)

than by " completers "

(3 per cent), but the two respondent types had similar

distributions for the other response categories.

Men and women also had

similar response patterns.

When asked how well the MDTA training prepared them for their latest

job ,

nearly one-half (47 per cent) said " not well at all."

per cent) said " fairly
While " dropouts "

One- fourth (25

well " and one-fourth (28 per cent) said " very

were more likely to say " not well at all" (71 per

welL"

cent),

even among " completers " the proportion was one out of three (35 per cent).

-38But the reason is simple; 90 per cent of " comp1eters " who said the training
was no preparation for their latest job were referring to a different line
of work-- not

related to the training. For " dropouts "

the corresponding

proportion is 64 per cent , and the next highest reasons were that they

didn

t stay in the course long enough-- 26 per cent--or that they learned little

or nothing new in the course-- 6 per cent (only 23 extra responses were given
persons who answered this multiple- response

by the 5
comp1eters

question).

Among

" women were more likely than men to say the training prepared

them " very well" for their latest job
than men to say " not

. 32 per cent)

(42

No appreciable sex

. 39 per cent).

well at all" (29

and 1es s like ly

difference exists for " dropouts.
An indirect evaluation of the training is provided by the comparison
in Tab Ie 11. 10 between confidence before training and confidence after train-

ing.

Since more than a year elapsed between " before

training "

and " now

(when interviewed), the change in confidence is not necessarily due to the
training, of course.

Other things have happened during that time--such as

TABLE II .
AMOUNT

OF CONFIDENCE IN ABILITY TO LEARN AND HOLD A NEW JOB
BEFORE TRAINING AND NOW , BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Before Training
ResDondent TVDe

Amount of

Conf idence

Completers

Dropou ts

Now

Respondent Type

Total Comp1eters Dropouts Total

A lot.
Some
A little

None

Total
N.

100

(781)

101

100

191)
(410)
Before Training
19l

NA.

Not applicab le
Total N

101

101

101

(781)

(410)

l91)

Now

191

1.061

06l

258

258

-39actual job experiences -- which could also lead to increased

confidence.

However , it does seem reasonable to expect training to result in increased
confidence in one r S " ability to learn a new job and to hold it " (quoted

from the questionnaire), and therefore " completers " should benefit more than

dropouts. "

While only 46 per cent of " completers " had " a lot" of confidence

before training, 79 per cent expressed " a
of 33 per cent.

For " dropouts "

cent (from 58 to 72 per cent).

completers "
ward.

lot "

when interviewed-- an increase

the corresponding increase was only 14 per

Though " dropouts " had more confidence than

had before training, " completers " held a slight advantage after-

Women and men expressed roughly similar levels of confidence when

interviewed ,

which means that women gained more since before training-- when

men had a definite advantage.

Female " completers " gained the most--their

proportion with " a lot '! of confidence rose
to 79 per cent " now

from 39 per cent before training

a rise of 40 per cent (male " completers " rose from 51

to 79 per cent-- a gain of 28 per cent).

Finding Employment after Training
Much of what the respondents said about finding employment after
training has already been discussed in connection with evaluations of training
questions such as whether

and how or why not.

the training helped them

to obtain employment

This section will include most of the other questions

dealing with finding suitable jobs after training.
All " completers " were asked how many employers they were referred to

by the Employment Service during the month after

training.

A majority

(56 per

cent) were referred to at least one , and one-fourth (25 per cent) were referred
to two or more.

The proportion receiving referrals was a little higher for

women (60 per cent) than for men (53 per cent), but two or more referrals were

received by about one-fourth of each sex.

-40The 347 tt completers ll who said they were not referred were asked ,

didn

lI Why

While such a question requires

t they refer you to any employers?"

some respondents either to speculate or give no answer (83 of the 347 gave

no re levant answer), some information is availab le

from the responses.

The

most common reason given was that no referral was needed (already working
or plenty of jobs available) --42 per cent; 16 per cent said that there were

no more jobs related to their training available at that time; 14 per cent

cited a general scarcity of jobs; and 8 per cent said they were not qualified
for available jobs (only 4 extra responses were given by the 264 persons
answering this multiple- response

question).

Men said more often than women

that no mo ;e training- related jobs were available (20

. 10 per cent),

but other sex differences were very small.

Four out of five respondents (80 per cent) reported having at least

one full-time job since training.
res pondent type.

The proportion varies greatly by sex and

Table 11.11 shows that " controls " were less successful in

finding jobs (69 per cent) than other respondent types (83 to 89 per

cent),

and that fewer women (68 per cent) than men (87 per cent) had full-time

TABLE II.

FULL-TIME JOBS HELD SINCE TRAINING , BY SEX AND
RESPONDENT TYPE

(Per Cent Holding at Least One Fu1l- time Job)

Respondent Type

Sex

Didn

Controls

Total

Comp1eters

Dropouts

Male.. .

93 (455)

91 (300)

90 (83)

79 (572)

87 (l,

Female.

84 (329)

64 (113)

72 (53)

54 (353)

68 (848)

Total.

89 (784)

84 (413)

83

69 (925)

80 (2

Enrolls

(q6)

4l0)

258)

jobs.

-4lFor men , the range is from 93 per cent of " comp1eters " to 79 per cent of

controls" ;

for women , it is from 84 per cent of " comp1eters " to only

54 per cent of " controls

Male " dropouts "

and " didn t enrolls " had nearly

as many jobs as " comp1eters " but female " dropouts " and " didn t enrolls"

were close to the middle of the female range for the four respondent
In each sex

completers "

types.

were more likely to find work than " controls

were , but only for women was failure to complete the training (for which
selected or enrolled) associated with difficulty in obtaining employment.

Despite the large percentage differences between " completers " and " controls

in Table II.

, it is not possible to say with assurance at this point that

the training program helped its graduates to get jobs.

perhaps some of the

previously noted differences between the two groups (such as educational
level or age) are responsible for differences in employment.

The following

chapters will examine such problems.

Were those who found employment able to find jobs that they

liked?

Of those who had one or more full-time jobs since training, most claimed

that they liked their latest job: 54 per cent said " very

32 per cent said " fairly welL"

8 per cent said Ii not

so we 11. 'I

Men and women had similar response patterns

type.

Only 42 per

liked their most recent jobs " very well " compared to 62

per cent of " completers
didn

and another

Only 6 per cent said " not well at all " and

but there was a large difference related to respondent

cent of " controls "

well, "

" 59 per cent of " dropouts " and 55 per cent of

t enrolls " (Table 11.12).

Not only did fewer " controls " find full-

time work--they didn t like the jobs they did find as well as trainees did.

A series of questions related to job- seeking was asked only of persons who were not employed full time when interviewed.

These are discussed

-42TABLE II .
HOW WELL LATEST JOB LIKED, BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Respondent Type
How Well Latest
Job Liked

Completers Dropouts

Didn I t

Enrolls

Controls

Total

Very well

Fairly well
Not so

well

Not well at all

Total

101

100

100

100

100

(693)

(345)

(109)

(630)

777)

777

Not applicable a
2 , 25 8

Total N

No full-time job since training.

in the remainder of this section.

The reader should remember that the findings

reported below are limited to respondents not working full time on the dates

they were interviewed.
When asked how much of the time since training they had been avai

able for a full-time job , 17 per cent said " not at all."

The proportion

never available was smaller for " controls "

(13 per cent) than for Jl completers

(23 per cent) or " dropouts " (22 per cent).

More women (23 per cent) than men

(12 per cent) were never available. Male " controls " were most available-- on1y

7 per cent " not at all"
more " completers "

available

(vs .

24 per cent for male " completers

Since

than " controls " were never available for full-time jobs , the

-43association between training and employment is really stronger than it
appears in Table 11. 11.

jobs ,

When asked why they had not been available for

most women mentioned family respons ibilities; men cited their physical

condition more often than any other reason.

Open- ended responses did not all fit into a precoded answer list
for the question ,

'I Why

do you think you haven t been able to find a job?"

The most popular category on this multiple- response item was the residual

one- bther "

(52 per cent).

no jobs

The next most popular categories were

available for which I qualify " (34 per cent)
experience than I have " (30 per cent).

and " employers want more

Relatively few persons said " slack

period in industry or jobs where I qualify " (16 per cent) or " jobs not

avai1ab Ie because of my age "

said " jobs

Even smaller proportions

(13 per cent).

refused by me because of low wages " (7 per cent), " employer I

prejudice or discrimination " (5 per cent), or " not a union member 'l

cen t) .

(2 per

The only notable difference by respondent type was for " comp1eters

, II

of whom a smaller proportion had said " no jobs available for which I qualify

(25 per cent--vs. 37 per cent for ' 'controls

. 26 per cent), and men were

more experience more often than men did (36

more prone than women to 1 is

their field

(20

Women mentioned the need for

t

age (17 vs.

8 per cent) or s lack period in

. 11 per cent).

When asked to specify which was the most important reason , the respondents still gave " other " answers most often (41 per cent), again followed by

no jobs available for which I qualify " (19 per cent) and " employers want
more experience than I have " (18 per cent), with the remaining categories

each chosen by 9 per cent or

less. As before ,

the only category with much

difference between respondent types was " no jobs available for which I qualify
selected by 21 per cent of " controls

" 16 per cent of 'l comp1eters

" and 12

-44Women cited their lack of experience more often than men

per cent of "dropouts.

. 12 per cent), and men were a little more likely than women to

did (24

. 5 per

. 4 per cent) or a slack period in their field (12

mention age (10

cent) .
Two-thirds (69 per cent) of those not then holding a full-time position
thought their chances of getting a job then were only

(37 per cent); 20 per cent said " good"

pIeters "

cent), and within each sex

than " controls "

did , with more

. 33 per

more often than women did (42

completers "

thought their chances a little better

thought theirs.

The most popular responses to ' 'What
were:

controls "

. 9 per cent) and fewer in the " poor " category

(15

Men said " poor "

. 42 per cent).

Com-

and 11 per cent said " very good.

thought a little more of their chances than "

in the " very good" category
(27

'fair' (32 per cent) or ' poor'

have you done to try to get a job?"

registered at public employment office " (54 per cent) and " applied

employers in this area " (52 per

were given on this question.

and/or relatives

cent); an average of 2. 2

responses per person

The next highest categories were " asked

(35 per cent) and " answered

to

newspaper ads

friends

(27 per cent).

Though 14 per cent had done " nothing " to find a job , this is not surprising,

because 17 per cent said they had not been available for a full-time job since

training.
area "

Smaller proportions said they had " applied to employers outside this

(12 per cent), " registered at a private employment office " (11 per cent),

or " applied

to union '!

(3 per cent).

Responses were distributed similarly by respondent type , with the
largest difference for " asked friends and/or re1atives

pIeters "

and 39 per cent of " controls.

women to use public employment offices (60

--28 per cent of " com-

Men were a little more likely than
. 47 per cent) and to apply to

, "

, "

-45employers in the area (58

. 7 per cent),

vs. 46 per cent) or out of the area (16

. 10 per cent).

while slightly more women than men did nothing to find work (18

Among men , public employment offices were used by more " completers " (69 per cent)

than " controls "

(57 per cent).

fewer " completers "

(2l per cent) than " controls " (39 per cent).

When asked how

office ,

Among women , friends or relatives were asked by

frequently they had checked with

the local employment

35 per cent said at least once a month (including 20 per cent who said

at least weekly); 31 per cent

said " never.

Completers "

were more likely than

others to use the employment office: 23 per cent said " never " compared to 32

per cent of " controls "

and 35 per cent of " dropouts.

The proportion checking

every week was higher for " completers " (27 per cent) than for " controls " or

dropouts "

(each 18 per cent), as was the proportion checking at le st monthly
. 32 for " controls " and 33 for " dropouts

(45 per cent.

Men used employment

offices more than women: 25 per cent of men and 37 per cent of women said " never.
. 27 per cent), including those who

More men than women checked monthly (43

checked at least weekly (24 per cent of men and 14 per cent of women).

each sex

completers "

Within

used the local employment offices more than " controls

or " dropou ts . "
Those who said " never " or " less often than once a month" to the previous

question were asked

Why haven t you kept in touch (more often)?"

The open-

ended responses did not fit the precoded categories very well, with one-half
(51 per cent) of the respondents included in the residual " other " category.

Of the five specific reasons , the most popular was " they have no jobs for me

05 per cen0; multiple responses were permitted ,

with an average of 1. 1

per person

Relatively few said they were " not interested in full-time job" (10 per cent) or

didn

t keep in touch more because of " personal

illness "

(9 per cent).

No notable

-46More men than women said " they

differences existed among the respondent types.
have no jobs for me "

(43

vs.

27 per cent), and women were a little more likely

to say they were not interested in a full- time

job (14

. 6 per cent).

How much did those without full- time employment really want to find a

job?

Enough to take a job in another city?

Two-thirds (67 per cent) said If yes
and one-half (50 per cent)

if the wage rate was higher than they were accustomed

said " yes "

if the wages were the same as they were used to , but only 14 per cent

would move if the wages were lower than they were accustomed

dropouts

to.

Comp Ie te rs ,

" and " controls " had similar proportions on these questions.

Men were

much more willing to move to another city than women were-- whether for higher wages
(80

. 51 per cent), wages the same as they were used to (62 vs. 35 per cent),
. 6 per cent).

or lower wages (20

This chapter has compared the four types of respondents on many

first

variables:

determine how similar were members of the control group to the trainees

and on which variables there were differences to be controlled in evaluating the

effects "

of training on employment , and second , to see how different respondents

viewed job training and job hunting.
reactions to the training experience.

Much of the latter consisted of subjective
The following chapters return to the

objective data on income and employment , using various control variables in the
analyses to isolate the " effects " of training.
showed that , in general , the control group

some variab 1es ,

The comparisons in this chapter

was similar to the

trainees.

But

such as age and education , did exhibit large enough differences

to necessitate holding them constant in further analyses.

CHAPTER II

TRAINING AND INCOME

Did the training result in higher incomes?

If so , how much higher?

While the basic goals of the MDTA program focus on altering the employment
experience of the individual , increased earning power would be an

additional benefit of the

important

program.

When evaluating the effects of training on income , the results
depend on which particular measurements of income are

used.

The first

section of this chapter considers current or recent wages from fulltime jobs, and is therefore limited to persons who found full-time

employment; the latter section deals with total family

income, including

part-time jobs and income produced by other family members.

In contrast

to the brief discussions of many topics in the previous chapter , this

chapter (and the next) will analyze fewer dependent variables in greater

detail.
Weekly Wages

The evidence does not indicate that MDTA training generally

resul ted in higher paying jobs.

Completers "

and " controls " reported

about the same wages on their last full-time job since training, with

-47-

..

-48six out of ten earning less than $80 a week (Table 111.

1).

Among women,

two-thirds (66

however, training is associated with higher wages:

per cent)

of female " controls " earned less than $60 a week, compared to less than

one- half

(47 per cent) of " comp1eters.

But this association among women

might result more from the effects of other variables than from the training experience.

TABLE III.

WAGES ON LAST FULL-TIME JOB AFTER TRINING, BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Respondent Type

Weekly
Wages

Dropouts

Enrolls

Didn I t

Controls

Total

101

100

100

100

101

(672)

(334)

( 1 08)

(590)

Comp leters

Under $60
$60 - $79

$80 - $99

$100 or more
To ta 1

N . .

704

Not applicable

460

NA . .
Total N

704)

258

The basic dependent variable in this analysis is the most recent
figure available for wages on a full-time job held since training, whether
that be only one month after training, or twenty or more months later. By
considering wages on the last full-time job after training, more people
can be included in the analysis than if the dependent variable were fixed
at a particular time, such as twelve months after training or on the date
of the interview (because more people had a full-time job at least sometime
after training than at any specified date).

-49Rather than considering sex , education , age, and other variables
individually, several variables which might affect income will be controlled
simultaneously by applying multiple regression analysis.

variables called "background"

1n eac regress10n

variables in Table

The list of

III. 2 will be controlled

0 wages.

TABLE III.

BACKGROUND VARIABLES CONTROLLED IN MUTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES

Sex.
Education (number of years of school completed).
Age (when training started).
Race (white

. nonwhite).

Previous unemp loyment (number of months in the year before train-

ing) .
Whether respondent was main earner of household (when

started).

Geographic region (South

training

. non- South).

Marital status (when training

started:

never married, now married,

formerly married--including separated).
Number of unmarried children of the respondent under 18 years old
in household (when training started).

10.

Per capita annual income of state (an index number proportional
to the income reported by the U. S. Census Bureau for 1963).

Except for the last variable listed (state per capita income),
each " background" variable will be handled by a " dummy variable " tech-

nique, by which each category becomes a variable with only two categories.
For example , previous unemployment (variable number 5 in Table 111. 2) will
be divided into four categories: (1) 0 months, (2) 1 to 3 months, (3) 4
to 11 months , and (4) 12 months. Each of those categories is regarded as
a variable for which a person is given the value of one if he falls into
the category and zero if he does not. From the resulting set of four
dumy variables on previous unemployment , only three are included as independent variables in the regression equation. In each set of dummy variables
If the last one (12
months of unemployment) is omitted , then the equation will show how much
change in weekly wages is assoc ia ted wi th having a months of unemp loymen t
rather than 12 (while controlling for the other variables in the equation),
and similarly, how much change is associated with having 1 to 3 months or

, the omitted one is the basis for comparisons.

-50The equation used to represent the multiple regression analysis
takes this form:

y = c + b

l + b

Z + b

3 + ... + b

The dependent variable being predicted is y (which

represents

weekly wages on last full-time job after training), and the independent
variables are represented by x

l' x z' x

3' ...

, x

n (the " background"

ables plus any other variables, including some indication of MDTA
The independent variables have corresponding coefficients , b

b.

vari-

training).

l' b Z' b

All of them, along with c, are constants determined by the regression

analysis in a manner that will produce the equation best able to predict the
dependent variable for a person in the population from which the sample was

taken.

In other words , the best available estimate of weekly wages for a

trainee not in the sample would be determined by inserting that person

knam characteristics x

l' x

z' ...

, x

n into the regression equation and solving

for y.

Since the aim of this study is not to determine the most important

variables in predicting income or employment but to evaluate the effect of

one variable (MDTA training) on income or employment , the remaining variables

need not be discussed individually.

Therefore, the regression equation may

be thought of in the form y = c + b
l + B.

The " background"

variables and their coefficients have been put

in a group represented by B in the equation.
by x

l in this equation.

MDTA training is represented

A person who took the training is given

4 to 11 months rather than lZ months. The omiss ion of one dumm variab Ie
does not mean that any information is lost , since each person s score on
that variable can easily be determined from his scores on the others in
the set (he scores 0 on all but one dummy variab Ie in a set). For mote
information, see D. B. Suits, " Use of Dummy Variables in Regression Equations, " Journal of the
..erican Statistical Association , LII (1957), 548-51.

-51a value of x
Because b

l = 1, and a person who did not take the

training, x

l = O.

l is therefore multiplied by 0 or by 1, the middle term (b

is always either 0 or b

For a person who did not take training, his

wages (y) would be estimated as c + B; if that same person had taken training his wages would be estimated as c + b
ing in the equatio
equal to b

therefore ,

l dollars a week.

l + B.

The effect of MDTA train-

is to increase estimated wages by an amount

The coefficient (b ) represents the net effect

of training in the regression equation , controlling for all the variables
in B.

Of course, since the value of b

1 will be determined from sample

data, it is subject to sampling variability.

a different sample it might be larger or

If it were determined from

For the coefficient

smaller.

) value to have any meaning it must be accompanied by an indication
of its degree of sampling variability, such as its standard error or its

95 per cent confidence limits.

Unless the coefficient for training (b

is at least three times as large as its standard error, it could easily

be the result of sampling variability rather than any real effect of

training.
In the multiple regression of weekly wages (for last full-time
job after training) on training and the " background" variables, the
coefficient for training (b

20 with a standard error of 1. 83.

the standard error is nearly as big as b

As

l' the minus sign is probably due

to sampling error; the coefficient is not statistically significant.

In other words, when controlling for all of the " background" variables

at once, no net effect (on wages) from training is

evident.

The

For a random sample, the ratio should be at least 1. 96 to be

statistically significant at the . 05

level. The computer program regards

the cluster sample used for this study as a random sample in computing

standard errors. Therefore, the ratio should be

larger.

-52multiple correlation coefficient for training and the "background"
variables with " weekly wages on last full-time job since training " is

55, and the proportion of the variance in wages accounted for is there-

fore

30 (the coefficient squared).

Since those with relatively high wages in their employment histories are probably most likely to obtain jobs with relatively high wages
after training, it might be useful to control for previous earnings.

When

weekly wages on last full-time job before training " is added to the list
of independent variables in the regression equation, the multiple r

increases to . 67,

indicating that 45 per cent of the variance in wages

after training is explained by the variables in the equation.

Previous

income has much more effect on wages than any other independent variable

has.

But there is no significant effect due to training in this equation

either (the coefficient for training is only. 78--too small to be of any
importance, even if it were statistically reliable).

Since the " background"

variables are all demographic, perhaps

the inclusion of some items on attitude or motivation could make a difference in the regression results.

While the questionnaire included very

few such items, there are two or three on which trainees and " controls
gave different responses.

When asked how well they liked their latest

jobs, 61 per cent of " comp1eters "
very we

ll. "

and 40 per cent of " controls "

said

And when asked about their mos t important reason for wanting

to take job training, more " controls " than " completers "

(20

. 11 per

cent) answered " to get a job that paid more money, " while slightly more

The regression was done excluding those with no full-time wages
reported before training and those never available for a full-time job
after training. The results of other regressions indicate that these
exclusions made no difference in the basic finding--training has no net
effect on wages.
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comp1eters "
skills. "

equation

than " controls "

. 19 per cent) said " to learn new work

(26

When these subjective variables are added to the regression

(to

, the multiple r is very slihtly increased

69), but training

16 with a standard error of l

still has no net effect on wages (b

64).

Up to this point , the regression equations have compared trainees

and non-trainees ,
But notice that ,

without distinguishing between " comp1eters " and " dropouts.

if training has a small effect on wages, it could be obscured

by including " dropouts "
1as ting 12 weeks or

who might have attended only one week out of a course

longer.

To consider the two types of trainees separately,

differently:

the regression equation can be written a little
y = c + b

l + b

2 + B

Again, B refers to all the " background" variables and their coeffi-

cients ,

but now x

The coefficient b

l refers to "

comp1eters "

and x

2 refers to " dropouts.

l indicates the net effect (on wages) of completing a job

training course, compared to non-trainees; b

2 has a similar meaning for

taking only part of a training course.

But considering " completers "

and " dropouts " separately makes no

essential difference in the results.

Both b

l and b 2

too

small in rela-

are

tion to their standard errors to be statistically significant.

The same

conditions exist when wages before training and the items on attitude and

motivation are added to the regression

equation.

The multiple r values are

practically identical to those for the corresponding earlier equations in
which all trainees were treated a1ike.
In other words , when using the regression equations described above

MDTA training had no aggregate effect on wages for those employed full-time
after training.

The r values , plus b
1 a.nd b
in the appendix.

and their standard errors , are given

-54Family Income

Not everyone did find

full-time work after

some worked only part time and others didn

training, of course;

I t work at all.

By using family

income instead of wages as the dependent variable it is possible to include more respondents in the analysis.

Unfortunately, the number of

wage earners in the family is not known, so it must be assumed that trainees

and " controls "

are not significantly different in average number of workers

per family.
By the time the respondents were interviewed , their family incomes
had increased cons iderab ly.

Just before training started ,

had incomes of at least $60 a week (Table 11.

5),

only 48 per cent

but 73 per cent said

their incomes were at least that high on the date interviewed (Table 111. 3).

While all four types showed large increases
others, reporting somewhat lower incomes.

than " controls

controls "
For example

improved less than

, more " completers
. 20

" claimed family incomes of $140 a week or more (28

per cent) and fewer " completers " than " controls " received under $60 a week
(22

. 34 per cent).
TABLE III.

FAMILY INCOME WHN INTERVIEWED, BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Weekly
Income

Respondent Type
Comp 1e ters

Dropouts

Didn

(396)

Controls

Total

100

100

100

(127)

(880)

Enro Us

Under $60
$60 - $99
$100 - $139
$140 or more.

Total

100

(747)-

N . .

NA . .
Total N .

2 , 150

108
258
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-55It appears that training might have some effect on family income,

unless the introduction of other variables into the analysis can account
for the higher incomes of trainees.

Again, other potentially relevant

variables will all be controlled simultaneously by multiple regression
analysis instead of presenting a series of tables in which only one or
two other variables are involved.

The series of regressions on family

income will be similar to what was done for "weekly wages on last full-

time job after training.

The same equation is used , except that the

dependent variable (y) is now family income when interviewed.

The same

"background" variables as before are represented by B; training is again
represented by x ; and the b

l coefficient indicates the net effect of

training on family income in the equation:

y=c +b l +B
While the multiple r (. 46) is not as large as it was for wages,
the b

1 coefficient is large enough to suggest that training might well

have a net effect on family income (b

81) .

l=7.

with a standard error of

The coefficient is large enough to be statistically significant

at the . 05

level in a random sample, but in the cluster sample used for

this study that might not be true.

Adding "family income just before training " as another independent
variable in the regression equation results in a higher multiple r (. 62)
and a slightly larger net effect of training on income (b 1

a standard error of 2. 48).

= 9. , with

Previous income has a far stronger effect

The 95 per cent confidence limits for b in a random sample
would be from 2. 00 to 13. , but in a cluster sample the limits could
spread out enough to include zero (if the true standard error is 3.
or larger). Even if not quite statistically significant, b l is still
the best available estimate of the net effect of training.

-56than any of the other independent variables , as previous wages did earlier
for full-time wages.

Since b

l is 3.

87 times as large as its standard

error, it is either statistically significant

or very nearly so.

The multiple r is increased very little (to . 63)

by the inclusion

of the attitude and motivation items (how well latest job liked and most
important reason for taking training) in the equation.

Because one of

these added items (how well latest job liked-- coefficient of 10.

a standard error of 2. 49)

, with

explains more of the variance in income than

training does, the net effect of training is reduced.
coefficient of 7. 87 and a standard error of 2.

, the net effect of train-

ing on family income is estimated as $7. 87 a week.

given with reservations, however, since b

With a training

That estimate is

l is barely three times (3. 13)

as large as its standard error and might not be statistically

significant.

If training actually does affect family income , the net effect
should be larger for " completers " than for " dropouts " (the appropriate
equation is y = c + b

1 x2 + b

2 + B)

When the two types of trainees are

considered separately, the net effect of training is higher for

pIeters "

(b

l = 10.

36, with

a standard error of 3. 13)

than it was for all

trainees combined , and there is no net effect for " dropouts " (b

90, with

a standard error of 3. 92).

com-

2 is only

When previous income is included

in the equation, the net effect of completing MDTA training is increased
1 = 11.84

outs "

, with a standard error of 2. 76)

and the coefficient for " drop-

is still not statistically significant (b

7 The

2 = 5. , with a standard

95 per cent confidence limits for b in a random sample
to $12. 79 a week, but if t e true standard error
for the cluster sample is 4. 02 or more, the confidence limits would
include zero and b
Even then,
would
not be statistically
$7. 87 would be the lbest
available
estimate, and significant.
the probability of the

would be from $2. 95

net effect s being zero would be very small.

-57-

error

of 3. 46).

The addition of the attitude and motivation variables

For

again reduces the net effect of training on family income somewhat.

completers
Since b

" the coefficient is 10.

l is 3.

with a standard error of 2. 80.

6 times as large as its standard error, it is either sta-

tistically significant or nearly

trolling for the other

so.

Comp Ie

tion of MDTA training,

con-

variables in the equation, is estimated to make a

difference of $10. 08 a week in

observed for " dropouts " (b

ncome. Again , no net effect is

2 = 3. 61, with a standard error of 3. 47).

Aside from previous income, which is the major predictor of income
when interviewed, the most important variable in the equation is education.
Controlling for all the remaining variables, the income of a high school
graduate is estimated to be $16. 78 a week higher .

than that of a high

school

dropout (standard error is $2. 95), $26. 89 higher than that of a person

who completed eight years of school (standard error is $4. 05), and $28.

higher than that of a person with less than eight years of school (standard
error is $4 . 22) .

Race is the next most important " background" variable,

with a net effect for white persons of $12. 79 a week (standard error is

$2. 69).

Main- earner-in- household status and marital status are variables

of rongh1y the same degree of statistical significance as completing MDTA

training, with formerly married (widowed, divorced, or separated) persons
having smaller family incomes than married or single persons and mainearners reporting less than non-main-earners.

The 95 per cent confidence limits in a random sample would be
to $15. 57 a week, but if the true standard error for the cluster

from $4. 59

sample is 5. 15 or mor . the
would not be statistically

confidence limits would include zero and bl
significant.

..

58Since, in the aggregate , the regression equations reveal no measurable effect on "weekly wages or last full-time job after training, " why does
training appear to increase family income?

Could part-time jobs or other

Probably not.

wage- earners in the family make the difference?

But a simple

and plausible explanation is suggested by the earlier finding that more

comp1eters "

(89 per cent) than " controls " (69 per cent) had at least one

fu 11- time job

after training. (Tab

Ie II. 11)

The higher family incomes for

trainees reflect the fact that more trainees than " controls " had jobs when

interviewed ,

and that among those employed at the time, fewer " controls " had

full-time jobs (Table 111. 4).

Less than one-half (45 per cent) of the " controls

were employed full time when interviewed , compared to more than two-thirds
(71 per cent) of " comp1eters.
TABLE III.

FULL- TIME AND PART- TIME EMPLOYMNT WHN INTERVIEWED , BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Respondent Type

Employment

Comp1eters

Dropouts

Didn

Enrolls

Controls

Total

Full-time
Part-time
Not employed

Total

100

(783)

(412)

NA
Total N

N . .

100

100

100

(135)

(917)

247)

, 2 , 247

. 2

258

Any net effect of training on family income , therefore , occurs not

because trainees had better jobs but because more of them had

jobs.

This

leads to the tentative conclusion that while MDTA training did not result in
higher paying jobs , it did help to increase employment.
ing on emp

loyment wi 11 be examined in the next chapter.

The effect of train-

CHAPTER IV

TRAINING AND EMPLOYMNT

The task of this chapter is not to show that MDTA training
associated with increased employment-- earlier chapters have done that--

but to determine the net effect of training on employment when controlling
for factors such as education , age , sex , and race.

Since high school

graduates made up a larger proportion of " completers " (49 per cent) than

of " controls "

(32 per cent), part of the relationship between training and

employment can probably be explained by previous education.

factors which affect that re lations hip can be

If 0 ther

found , the combination of

variables might well explain away all , or nearly all , of the effect of

training. Multiple regression analysis will again be used to control for
several variables simultaneously while examining the association between
MDTA training and employment.
Several different measures of employment are avai1ab Ie for examina-

tion.

For example , Table 11. 11 showed that the proportion who held at least

one full-time job since

than for " controls "
controls "
cent) .

traini.ng was higher for " completers "

(69 per cent).

And in Table 1110 4

(89 per cent)

more " comp1eters "

were employed full time on the date interviewed (71

than

YJo 45 per

Other potential indicators of employment are employment status just

after training or twelve months after

training. All

of these variables are

simple dichotomies , of course; at a particular time a person is either employed

-59-

60or not emp

loyed .

It would be possible to make three categories by distinguish-

ing between full-time and part-time jobs , but the resulting measure would

be fairly crude and would still depend on the particular date chosen for
ana1ys is.

By summarizing employment histories , it is possible to develop simple

scales which show each person s employment standing in relation to all other persons in the sample population.

Two such scales were constructed , based on the num-

ber of months for a selected type of activity during the year just after training
(with a range from 0 to 1 , and the per cent of months between training and the date

of the interview (with a range from 0 to

variab les - - unemp

loyment

100).

Each scale was used for two

and full-time emp1oyment-- resulting

in four dependent

variables for the analysis of employment: (1) number of months unemployed dur-

ing

the year just after training, (2) per cent of months unemployed between

training and date of interview, (3) number of months employed full time during
the year just after training, and (4) per cent of months employed full time
between training and date of

1nterv1ew.

The analysis will concentrate on the

last of these four dependent variables , but findings for the other three will
also be reported.

Effects of Training and Background

As expected ,
ment.

MDTA

triiining is related to the

amount of full-time employ-

More trainees than non-trainees were employed full time the entire period

On each scale, certain people were classified as not applicable. On the
number of months during the year just after training, a person is not applicable
if he had any period of unknown activity or of military service during that year.
On the per cent of months between training and interview , a person is not applicable if periods of known activity other than military service added up to less
than twelve months.
Unemployment is not merely anything except working part time or full time.
If a person was going to school or taking a job training course , he was not considered as unemployed at that time.

-61-

since training

. 12 per cent), and fewer trainees than non-trainees held

(33

. 42 per

full-time jobs for only 20 per cent or less of the same period (19

cent) .

From the tabulations by respondent type

(Table IV. l),

it can be seen

that the median " completer " was employed full time more than 80 per cent of the

months after training, while the median " control" worked full time less than 40
per cent.

TABLE IV. 1
PER CENT OF MONTHS EMPLOYED FULL TIME BETWEEN
TRAINING AND DATE OF INTERVIEW , BY RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Months of

Full-time

Employment

Respondent Type

Completers

Du-opouts

(Per Cent)

Didn

Controls

Enrolls

Total

2l4161-

8l100 .

Total
(397)

(728)
N.

101

100

(133)

(913)

0..

100

(2171)

171

Not Applicab Ie

Total N . .

258

Considering the sexes separately, Table IV. 2
women

completers "

shows that for both men and

had more full-time work since training than " controls,

Among men , more " completers " than " controls " worked full time over 80 per cent

- 62. 28 per cent) and fewer " completers

of the months after training (60

held full-time jobs only 20 per cent or less of the same period
34 per cent). Among women , findings were in the same direction
. 6 per cent and 23 vs. 61 per cent).

comparisons are 41

"didn

(13

(corresponding

Dropou ts " and

t enrolls " had amounts of full-time employment similar to " completers

for men, but for women they occupied a position between " completers " and

controls. "

In each respondent type , men had more full-time employment than

did women , but

womn " completers "

exceeded men " controls.

TABLE IV. 2
PER CENT OF MONTHS EMPLOYED FULL TIM BETWEN TRINING AND
DATE OF INTERVIEW , BY SEX AND RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Months of
Sex

Respondent Type

Full-time

Employment

Completers Dropouts

(Per Cent)

Didn

Enrolls Controls

Total

0- 20
21,- 80

Male

81 -1 00

Total

100

101

100

100

100

(409)

(289)

(80)

(561)

339)

101

100

100

(53)

(352)

(832)

0- 20
21- 80

Female

81-100

Total

100

(319)

(108)

Not applicable

Total N . .

171

258

-63Sex is only one of several characteristics which might affect the
relationship between training and employment.

Education ,

race, age, and other

variables will also be controlled in the multiple regression
the chapter on income

the regression equation is: y = a + b

analyses. As in
l + B.

The dependent variable (y) is " per cent of months employed full time
between training and date of interview; " x

for a trainee, and x

l is the training variable (x l = 1

l = 0 for a non-trainee); the coefficient (b

the net effect of training on y when controlling for

) indicates

B; B includes the " back-

ground" variables (listed in Table 111. 2) and thci coefficients (b

2 + b

3+

+ bnxn).
Regression Number l: Background Variables (B)
This first multiple regression for full-time employment resulted in

a multiple correlation coefficient (r) of . 53--with

28 per cent of the var-

iance (r ) accounted for by training and the " background" variables.
value of b
MDTA

l is 20

The

, indicating that in this equation the estimated net effect

training is to increase full-time employment by 20 per cent of the

period between training and the

interview.

Since the mean for full-time employ

ment is 55 per cent of the months after training, a net effect of 20 per cent
represents over one-third of the mean.

A person who would otherwise have a

full-time job 55 per cent of the time since training would be estimated to
increase that to 75

per cent by MDTA traLn

ng.

There is no doubt about the statistical significance of b l' because
its standard error is only 1. 5 when treating the data as a random sample. The
2 -- well above the 1. 96 criterion for
ratio of b
l to its standard error is 13.

-64How does

MDTA

training compare to the " background" variab les

net effect on full-time employment?

Training is estimated to have the strongest

effect of all 21 variables in Table IV.

3. (The 10 " background" variables are

expanded to 20 by the dummy variable method described in the previous chapter.

It has both the largest coefficient and the largest ratio of coefficient to

standard errJr (and therefore the highest level of statistical

significance).

Of all the independent variables in the equation, training is the one least

correlated with the others (multiple r = . 20),

which supports the earlier

finding, discussed in Chapter II , that trainees and non-trainees were generally
similar on background characteristics.
With a coefficient-to- standard- error ratio of 9. 9, sex is the variable

with the next highest level of statistical

significance.

When all othlc

variables in the equation are controlled , men are estimated to exceed women
in full-time employment by 18. 1 per cent of the number of months after

training-- a

net

effect nearly as large as for training.

Education is another important variable, with persons who never comp1eted eighth grade estimated to have less full-time employment after training

than high school graduates (the omitted category) by 18.

period ,

4 per cent of that

which amounts to about one-third of the mean employment

level. For

persons with eight years of school completed the coefficient is 8. , and for
those who dropped out of high school it is 6.

both of these have a smaller

but statistically significant , ratio of coefficient to standard error

(3. 6).

significance in a random sample at the . 05 level , and well above the approximate criterion of 3. 0 for the cluster sample in this study. The 95 per cent
confidence limits fur b 1 in a random sample would be from 17. 2 to 23. , and for
this cluster sample might be roughly from 15 to 25.

-65TABLE IV. 3
RESULTS FROM FIRST MULTIPLE REGRESSION
FOR PER CENT OF MONTHS EMPWYED FULL TIME AFTER TRAINING

Coeffic ient

(Net Effect in Per
Cent of Months)

Variable

MDTA trainee-- yes

20.

Sex-- male

18.

Education-- under

Standard Error

13.

18.

8 years

--8 years

- 8.

--9 to 11 years

- 6.

20 years

10.

20 to 29 years

12.

Age-- under

Ratio of

Coefficient to

--30 to 39 years

- -40 to 49

years

10.

Race-- white
Unemployment in year before training
--0 months

1 to 3 months

12.

14.

4 to 11 months

Main earner of househo1d-- yes

Geographic region--South

Marital status-- married

10.
- 6.

now

never married
Number of unmarried chi ldren under
18 years old--O

--1

1. 9
1. 7

Per capita annual income
of s ta te (index)

66The four coefficients for age indicate that each of the age groups
listed is estimated to have more full-time employment than the oldest (and

omitted) category of 50 years or older when controlling for the other independent
variab les.

The effect of age on employment is not quite linear, however,

because the largest net effect is estimated for the 20-29 years group (12.
per cent) rather than for teen- agers

(10. 7 per cent).

categories have coefficient-to- standard- error

Some of the age

ratios small enough to question

the statistical significance of their coefficients.

Race and main- earner status are variable, having roughly the same amount
of net effect on full-time employment.

Both are statistically significant

with coefficients about six times as large as their standard

errors. The ne t

effect of being white is estimated as 10. 3 per cent of the months since
and the effect of being the main earner of one

I s household is estimated

training,
as 10.

per cent.

Like ag

previous unemployment is not quite linear in its effect on

full-time employment.

The net effect of having one to three months of

unemployment (rather than twelve months--the omitted category) is slightly
larger (14. 4 per cent) than for zero months (12. 8

per cent).

For four to

eleven months, the net effect is smaller (6. 8 per cent), and the ratio of
l to its standard error (3.

7) is also smaller, though still significant.

In other words, persons who were unemployed the entire year just before

training were less likely than others to be working full time after training

even when controlling for all the other independent variables in the

equation.

Other things being equal, a person living in the South is estimated

to have less full-time employment (b = -6. 4), but while the coefficient
would be statistically significant in a random sample , the ratio to its

67standard error is small enough (2. 4) that in this cluster sample the coefficient
is probab ly not quite

significant.

Even so, there probably is a small net

effect on employment from living in the

South.

Each of the remaining variables in Table IV. 3 failed to have a

statistically significant net effect on full-time

employment.

Therefore,

marital status, number of children, and state per capita income could be
eliminated from the regression equation without materially affecting the

findings.
Though the last few

turned out to be unimportant , most of the

background" variables do have some effect

on unemployment.

For so me, the

effects are as large as one-third of the mean level of full-time employment.

Yet even when controlling for all of the " background" variables, MDTA training
found to have more effect on employment than any of the other variables
in the regression equation.

But the equation does not provide a completely

accurate understanding; other factors must also be considered.

Contro11ing Additiona1 Variables

The major item to be added to the analysis is a control for the fact
that different definitions of the period " after training " are involved.

non-trainees ,

T,.hat

does " after training "

For

mean?

When comparing " controls " with trainees , the most sensible definition

of the period after training might be a period identical to that for the

corresponding trainee.

In other words, if a trainee left his MDTA course at

the end of August , 1964 , then the period " after training " would begin with

September, 1964,
person.

for both the trainee and the corresponding control group

But the resulting periods " after training " would not be as equal

68for the trainee and corresponding " control" as one might

suppose.

reason lies in the criteria for selection of a control group

The

respondent,

one of which is that he must have been unemployed " about" the time

the

corresponding trainee began his MOTA course-- about" meaning within three
months before or after that date.

Since many of the trainees left their

courses in less than three months (three months was the mean length of
training for "dropouts ), it is possible that in some cases the period

of unemployment which qualified a person as a control group respondent did

not begin until after the corresponding trainee had left his MOTA

course.

For many other " controls " unemployment would have begun only shortly before

their corresponding trainees left training and would have lasted well beyond
that date.

Inescapably, therefore, such control group respondents would have

some unemployment in the early months of their period " after training.

This would result in a biased comparison which attributes to training a
greater effect on employment than is realistic.

For those non-trainees who were referred to some MOTA training
course but did not actually enroll in the course (" didn I t enrolls

there is no corresponding trainee whose date of leaving training could
be used in a definition of the period " after training.

Since t4e definition

suggested above cannot be used for " didn t enrclls " and results in biased
findings for comparisons of trainees and " controls, " it was not used.

Instead ,

the period " after training " was defined to include all

activities listed in the recent employment history table of the questionnaires
(Question 34 of the " Main Sample Questionnaire " and Question 13 of the

Control Group Questionnaire ), which really means three different definitions:
(1) For trainees, including both " completers " and " dropouts " the period
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after training " began right after they left MDTA training. (2) For a

"didn

t enroll, " it began right after the starting date of the MDTA course

to which he had been referred.

(3)

For a " control

11 it began right after

the starting date of MDTA training for the corresponding
With this understanding of " the

trainee.

period after training, "

it is obvious

that a large proportion of non-trainees would necessarily be unemployed at the
beginning of the period.

The comparison between trainees and " controls " is

considerably more biased than with the definition suggested earlier: a

trainee has the advantage of being able to look for a job while taking an

MDTA course without being classified as unemployed during that time , but
the corresponding " control" has no such interlude between his periods " before

training "

and " after training.

Therefore, an analysis of the effect of

training on employment must allow for the fact that the period " after

training "

is defined so as to prevent most members of the control group from

beginning the period as employees.

ression Number 2:

B + Fu1l-time Employment (Just after Training

The addition of a dummy variable for employment- status- just- aftertraining to the previous regression equation serves as a control

f or the

advantage given to trainees by the definition of the period after
In the second regression equation,

then, another term, b fF,

training.

is added to

the series of independent variables and their coefficients:
y = a + b

l xl

+ B
+ b

The new dummy variable , F, has a value of 1 if a person was employed
full time just after training and 0 if he was not.

The coefficient

the net effect on y of being employed full time just after

, b f' is

training.
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Of course ,

after tr

the MDTA program attempted to make job placements immediately

ining. Part of the effect of training is, therefor

term of the equation.

hidden in the added

In other words, this method of controlling for the unfair

advantage trainees had in Regression Number 1 is actually too severe; whatever

the net effect of training in Regression Number 2, the true value should be
somewhat larger-- somewhere between the results from these first two regressions.

Regression Number 2 produces a multiple correlation of . 70, thus

accounting for about one- half of the variance in amount of full-time employment

ng.

a ter tra

Employment status just after training has the largest

estimated net effect (40 per cent), as might be expected.

The estimated net

effect of MDTA training is reduced to 9 per cent (from 20 per cent in Regression

Number 1), which is still statistically significant (the ratio of coefficient

to standard error is 6. 8).

Since this equation is an over- correction of the

previous one, the true value for the estimated net effect of training on
per cent of months employed full time after training is somewhere between 9 and
20 per cent when controlling for the " background" variables.

Regression Number 3: B + Ful1-time + Motivation + Attitude
The addition of available motivation and attitude variables to the

equation has no appreciable effect.

The equation for Regression Number 3 is

the same as for Regression Number 2 except for the addition of three dummy

variables:

(1) The most important reason for taking job training is to learn

new skills. (2) The most important reason for taking job-training is to

The correlation is considerably higher than for the first regression
53), but understandably so, because the newly added independent variable-employment status just after training--is in a way a part of the dependent
Therefore, regression equations including a control for first

variable.

activity after training produce artificially h

mu1t Ie correlations.

-71get a job with more money.

again, r = . 70

(3) Latest job was liked very well.

But

and the net effect of training is estimated to be 9 per

cent.

These three added variables are the only subjective items on which " completers

and " contro is" differed

enough to sugges t the ir inc Ius ion in the ana lys is.

Since they make no essential difference in the net effect of training, these
subjective variables will not be included in subsequent regressions-- even

though one of them (latest job liked very well) has an estimated net effect

on full-time employment

of. 6 per cent (the coefficient-to- standard- error

ratio is 4. 7, which is statistically significant).

ression Number 4:

B + Employed (Just after

Training)

This regression is like Number 2 , except that employment (including

part-time) just after

training, instead of full-time employmen4

is used to

control for the effects of different definitions of the period after

This regression is primarily for different dependent variables

training.

(months of

unemployment in the year after training, and per cent of months of unemployment

between training and date of interview), but was also run for per cent of
months employed full time after

is . 61,

training.

The resulting multiple correlation

and the net effect of training is estimated at 14 per

Regression Number 5:

cent.

Short B

In the discussion of Regression Number 1 it was pointed out that

the last " background"

variables listed in Table IV. 3-- marital

status ,

number of

unmarried children under 18 years old , and state per capita income-- could be

eliminated from the regression without materially changing the

Regression Number 5 does just

that.

correlation coefficient is . 53,

results.

As in Regression Number 1, the multiple

and the net effect of MDTA training is
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estimated to be 20 per cent.

Since there is practically no difference when

those insignificant variables are eliminated , they will not be included in

Regressions 6 through 11.

Instead of B (the ten " background"

variables listed

in Table 111. 2), these regressions will have Short B in the regression

equation to represent the shorter list of seven " background" variables.

ression Number 6:

Short B , Excluding " Didn t Enrolls

Up to this point trainees have been compared to all non-trainees in the
regression equations.

trainees-- didn

But there are two respondent types included in non-

t enrolls " and " controls.

Since both types were unemployed

about the same time as the trainees they can both be considered together as a
control group.

But " didn

biased in one way or

didn

t enrolls " are a special group which might well be

another.

How much difference might it make if the

t enrolls " were excluded from the regression analysis?

Regression Number 6 is the same as Number 5 except that all non-

trainees are " controls --the " didn

t enrolls " are excluded.

correlation is very slightly higher (. 54 instead of . 53),
not effect of training is also slightly larger

The multiple

and the estimated

(22 instead of 20 per cent).

These differences are small enough that it is not necessary to exclude " didn

enrolls "

from Regressions 7 through 11.

ression Number

Short B , Exc1uding Not Available for Job

Not all persons in the sample were looking for full-time jobs
after training.

Persons who were not available for work-- for health

family, or other reasons-- might

well be excluded from the analysis.

the proportion (of those not working full-time when interviewed) who

said they had not been available for full-time employment was greater

for

completers

(23 per cent)

than for " controls

(13 per cent),

Since

-73if such persons are excluded from the regression the net effect of training
should be somewhat larger than before.

The estimated net effect of training is increased only slightly
(from 20 to 22 per cent) in Regression Number 7 by excluding persons never

available for a . fu1l-time

job from the Number 5 equation.

The

ultiple correla-

tion remains . 53.

ression Number 8:

Short B + Full-Time , Excluding Not Available

When the dummy variable for full-time employment just after training

is added to the equation (as in Regression Number 2) and persons not available
for work are excluded , the net effect of training is estimated to be 11 per

cent.

This result from Regression Number 8 is slightly higher than the 9

per cent from Regression Number

Since this equation represents an over-

correction (as in Number 2), the true value for the net effect of training
is estimated to be between the 1l and 22 per cent estimates from Regressions

8 and 7.
Regression Number 10:

Short B, Excluding Not Working Full-Time

Another way to control for the effects of different definitions
of the period after training is to divide the sample into two groups and

ru separate regressions on them.

Regression Number 10 is like Number 7

Regression Number 9 is for different dependent variables (unemployment
instead of full-time employment), but is included in the number sequence to
keep the regression numbers the same as for the summary tables in the appendix.
It is similar to Number 4 , except that persons not available for work are
excluded (and Short B is used instead of B).

".

-74except that it includes only persons whose first activity after training was
a full-time job.

Again, some of the effect of training is hidden if it was

partly responsible for getting post-training jobs; to such an extent this
regression is an over- correction and the estimated net effect of training is

The multiple correlation for this regression is only

too low.

. 28, and the

net effect of training is estimated at 6 per cent (which might or might not
be statistically significant--the ratio of coefficient to standard error is

(3. 1) .

Since the mean level of full-time employment is 85 per cent of the

months since training for persons working full time just after

training,

the 6 per cent net effect estimated for training is not large enough to

be important.
ression Number 11:

Short B. Excluding Working Full Time

This regression equation is also like Number 7, but only persons

not

who were

employed full time just after training are included (those not

available for full-time jobs are excluded in addition to these working full
The multiple correlation coefficient is . 47,

time just after training).

and the net effect estimated for training is 14 per cent, which is more

than one-third of the mean level of full-time employment

(37 per cent

of the months after training) for those not working full time just after

training.

This sizable effect estimated for training is statistically

significant; the coefficient-to-standard- error ratio is 7.

What is the essential conclusion reached about training from this
series of regressions?

too

in Regression Number 7 is

period " after

While the 22 per cent net effect estimated for training

training

high because different definitions of the

are used for trainees and non-trainees , the II per

cent in Regression Number 8 is too low because of an over- correction for the
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difference in definitions.

Therefore, while it is not possible to name a

specific percentage, the net effect of MDTA training on amount of full-time

employment is estimated to be between 11 and 22 per cent of the months between
training and interview date , when controlling for the " background" variables

(and the motiviation and attitude variables used in Regression Number
compared to a mean of 57 per cent.

3),

For persons with 18 months between

training and interview, for example , the net effect would be estimated at
between 2 and 4 months of full-time employment , compared to a mean level
of about 10 months of full-time employment.

Effects of Course Completion

If MDTA training really has an effect on employment , then that

effect should be greater for those who completed training courses than for

those who dropped out.

The previous regressions for full-time employment

considered all trainees together ,

and " dropouts.

without distinguishing between " completers

The same series of regressions was repeated using two

dummy variables for MDTA training instead of one, thereby obtaining separate
estimates of the net effect of training for " completers " and for " dropouts
The multiple correlation coefficients in this new series of regressions are
practically identical to the previous

As expected ,
comp1eters "

series.

the estimated net effect of training is greater for

than for " dropouts " in each regression; in Table IV. 4 the

average difference is about 6 per cent of the months after

of the coefficients for " dropouts "

(coefficient-to- standard- error

training.

Some

may not be statistically significant

ratios are less than 3 for some regressions),

but the effects for " completers "

are of about the same level of significance

-76as for all trainees combined in the previous series of regressions.

Using

Regressions 7 and 8 again to establish the range, the net effect of fu1ltime employment is estimated at between 13 and 23 per cent of the months

after training for " completers "

and between 7 and 19 per cent for " dropouts.

TABLE IV.
NET EFFECTS OF MDTA TRAINING ON PER CENT OF MONTHS EMPLOYED FULL TIME AFTER
TRAINING, IN A SERIES OF MUTIPLE REGRESSIONS

Coefficient

for Training
t
Effect
in Per Cent)
(Ne.

Regres s ion
Number

All
Trainees
Combined

lA, B

Completers

Dropouts

Ratio of Coefficient
to Standard Error

All
Trainees

Comp1eters

Dropouts

Combined

13.

13.

2A,

3A,

10.

4A,
SA,

13.

13.

6A,

14.

14.

7A,

14.

13.

lOA
11A

For each regression, the independent variables involved are described
earlier in this chapter; A and B differ only in that A considered all trainees
combined and B separated effects of training for " completers " and for " dropouts.

-77When the same independent variables are used in a similar series of
regressions for " the number of months employed full time in the year just
after training, " the estimated net effects of training are slightly larger

than for the entire period after training.
of training is estimated at between 1. 8

For " completers "

and 3. 2

the net effect

months out of the year,

compared to a mean full-time employment level of 6. 6 months.

Converting those

net effects to percentages , the range is from 15 to 27 per cent of the year.

For " dropouts "

the estimated range is

1. 0 to 2. 6

months (or 8 to 22 per

cent); for all trainees combined it is 1. 5 to 3. 0 months (or 13 to 25 per

cent) .
A corresponding series of regressions for unemployment produces roughly

similar results.

The net effects of training are estimated to be slightly

smaller on unemployment than on full-time employment , with the differences

being a little larger for the entire period after training than during the
year just after training.

Regression Number 9 is used (instead of Number

with Number 7 to estab lish

the range for the estimates.

For the entire

period, the net effect of training is estimated to reduce unemployment

between 10 and 17 per cent of the months after training, compared to a
mean unemployment level of 32 per

cent.

For " completers "

19 per cent , and for " dropouts " it is 5 to 13 per cent.

the range is l2 to

During the year

just after training, the net effect of training is estimated to reduce

unemployment between 1. 5 and 2. 7 months (13 and 23 per cent), compared to
a mean unemployment level of 4. 5 months.

For " completers "

9 months (15 to 24 per cent), and for " dropouts " it is
(8 to 18 per cent).

the range is

1. 0 to 2. 2

1. 8 to

months

-78For each of the four dependent variables, then, MDTA training is
estimated to have a larger net effect on employment for those who completed

their courses than for those who did not, though even the latter receive a
statistically significant improvement in employment , controlling for several

background" variab 1es.

Detailed summry tables in the appendix provide

results of 72 separate regressions, including 108 coefficients representing
the net effects of training discussed in this chapter plus others in the
series of regressions for these four dependent variables.

Length and Type of Training
Since MDTA training apparently increases employment , does it follow

that more MDTA training will lead to more employment for an individual?
is, if a person takes a six- month

training course , is he more likely to find

steadier employment than if he takes a six- week
complete a six- month

four months ra the

course?

Or if he fails to

course, will he gain measurably more if he stays for

r than two months?

Tentative " yes "
IV. 5, which shows

That

answers to these questions are suggested by Table

that the proportion employed full time over 80 per cent of

the period after training was a little higher for those who had at least

three months of MDTA training (54 per cent) than for tho se with shorter
training e

periences (46 per cent).

'dropouts '' had at least

Even though far more " completers" than

three months of training (69

. 39 per cent),

the

employment advantage for those with longer training is not explained away by
that relationship.

dropouts "

In fact, the advantage appears at least as great among

as among 'comp1eters;

the proportion employed full time over 80

per cent of the period since training was a little higher for those with

.. .. .. .. .

.. .... ... ..

.. ..

.. ..

79TABLE IV. 5

FULL-TIME EMPLOYMNT SINCE TRAINING, BY LENGTH OF TRAINING
AND RESPONDENT TYPE
(Per Cent)

Re s ponden t

Type

Months of

Months Employed Full-time Since Training

Training
o - 2.

20%

21- 80%

81-100%

Tota 1

9.

100

(228)

100

(500)

101

(238)

Comp1eters
3.

0 or more.

o - 2.

9.

Dropouts
(152)

3 . 0 or more.

o -

Total

9.

3. Oor more.

100

(466)

101

(652)

118
NA or not app1icab1e

Total N

140
258

Most (1, 061) are non-trainees, 71 had fewer than 12 months of
known activity other than military service since training, and 8 are NA

on length of training.

80at leas t three months of training in both groups

among " completers

" and 53

(54

. 48 per cent

. 45 per cent among " dropouts

The da ta

in Table IV. 5 indicate a stronger effect on full-time employment from

the length of training than from course completion , without controlling
for any other variables.

This relationship between length of training and full-time employ-

ment appears even though three complications in the length-of-training

variable tend to reduce its

effect. First ,

a longer training course does

not necessarily mean that the class does more advanced work;

some classes

have students with poorer educational backgrounds , who need to spend

more time on basic education and thus have less time to learn specific
job skills.

Second , because some courses are much longer than others

it is possible that one " dropout" may have completed 90 per cent of his

course in 9 weeks , while another may have had 12 weeks of training and

have completed less than 50 per cent of his course; controlling for the

proportion of the course completed would avoid that problem , but the

available data do not permit such a control in this study (the course
length is unknown for a majority of " dropouts

Third, depending on the

area job market and on the previous experience and education of the trainees
in a given area , it probably takes considerably less training to become

employable in some occupations than in others.

This last complication

can be partially handled by considering type of training.

The MDTA courses in which sample trainees participated were c1assified by a numerical code from the

Edition ,

Dict ionary of Occupationa1 Tit 1es (Second

1949) and then grouped into eight occupational types for analysis.

While the categories are broad and include a varie ty of occupations ) they are

81-

TABLE IV. 6

FULL-TIME EMPLOYMNT SINCE TRAINING, BY TYPE OF TRAINING
AND RESPONDENT TYPE

(Per Cent Employed Over 80 Per Cent of the Months Since Training)
Respondent Type

Type of Training

Comp1eters

Professional, technica 1,

manage ria 1

(29)
44 (159)

Clerical.
Service

(102)
65 (199)

Skilled
Semi- skilled.

Other

N. .
NA (not applicable) b

Tota 1 N .

Dropouts
(15)
29 (63)

(38)

Other "

35 (140)
65 (34l)

(184)

53 (93)

54 (277)

(49)

(9)

(58)

082
176
258

includes three groups with small base N values:

sales

Most (1, 061) are non-trainees; 69 had fewer than 12 months of
known activity other than military service since training; md 46 are

on type of training.

(44)
40 (222)

h42)

Percentage not given because base N is too small for reliability
(minimum of 30 arbitrarily chosen).

(31), agriculture (21), and unskilled (6).

Total

82also distinctive enough to permit some differences in employment levels , as
shown in Table IV. 6. The proportions employed over 80 per cent of the period

after training were highest for professional , technical or managerial

occupations (66

per cent) and skilled workers (65 per cent), followed

by semi- skilled workers

(54 per cent).

CDnsiderably lower proportions

were achieved by clerical (40 per cent), service (35 per cent), and

other

sales, agriculture , and unskilled (29 per cent).

Those trained in skilled occupations reported high employment even
though they had the highest proportion of " dropouts " (42 per cent).
skilled and in semi- skilled occupations, "dropouts " and " completers

achieved similar employment levels; in clerical and in service occupations,

"dropouts.

comp1eters " made better employment records than

Within each

respondent type, the types of training have the same rank order on employment
in Table IV.

These employment differences for occupational types occurred despite
deficiencies in the classification of training courses which tend to reduce
differences among types.

A broad range of job complexity exists within

each training type; for example, a file clerk, a stenographer, and a
secretary would all be considered clerical.

Many of the MDTA courses

could have been classified as either semi- skilled or skilled , and some

were undoubtedly put into the wrong category.

Consider ,

for example ,

different

courses for combination welders lasting 12 weeks in Indiana and 52 weeks
in California-- or Los Angeles area courses for general machine operators

ranging from 8 to 40 weeks.

No information was available to indicate whether

these courses achieved different skill levels or started with students of

different backgrounds and achieved similar skill

levels.

,.

).

83The two occupational categories with the best employment records-professional, technical, managerial and skilled-- are also the two with the
longest training courses.

The mean length of training for " comp1eters

is over 200 days for each of those two types of training in Table IV. 7.
Service occupations

IV.

, which have the least amount of employment in Table

(except for the residual " other " category), are also the shortest courses--

a mean length of 99 days in Table IV. 7 (sales courses are shorter , with only
53 days, but the employment leve 1 is not known because they are in the

residual " other "

category in Table IV. 6).

The rank order of occupations

is not quite identical for employment and for length of training; semiskilled has more employment and shorter training than clerical (among " com-

pIeters "

1ated

But length and type of training do appear to be somewhat re

to each other (and to employment).

In three multiple regressions for length

of training on type of training, the multiple correlation coefficients are
32 for all trainees

44 for " comp1eters "

only) and . 24

for " dropouts

only.
How strong are the relationships between length of training and

employment (Table IV. 5), and between type of training

IV. 6)? Completion of training

and employment (Table

is more important than either length or

type.

When controlling for completion and the " background" variables , neither length
noc type of training has a net effect on employment which is statistically

significant (type of training comes closer than length ,

but it would not

Excluded from those regressions are persons NA on
training, with less than l2 months of known activity other
service since training, or not available for full-time job

length of
than mi li tary
since training.

84TABLE IV. 7
MEAN LENGTH OF TRAINING, BY TYPE OF TRAINING AND RESPONDENT TYPE

Respondent Type

Type of
Training

Completers
Mean Length

Dropouts
Mean Length

of Training

of Training

(Days)

(Days)

Profes s i ona

technical,
managerial

256

(20)

Clerical

161

(123)

(36)

Sales

(15)

(1)

Service

(85)

(27)

178

(10)

Agriculture

162

(14)

Skilled

201

(190)

(124)

Semi-skilled

131

(168)

(84)

Unskilled

(1)

'i(

'i(

(4)

(2)

Mean not listed because base N is too small for reliability
(minimum of 10 arbi trarily chosen).

Not all trainees are included in this table: 168 " completers
and 125 "dropouts " are excluded because NA on type of training, NA on

length of training, less than 12 months of known activi ty other than
military service since training, or not available for a full-time job since

training.

85significant in a random sample:

F = 2. 86 wi th 912 degrees

of freedom).

When length of training, type of training, completion of training, and
background" variables (Short B) are all in the regression equation , the
net effect of completion on full-time employment is estimated as 6 per cent
of the months since training--that is

completers "

are estimated to have

more full-time employment than " dropouts " by 6 per cent of the period after

training.

But that net effect might not be statistically significant , though

In a random

sample ,

F = 3. 84 would be significant at the . 05

level.

The F values used to

test the significance of the net effect of a Factor A
is determined by the following formula:

2-

R) Cn

- k

-k

- 1)

F =
(1 - R ) (k

multiple correlation coefficient of regression equation
which inc ludes Factor A and other independent variab les
(Short B and completion)

in which:

multiple correlation coefficient of similar regression
equation without Factor A

n '"

number of persons for which observations are used

1es representing Factor A in regress ion
equation (7 for type of training)
number of other independent variables (15 for Short Band

k = number of dummy variab

=

completion)
American
(Emanuel Melichar. " Least-Squares Ana1ys is of Economic Survey Data
Statistical Association Proceedings , Business and Economics Section , 1965
414 , and n = 935 (excluding
435
p. 381.
non-trainees , persons not availab1e for full-time work since training,
persons with less than 12 months of known activity other than military service or NA on length of training). The dependent variable in the regression equations is per cent of months employed full time since training.
, II

For type of training, R

86it would be so in a random sample (the coefficient-to- standard- error
is 2. 3).

ratio

In this regression equation , which is limited to MDTA trainees

race and education are the most important independent variables.
Since length of training and type of training each fail to demonstrate a significant net effect on employment among trainees , and since
the net effect of completion mayor may not be statistically signifi

ant

it is mathematically possible that it really makes no difference how much

training or what kind of training one

takes.

But since those who take at

least some training are estimated to have significantly more employment
this would suggest that it is not the training which makes a difference in

employment but some other factor not included in the analyses of the

study.

The same factor which predisposes certain people to take MDTA training
could also be completely responsible for their increased employment , re1ative to non-trainees.

course.

This is conjecture about an unlikely possibility, of

Even though type and length of training failed to achieve statisti-

ca1 significance ,

the probability that they have some positive effect on

employment is greater than the probability that they have none.

And if

it were not for certain deficiencies in those variables (as described
previously), statistical significance might have been achieved , or at
least approached.

The net effect on full-time employment of being white is estimated
as 14 per cent of the months after training (coefficient/standard error = 5. 8).
Compared to high school graduates , the net loss for having only 0-7 years of
school is estimated as 15 per cent (error ratio = 3. 8). for 8 years it is l4
per cent (ratio = 3. 6). and for 9- 11 years it is 9 per cent (ratio = 3. 4).
Statistical significance is difficult to achieve part 1y because
non-trainees are excluded from the analyses of length and type of training,
reducing the number of observations. In a larger sample these variables
might well have significant effects on employment.

87But the relatively weak

ing
makes.

emp loyment do raise some

relationships
doubts about

Even if statistically signifi

ant

train-

type and length
how much

a net

difference training

effect

of 6 per

cent (of

the period since training) for " completers " in comparison with " dropouts
is not 1arge-- on1y one month out of

l7. Therefore ,

it should be remembered

that the estimates of net effects of MDTA training on full-time employment
are derived from a model with only certain variables included.

candidates for other variables to study are motivation and

Likely

intelligence.

It seems plausible that the persons who want jobs the most and those who

have the best mental abilities might be most likely both to find jobs and
to make use of various means of obtaining employment , inc luding MDTA courses.

The addition of these or other factors to the multiple regression equation
might well reduce the 13 to 23 per cent net effect of training estimated

for " comp1eters "

and the 7 to 19 per cent estimated for " dropouts.

Unless

and until such unknown factors are identified , however , these are the best
available estimates of the effects of MDTA training on full-time emp1 oymen t.

CHAPTER V

SUMRY
While some graduates of MDTA job training courses refer to their

instruction as " fabulous "
good jobs ,

other participants say that they were not taught anything useful

and call it " 9

others ,

and claim that it actually prepared them for

waste of time.

No doubt some courses were much better than

and in the same course some students gained much more than others.

This study is a nationwide evaluation of the institutional--in contrast
to on-the- job--training courses of the

of the students.

MDA program ,

About 1 200 former MDTA trainees

from the perspective

(from 49 sample areas)

were interviewed early in 1966-- over a year after their job training--to
learn their opinions of the program and what their subsequent employment

experiences were like.

What , if anything, had they learned in the ir courses?

What did they like or dis like about them?

Did they believe that their train-

ing helped them to get jobs?

The basic purpose of the study is to learn what effects

MDA train-

ing courses had on income and employment for at least a year after the
courses

ended.

experience
ing courses?

Did the former trainees reach

higher income levels and

less unemployment than they would have without taking job trainIf so , by how much?
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-89Me thod

A simple comparison of the trainees I economic situations before

and after training cannot measure the effects of the MDTA program , because

changes could be partly or entirely due to other

factors.

Since unemp1oy-

ment in the United States was decreasing from 1963 to 1966 , the trainees

would be expected to have improved their economic situations during that period
even if they had received no job training

Therefore ,

comparisons should

be made with a control group of similar people who were unemployed about
the same time as the trainees ,

but who

did not participate in the MDTA pro-

gram.
snowball" sample) was used to obtain

A partial matching process

a control group at least roughly similar to the sample of

trainees.

Each

trainee interviewed was asked to provide the names and addresses of up to
three friends , neighbors , or relatives who were unemployed about the time

his training course started-- only one of whom would be interviewed as a
tro1 group person.

by the

cQn-

If no eligible control group respondent could be obtained

personal referral proces

b lock where the trainee lived

the interviewer began canvassing in the

looking for a person who was unemployed about

the time the trainee I s course started.

If possible , the control group

respondent was of the same sex as the trainee when either procedure was used.

As neighbors or acquaintances of the trainees , control group persons were often
s imi lar

to the trainees in various other ways , too.

Because control group

persons were only partially matched to the corresponding tra inees ,
ences between the two groups could eas ily

occur.

Therefore

some differ-

the effects of

such differences were controlled for when investigating the relationships

between training and income or employment.

-90A total of 925 partially-matched control group persons were interviewed--585 after personal referrals , and 340 after canvassing.

Another

small group of non-trainees were interviewed as a special type of control
group--136 persons who had been referred to MDTA courses but who failed to

enroll and participate in the training.

Since there are 1 197 trainees in

the sample (784 " completers " and 413 " dropouts ), a grand total of 2 258

persons were interviewed.
Trained interviewers filled out detailed questionnaires during

structured interviews.

Retrospective questions were asked to obtain

information about the periods before and after the MDTA training, with
employment histories covering the period from September , 1961 , to the inter-

view date in early 1966.

Most of the analysis deals with fairly recent data

in order to avoid errors of memory for information dating back to 1961 or 1962.

Comparisons before Training

Trainees and " controls "

(the partially- matched control group persons)

have generally similar background characteristics.

Because sex was involved

in the control group selection process , the proportion of men for 11 controls

(62 per cent) is practically the same as for trainees (63 per

trainees ,
cent) .

however , more " dropouts " than " comp1eters "

are men (73

cent).

Among

. 58 per

The different respondent types all have similar racial distributions--

between 60 and 63 per cent white (practically all non- whites are Negro).

More men than women in the grand total (trainees plus non-trainees) are
white (69

. 49 per cent).

Age distributions are not very different for

trainees and " controls " though trainees have a somewhat larger proportion in

the 20 to 29 year

age group (39

. 29 per cent).

A majority (55 per cent)

-91of the grand total was under 30 years of age when training started , including
20 per cent under 20 years. In each respondent type , men are older than women.

Education is the background characteristic on which trainees and

controls "

most ,

differ

with " completers " having considera11y more high

school graduates than " controls " (49

0 32 per cent).

more women than men are high school graduates (50

In the grand total.

. 32 per cent)

At the

time training started . each respondent type had a marital status distribution
similar to the grand total:

59 per cent married . 27 per cent never married

and 14 per cent formerly married (divorced , widowed , or separated).

Trainees

and " controls " did not differ greatly from the grand total on either the
proportion who were household heads (49 per cent) or the proportion who were

main earners of households (46 per cent) at the time training started.
Similarly, each respondent type reported about the same distribution for

number of unmarried children under l8 years old when training started:

per cent had none,

16 per cent had one , 19 per cent had two or three , and 12

per cent had four or more.

The different types of respondents reported about the same amount
of unemployment.

One-half of all respondents were unemployed at least

months in the year just before training.

five

Among women , the proportion unem-

ployed the entire year was smaller for " completers " (35 per cent) than for

dropouts "

(51 per cent) or " controls " (47 per cent).

Of all respondents who had a full-time job sometime between September

1961 , and the start of training, one-half (53 per cent) earned less than
$70 a week on their last full-time job before training.

Wages were similar

for each respondent type , though the proportion making at least $100 a week

was slightly higher for " controls " (30 per cent) than for others (19 to 23

-92-

per cent).

On the other hand , the proportion reporting no full-time job

before training was s lightly higher for " controls.

Women received lower

wages than men , and more women than men reported no full-time job before

training.
Trainees and " controls "

were in approximately similar financial

situations just before training started.

For all respondent types combined

a majority (53 per cent) said that their family incomes were under $60 a week;
only 27 per cent reported $100 or more.

Respondent types differed very

little on family income ,

having the highest incomes by a

with " controls "

narrow margin.

Opinions of Training and Jobs

When asked to choose the most important reason for wanting to take a
job training course from a list of nine possibilities

than others se 1ected
11 ft-'r " completers "
proportion who said
or more).

To get a job that paid more money "

Controls "

and 15 for " dropouts

To learn new work skills "

controls "

more often

(20 per cent

had the smallest

(19 per cent

. 25 per cent

Even though the differences are fairly small , these items were

used as variables in certain analyses in an attempt to control for motivation

Why didn

controls " take MDTA job training courses? One -ha If
I t know about the program; 78 per cent of those who were not

t "

(51 per cent) didn

aware of the opportunity said " yes , '1

they would have been interested

taking job training (another 10 per cent said, " It depends " on the type of
training available or on other things).

Many of those who did know about

the MDTA program tried to participate but were not accepted.

Nearly one-half (48 per cent) of those who took or were referred to
MDTA courses firs t heard about the training through the Employment Service
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The next most popular sources of first information were personal acquaint-

ances (21 per cent) and the mass communications media (15 per cent-- mainly

newspapers) .
About seven out of ten said that the couse to which they were
referred was the type they really wanted.

Among the multiple- response

categories ,

Then why did many fail to enroll?

the most popular were:

31 per

cent got jobs or were called back to work , 28 per cent gave a financial

reason ,

15 per cent named transportation problems , and 11 per cent cited family

One- tenth said that they did not realize they

respons ibi1ities.

referred to MDTA courses.

had been

When asked if they think it would have been

better if they had taken the courses to which they had been referred , 55

per cent said " yes.
A majority (55 per cent) of those who did not enroll in courses even
though referred said they were still interested in government- sponsored

training. Three-fourths of " controls "

claimed to be interested in taking

training to learn a skill or trade. More than one-half of those who said
" explained that they had

jobs.

Since two-thirds of the " dropouts " were in the type of training

they " really

wanted " why did they leave?

Only 6 per cent disliked the

instructors and only 13 per cent complained about something else in the

MDA program.

One-third (35

per cent) left to take a job; 12 per cent listed

money problems; 12 per cent cited personal
family problems.

(Multiple responses were permitted.

As expected ,
MDTA courses " very

illness; and 10 per cent referred to

more " completers li

well" (63

than " dropouts "

. 45 per cent).

said they liked their

Similarly, when asked if

they had learned certain specific skills in their training, more " comp1eters

, "
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than " dropouts "

said " yes "

. 51 per cent); and reading, writing, or arithmeti

using tools (62

(61

. 52 per cent);

for operating equipment (80

. 53 per cent).

About one-third of the trainees said they learned

something they had not expected to learn (38 per cent of " completers " and
32 per cent of " dropouts

comp1eters "

When they left training, 67 per cent of

and 31 per cent of " dropouts " felt well (or very well)

qualified to begin work in the occupation for which they had taken
Did their MDTA training help them get jobs?

Two-thirds (66 per cent)

of " completers " and one-fourth (26 per cent) of " dropouts "
When those who said "

training.

said " yes.

" were asked for reasons , only 10 per cent specifically

b lamed the training program.

Completers "

frequently said there were no jobs

open (35 per cent), or that they took a job not related to their training

(29 per cent).

Dropouts " usually said that they were not in the course long

enough to benefit from it (52 per cent), or that they took a job not related
to their training (22 per cent).

How well did the training prepare them for their latest job?
35 per cent of " completers "

all, "

and 71 per cent of " dropouts "

said

While

Not well at

most of those who gave such negative responses indicated that their

latest jobs were in a different line of work , not related to their training
(90 per cent for " comp1eters " and 64 per cent for " dropouts

When asked how much confidence they had in their ability to learn
and hold a new job , three-fourths (77 per cent) of the trainees claimed

a lot "

of confidence when interviewed , compared to one-half (50 per cent)

before training.

The increase between before and after training was greater

for " completers "

(from 46 to 79 per cent) than for " dropouts " (from 58 to 72

per cent).
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How well did they like their latest

jobs?

Among those who had

at least one full-time job since training, the proportion who answered

very well" was smaller for . controls "
(62 per cent for " completers

(42 per cent) than for trainees

" and 59 per cent for " dropouts

Two-thirds of those without full-time jobs when interviewed said

they thought their chances of getting a job then were only fair (32 per cent)

or poor (37 per cent).

were poor

(42

More " controls "

. 27 per cent).

when interviewed ,

than " completers " said their chances

Among those who were not working full time

17 per cent said they had never been available for a full-

time job since training.

The proportion was smaller for " controls " (13

per cent) than for " completers " (23 per cent) or " dropouts " (22 per cent).

Did those without full-time employment want jobs enough to move to
a different city to take a job?

Two-thirds (67

per cent) said " yes " if the

wage rate were higher than they were accustomed to , and one- half (50 per cent)
said they would move for wages equal to what they had earned previously.

Controls "

had proportions similar to " completers " and " dropouts " on this

question.

Training and Income

While the basic goals of the MDTA program focus on altering the
employment experience of the individual , increased earning power would

be an important additional benefit of the

controls

program.

But " completers "

and

eported about the same weekly wages on their last full-time

job since training, with six out of the ten earning less than $80 a

week

Only among women is training associated with higher wages:

more

-96women " completers " than " controls " earned at least $60 a week (53

per cent).

. 34

But this assoc iation could be the result of other factors.

Multiple regression analysis was used to control for the effects

of other factors on weekly wages and to determine the net effect of MDTA

training. Ten " background"
equation:

status ,

sex ,

variables were included in the regression

education , age ) race , previous unemployment , main earner

geographic region , marital status , number of unmarried children

under 18 years old , and state per capita income.

When controlling for the ten " background" variables simultaneously,

MDTA training had no statistically significant net effect on wages for last

full-time job since training.
increased from . 55

to . 67

The multiple correlation coefficient was

by adding a measure for income before raLnLng

to the equation , but training still had no effect . on later wages.

The

addition of factors for motivation (most important reason for taking training) and attitude (how well latest job liked) made no appreciable change in
the regression results.

Even when considering " comp1eters " and " dropouts

separately, MDTA training had no effect on weekly wages for those who

found full-time employment after

training.

But not everyone did have a full-time job after training; some never
worked at all and others had only part-time jobs.

By using family income

instead of full-time wages , it is possible to include such persons in the

analysis.

Because the number of wage earners in the family is not known

it is assumed that trainees and non-trainees are similar in average number

of workers per fami 1y.

Cornpleters " reported higher current (when inter-

viewed) family incomes than " controls " suggesting that MDTA training might

eekly wages on last

full-time job before training.

-97have some effect on family

income.

But other factors could be responsible

for the association of respondent type and family income.
The net effect of training on family income is estimated at $9.

a week when controlling for the background variables and for family income
just before training.

The addition of motivation and attitude factors (most

important reason for taking training, and how well latest job liked) to the
regression equation reduces the estimated net effect of MDTA training to

$7. 87

a week.

When " completers " and " dropouts " are considered separately,

the net effect of completing training is estimated at $10. 08 a week, and no

statistically significant effect is observed for " dropouts.

Since MDTA training had no aggregate effect in the regressions on

weekly wages for last full-time job since training, why should it affect
family income?

The probable answer lies in the fact that more " completers

than " controls "

were employed when interviewed (78

dropouts "

in between at 65 per cent).

. 55 per cent , with

Because more trainees had jobs

trainees had a higher average family income than

non-trainees.

The logical

conclusion is that MDTA training did not result in higher paying jobs , but

it did lead to more employment.

Even for " completers " the net effect of $10. 08 might or might not
significant; its standard error in a random sample would
be only $2. 80, but in the cluster sample used for this study the true value
is probably larger. Although the net effect might not be quite statistically
significant, the best available estimate is still $10.
, and the probability
that the net effect is zero would be very small. For " dropouts " the estimated
net effect of training ($3. 61) is barely larger than its standard error would
be in a random sample ($3.

be s tatis

tically

47).

-98Training and Employment

How much effect did MDTA training have on employment?

completers "

than " controls "

Since more
. 32 per

were high school graduates (49

cent), part of the association between training and employment is probably

due to educational differences.
of the relationship.

Other variables might also explain part

Multiple regression analysis was again used to con-

trol for the effects of several variables at once.

The dependent variable in the regression equation was the per cent

of months employed full time since

time more than 80 per cent 0 f

ng.

The proportion employed full

the months since training was cons

higher for II completers " (52 per cent) and for II dropouts "

for II controls "

iderab ly

(48 per cent) than

(20 per cent).

When controlling for the ten " background" variables , the estimated

net effect of training is to increase full-time employment by 20 per cent

of the period between

ng an

n erv ew.

That net effect represents

over one-third of the mean employment level , which is 55 per cent.

But

that estimate is probably too high , because it fails to take into account
a problem related to the definition of the period " after training.
For non-trainees , when did the period " after training " begin?

The

operational definition used in this study specifies the period " after training

as including all activities listed in the recent employment history table of
the questionnaire , which really means three different definitions:

results.

(1)

For

Three other dependent variables were also used , with similar

The standard error is only 1. 5 per cent , which means that the net
effect of 20 per cent is statistically significant.
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trainees ,

including both " comp1eters " and " dropouts " the period " after

training "

began right after they left MDTA training.

(2)

For a " control

it began right after the starting date of MDTA training for the correspond-

ing trainee.

(3)

For a person who didn t enroll in the course to which

he was referred , it began right after the starting date of that

But that definitiongives"
trols. "

course.

trq.inees an unfair advantage over " con-

A trainee could be looking for a job while taking training

with-

out being class ified as unemployed during that time , but the corresponding

control" had no such interlude between his periods " before

after: t. raining.

training "

and

Many trainees could begin their periods " after training

with full-time employment , but most controls had to begin unemployed.

When a control for first activity after training (full-time employment or not) was added to the regression equation , the estimated net effect
of MDT A training on full-time employment was reduced to 9 per cent of the

period after training.

But this estimate is probably too low , because the

correction (for the advantage trainees had in the previous
actually

too

severe.

regression) is

Since the.. MDTA program attempted to place tra inees

in full-time jobs just after training, part of the effect of training

hidden by adding a control for first activity after training to the equation.

Therefore ,

while the previous estimate of 20 per cent was probably too high

the present estimate of 9 per cent is probably too low.

The addition of motivation and attitude factors (most

important

reason for taking training, and how well latest job liked) had no appreciable

effect.

The net effect of training was still estimated as 9 per

cent.

Not all persons in the sample were looking for full-time jobs after

training, because of family responsibilities ,

health , or other reasons.

lOO-

Since the proportion (of those

not working full-time when interviewed) who

said they had not been available for full-time employment since training

was greater for " completers

(23 per cent) than for " controls " (13 per

cent), excluding such persons from the analysis results in slightly higher

estimates for the net effect of training on employment.

When excluding per-

sons not available for full-time jobs and controlling for the " background"
5 the net effect of training on full-time employment is estimated

variables

as 22 per cent.

When a control is added for the first activity after train-

ing (full-time employment or not), the estimated net effect of training is

reduced to

Because the addition of that control represents an

ll per cent.

overcorrection ,

the true value for the net effect of MDTA training on full-

time employment is estimated to be between 11 and 22 per cent of the period
after training.

If job training has an effect on employment , that effect should be

greater for those who completed training courses than for those who left

before the courses

ended.

As expected ,

when "completers " and " dropouts

are considered separately, the estimated . net effect of training is larger

for " completers

. (between 13 and 23 per cent) than for " dropouts " (between

7 and 19 per cent).

While the difference between the two types of trainees

is not necessarily statistically slgnl lcant

, it

is in the expected direc-

tion and is probably real.

0nly seven of the ten " background" variab les are inc luded because
the other three have no appreciable effect on the results. The three
omitted are marital status, number of unmarried children under 18 years
old , and state per capita income.

It would be significant in a . random
not be in this cluster

sample.

sample, but might or might

..

..

..

-lOlDo length and type of training make any difference in employment?

Cross- classification

indicates that among either " completers

or " dropouts

persons with at least three months of training have a little more employ-

ment than others.

And trainees in courses for skilled or semi- skilled jobs

made better employment records than those in courses for service or clerical
occupa t ions.

But when cOritrolling for course completion and for the " back-

ground" variables ,

neither length nor type of training had a statistically

significant net effect on full-time employment.

This raises some doubts about the effect of MDA training on employ-

ment , since it is mathematically possibleuthough unlikely--that it makes
no difference how much or what type of

training. one takes.

It is quite

possible that a large part of the estimated net effect of training is due

to some other variab Ie

not included in the ana lys is.

What

ver , predisposes

certain people to take job training could also be responsible for most of
their increased employment , relative to non-trainees.

Conclusion
Except for the descriptive findings on the reactions of trainees

to the MDTA program , most of the results of this research are based on
comparisons of trainees to a

control. group of non-trainees. Since control

group persons were not matched to corresponding trainees on several relevant variables , the

two, groups differ somewhat on certain factors ,

as age and education.

such

While the effects of all such known differences were

controlled in the analysis , it is possible that unknown differences could

have affected the

mental
one to

J.n J.ngs.

7 .

The only way to avoid all such differences is to have an experisituation in which a large sample is randomly divided into two groups
receive training and the other to be the control group.
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For " controls

" the period " after training "

while their corresponding trainees were in the MDTA

out earlier ,

program.

As pointed

this research covers a time period in which unemployment rates

in the United States were dropping.

. trois "

inc 1uded the months

Therefore ,

the extra months for " con-

were months during which it was harder to find jobs than later in

the period " after

training.

This tends to erroneous

ly inf la te

the

estimated net effect of MDTA training on employment.

While such problems are probably not serious enough to negate the

findings ,

they do exist.

Accordingly, the estimates of the net effect of

training on employment should be regarded as rough estimates and not as

specific authoritative " facts.
The major unresolved question is how much of the estimated net
effect of training on employment is really due to some other variable not
included in the analysis.

An attempt was made to include all available

information which might contribute to the explanation of employment dif-

ferences ,

but most of the variables included are demographic.

I t is probab

ly

that motivation, intelligence, or other factors have some contribution to

make.

Those who want jobs the most and who have the best minds might be

mos t likely both to find employment and to use every available means to

obtain employment , including MDTA job training courses.

Therefore ,

the

true effect of training on employment may well be smaller than the estimates
given in this report.

Until such factors are included in analyses of the

effects of training, however , the present estimates are the best available.

To put the entire research project in a very small

nutshell:

whi Ie

some trainees said they learned little or nothing in their MDTA courses

most gave favorable evaluations; MDTA training apparently did not help get

-103better paying jobs , but it did help them to obtain more full-time emp10y-

ment; the net effect of MDTA training on full-time employment is estimated
to be between 13 and 23 per cent of the period after training for II

and between 7 and 19 per cent for " dropouts.

completers

APPENDIX A
SAMPLE DES IGN

MDTA Trainees

The universe for the sample of trainees consists of the approximately

25, 000 men and women enrolled in MDTA training programs originally scheduled
for completion during July-September , 1964. 1

The overall sampling rate for

800 cases since it was
this group was set at . 075 to obtain approximately 1

anticipated that this number would need to be sampled to locate l
respondents for analysis.

250

The loss was not predicted because of expected

refusals; past experience indicates that there should be hardly any

refusals.

But there would naturally be a substantial group of trainees who could notbe

located ,

since the latest addresses available were one and one-

half years old.

Non-Southern MDTA Trainees

Considering the United States as broken into the four major census

divisions--Northeast ,

Midwest , South , and Mountain and West--MDTA trainees

are distributed roughly in proportion to populatio

except in the South.

In the South , there is a very heavy concentration of trainees in Kentucky

and South Carolina.

s (primary
For this reason , the NORC national sample PSU'

sampling units) were judged satisfactory everywhere except in the
The sample was designed to be s

lf-weighting. Therefore ,

PSU the sampling rate was determined by the

within a

South.
NORC

equation:

In order to
Several of the course schedules were later changed.
, persons were regarded
prevent the sample size from being drastically reduced
, 1964 , and February 28, 1965.
as eligible if their courses ended between June I

104
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Overall rate (. 075)

= PSU Selection Probability X Within-PSU Selection Probability

Since the PSU selection probabilities are known , the within-PSU
selection probabilities can be determined immediately.
standard metropolitan areas ,

such as New York ,

In the largest

Chicago , and Los Angeles ,

which

fell into the NORC sample with certainty, the within-sampling rate was , of

course also . 075.
In a typical smaller PSU such as South Bend ,

of . 1074
rate was

which had a probabi 1 it Y

of falling into NORC' s national sample , the within-PSU sampling

075/. 1074 = . 698.
In the three smallest NORC PSU s which fell into the sample the

within-PSU sampling rate was greater than 1. 0

since the PSU selection

probability was less than . 075. That problem was handled by sampling the
required additional number of MOTA trainees from counties adjacent to the

selected county in addition to sampling all trainees in the PSU.

This

eliminated the need for additional weighting which would have complicated
the analysis.

Southern MDTA Trainees

In the South an entirely new sample of PSU'

probabilities proportionate to size.

s was selected with

Twenty PSU' s were selected and the

sampling interval for selection of PSU was 500.

Therefore ,

the probabilit y

of selection of a PSU was n/500 where n was the total number of MOTA
trainees within the PSU.

Again , since the overall sampling rate was . 075

the within-PSU rate could be determined.

samples of 37. 5

cases within a PSU.

This procedure led to

average

This was considered about the optimum

clustering for this sample , considering funds available and the fact that

106trainees who enrolled at a labor office might live long distances in any

direction from that office.
As in the other sections of the United States , two PSU' s had sampling

Again , this was handled by drawing the additional

rates greater than 1.

samples required from adjacent counties.

Contro1 Group

For analytic purposes it is critical that the trainees be compared
to a control group which is as similar to the training group as possible

except that they received no training.

For this study, the control group

consists of two sub-samples:

Men and women who were referred to MOTA training programs sched-

u1ed for completion during July-September , 1964 , but who never entered a

class ,

and

Neighbors ,

friends , and relatives of MOTA trainees who were

unemployed at about the time the training courses

started.

The control group sample size was also set at 1 800 to achieve a
sample of 1 250 for analysis.

Referred- but-Did-Not-Enro1l

Contro1 Group

About 8 per cent of all those who were referred to MOTA training
programs failed to enroll and to participate.

This varies considerably

by labor office and may indicate some difference in practices in the vari-

ous offices.

To control for this , the sample size for those who failed to

enroll was set at one- fifth the sample for trainees.

Thus , if a samp Ie of

forty trainees was chosen from a PSU , a sample of eight " didn
persons was also chosen.

I t

enroll."

This is not a self-weighting sample of this

107group, but rather a sample which provides the best possible match to the
training group.

The estimated size of this subsamp1e was 250 cases

since

in some PSU' s there were too few of this group to make up the 20 per cent
of the trainee samp Ie size.

Here , if there were too few cases nothing could

be done since adding " didn t enroll" cases from other PSU s would lessen
the value of the control group.

Snowball Sample

Each trainee was asked to give the names and addresses of up to three

neighbors ,

friends , or relatives who were unemployed at the time he started

training.

The interviewer was to interview the first person of the same

sex mentioned if that person could be located , otherwise using the second

person.

If no eligible control group person could be obtained through

personal referral , the interviewer was to canvass up to 50 homes in the

trainee

s neighborhood in an attempt to find a person who was unemployed

within three months of the starting date for the trainee s MDTA course.
The rationale for this sampling method is the fact that friends

relatives, and neighbors of MDTA

trainees would , in general , be similar to

the trainees in those social and demographic characteristics which are of

greatest concern in the analysis.

While snowball samples have been used

in other situations (particularly in the sampling of elite groups), there

is not much evidence on their use with groups such as MOTA

trainees.

The results of this study could lead to the development of procedures for
obtaining control groups which are otherwise not well defined.

) +

APPENDIX B

ESTIMATES OF SAMPLING ERROR

A cluster sample design was used in this study for the sake of
economic efficiency.

Therefore ,

the random sample formula for computing

the standard error of a proportion is not

applicable. A method for

estimating the standard error in a cluster sample is provided by Kish and

Hess. In this method , the PSU' s (primary sampling units) are divided into
pairs which are as similar as possible , and differences between the PSU'

in each pair are combined according to this

(dY

E. =

in which:

2
n
\X

formula:
(dY i )

(dX

IX)

Y = the numerator of the proportion (Y

standard error is des

(dX

for which the

ired

X = the denominator of the proportion
n = the number of pairs of PSU'

dY . = the difference between the proportion numerators in
the two PSU'

s of pair i

dX. = the difference between the proportion denominators

in the two PSU

ences

I s of

pair i

Kish , L. and Hess , I. " On the Variances of Ratios and Their Differin Multi-Stage Samples , Ii JASA , 54: 416- 46.
2 If

there is an odd number of PSU' s in the sample , one PSU is omitted
from the computation. Those large PSU I s which fall into the sample with
certainty are each divided into two groups of persons which are then treated
as a pair of PSU

108-

109For example , consider the proportion of MDTA trainees who said that
they learned to operate equipment (Tab Ie 11. 8):

y = 838 , the number who learned to operate equipment

x = 1, 187,

the number who answered the question

n = 29 pairs of PSU'

y /X = 838/1 , 187 = .
For the firs t pair of PSU' s , dY. = 1 because 5 persons in

PSU number 1 and 4 persons in PSU number 2 learned to

operate equipment (5-4 = 1).
For the firs t pair of PSU I

, dX.

each PSU answered the question

o because 5 persons in
(5-5 = 0).

After computing dY . and dX . for each of the 29 pairs of PSU' s and
putting all of the necessary data into the formula , the estimated standard
error for the proportion who said that they learned to operate equipment

is . 027

(the proportion itself

is . 71).

This estimate is larger than the standard error computed by the
random sample formula.
S.

in which:

E. =

For a random sample:

n-l)

p = the proportion for which the standard error is desired

n = sample size

For the proportion who said that they learned to operate equipment

(835/1
013.

187), the standard error computed by the random sample formula
The cluster sample estimate is twice as large as the random sample

standard error.

(The ratio is 2. 0 using unrounded data.

-110Similar computat

ions were made for many other variab 1es

used in this

report; the resulting standard error estimates are listed in Table A.

along with the ratio of the estimate to the random sample formula
The ratios vary from 1.l to 3. , with a median of

listed ,

all but 10 are less than 2.

1.85.

result.

Of the 34 ratios

For any proportion not listed , a

rough estimate of the standard error may be obtained by using the random
sample formula and multiplying the result by 1. 85 (the median ratio in the

tab Ie) .
The standard error estimates and ratios in Table A. l are probably

slight ly larger than

necessary.

While all 2

258 cases were regarded as

eligible for computing random sample results , the 123 duplicated cases (see

footnote 3 in Chapter I) were excluded from the cluster sample computations.

The resulting sample size is slightly smaller , which increases the standard
error estimate.

111-

TABLE A.
ESTIMATES FOR STANDARD ERROR OF PROPORTIONS FOR CLUSTER SAMPLE

Es tima ted

Variable

Proport ion

Standard

Ratio of
Estimate to
Random Sample

Error

Formula Result

1. Completers /main sample

024

1.8

2. Comp1eters/trainees

023

1. 7

3. Three or more months of training/

trainees

029

4. Fair or poor on chances of
job before training (Q. 15)

014

1.1

018

1.3

5. Liked training very well
(Q. 17A)

6. Learned to opera te equi pmen t
(Q. 18A)

027

7. Learned to use tools (Q. 18B).

029

8. Learned reading, wri ting,

arithmetic (Q.

18C)

031

9. Learned some thing not expected

(Q. 20) .

022

1.4

019

1.3

014

1. 2

021

1.5

10. Had a lot of confidence before

training (Q.

22)

11. Had a lot of confidence when

interviewed (Q.

23)

12. Well qualified after training
(Q. 24)

13. Family income before training
under $60/week (Q. 29A)

029

14. Employed full-time when

interviewed (Q.

34G)

021

1. 6

019

1.5

018

1. 2

15. Employed when interviewed

(Q. 34A) . .
16. Training helped to get a job
(Q. 42A)

17. Completed high school (Q. 45)

039

Continued

112TABLE A.

l--Continued

Proportion

Variable

Estimated
Standard
Error

18. Family income when interviewed

19. Male sex

(Q.

Random Sample
Formula Result

1.4

051

52A)

(Q.

20. White race

019

(Q. 49)

under $lOO/week

Ratio of
Es tima te

036

52B)

21. Household under 5 persons at
start of training

(Q.

023

50A)

22. No unmarried children under 18
years old (Q. 50A, B, C)

23. Under 25 years old at s tart
training

(Q.

1. 7

028

of

047

SOB)

24. Never married at start of
training

(Q.

040

50C)

25. Main earner of household at
s tart

of training

(Q.

049

50D)

26. Wages on last full-time job
before training under $60/

week (Q. 27C)

061

27. Unemployed 4 or more months in

year before training
(Q.

040

27A , D , E)

28. Working full-time over 80% of
months since training
(Q. 34E, F, G)

026

1. 9

29. Unemployed under 20% of months
since training (Q. 34A, E, F)

022

1.6

30. Wages on last full-time job

training under $ 70/week

since

(Q. 34D)

043

31. Wages on last full-time job
since training under $80/week

(Q. 34D) .

047

32. Unemployed 1 month or less in year
after training (Q. 34A, E, F)

026

1.8

33. Working full-time at least 11
months in year after training
34E , F , G)
(Q.

024

1. 7

014

1. 6

34. Ever worked full-time since
tra i ning

(Q.

34G)

APPENDIX C

MUTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS
The multiple regression results which are essential to the con-

clusions of the study are included at appropriate places in the report.
Some of them are repeated in Tables A. 3 to A. 5, along with results of

Additional regression results for

other regressions for employment.

weekly wages on last full-time job since training are given in Table

A. 2.

The 123 duplicated cases (see footnote 3, Chapter I) were excluded
from all multiple regressions.

TABLE A.

SUMRY OF RESULTS FROM MUTIPLE

REGRESSIONS FOR WEEKLY WAGES
ON LAST FULL-TIM JOB SINCE TRINING

Comp1eters

Multiple
(N et
in

Effect

$M

Dropou ts

Independent Variables

Standard
Error of

eek)

(Net Effect

Standard
Error of

Addition tO

Training Variables)

in $/Week)

B (" Background"

-2.

from

Table III.

1.54

B, Weekly wages on las t

1.80

full-time job before

training
, Weekly wages on last

1.81

full-time job before
training, Most important reason for

taking training,
well latest job

liked

-113-

How

-114TABLE A. 3

VARIABLES INCLUDED IN MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATIONS
FOR UNEMPLOYMNT AND FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT

Regression
Number

Persons
Excluded

Dependent

Variables

Independent Variables
Trainin g v ariables

(In Addi tion to

MF %F MU %U

None

B (" Background" from Table 111.

MF %F MU %U

None

B, Full-time employment Just after

MF %F MU %U

training

None

, Full-time employment just after
training, N.ost important reason
for training is to learn new
, Most important reason
for training is to get a job with
more money, Latest job liked very

skills

well
MF %F MU %U

None

B, Employed just after training

%F

None

Short B (B minus variables 8

Didn

6A,
7A ,

of Table III.
t Enrolls

Short B

MF %F MU %U

Not available
(for full-time

MF %F

Not available

Short B , Full-time employment just
after training

Not ava ilable

Short B, Employed just after training

Not working full

Short B

Short B

job)

MU %U
10A

MF %F MU %U

time just after
training, Not

available
llA

the t

MF %F MU %U

Working full time
just after training, Not availabE

Shor t B

The A and B after each number refer to separate equations in which only

aining variables differ--A: All trainees are considered together. B:

"Completers " and "dropouts " are each compated to non-'trainees. Since only one
dependent variable is used in each equation , the first line represents eight
equations (lA an lB for each pf four dependent variables).
A separate equation is used for each dependent variable , of course.
of
Full-time employment in the year just after training; foE =
Per cent of months of
Full-time employment between training arid date
view; MU
Months Unemployed in the year just after training; %U = Per cent
of months
Unemployed between training and date of interview.
MF =

.

Months

of inter-

-------

- ------

---------

- 115 TABLE A.

SUMY OF RESULTS FROM MULTIPLE
REGRESSIONS FOR FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT
Dependent Variable

Regression
Numb er

(And Type

Trainee

Number

for which

Coefficients
Listed)

Are

Per

MJnths Employed

Full-time during the Year
Just after Training

Multiple

Training
Ra t i 0
Coefficient Coefficient
(Net Effect
Standard
in Months)
Error

Cent of Months Employed

Fu 11-

time between Training

Interview
Training
Ra t io
Coefficient Coefficient
(Net Effect

and Date

Multiple

Per Cent)

to Standard

Error

All trainees
14.

13.

1.3
1.3
1. 9

10.
14.

13.
14.
14.

14.

13.

10.

10.
13.
14.
13.

1. 5

lOA

llA
Com

leters
1.6
1. 6

14.

1.8
lOB

lIB
Dro

outs

1.4

1.0
lOB

lIB

1.1
The numbered regressio s a e described in Table A.

-116TABLE A. 5

SUMY OF RESULTS FROM MUTIPLE
REGRESSIONS FOR UNMPLOYMNT

Dependent Variable

Regression
Number
(A nd Type
of Trainee
for W.hich
Coefficients
Are Listed)

Number of Months Unemp loyed

during the

Year

and Date of Interview

Just after Training

Multiple

Per Cent of Months unemployed
between Training

Training
Ratio of
Coefficient Coefficient
(Net Effect to Standard
in Man ths)
Error

Training

Multiple

Coefficient
(Net Effect
in Per cent)

Ratio of

Coefficient
to Standard

Error

All trainees

-2.
-1.4

11.4

13.

1.3

-1.4

11.5

l2.
-2.
-1.5
lOA

llA
Com

-17

13.

11. 7

- 5

-2.

leters
11.8

13.
-1. 7
-1. 7

-1. 7

11. 9

-20

-2.
-1.8
lOB

lIB
Dro

13.
10.

12.
11. 7

-l2
- 5

-2.

ou ts
1. 9

- 4
- 4
- 4

-1.0
lOB

lIB

- 5
- 5
- 4

1.4
The numbered regressions are described in

TableA. 3.

1. 9

1.1

APPENDIX D

EMPLOYERS ' EVALUATIONS OF TRAINEES

A poor response rate makes the employers ' evaluations ques

tionable.

Trainees were asked for the name and address of each employer worked for

since training. Wherever possible ,

questionnaires were mailed to the

first and last employers for full-time JO

Two weeks after

the

ques tionnaires were mailed , only 26 per cent of them had been returned

in usable condition.

Two weeks after another copy of the questionnaire

was sent to non-respondents

a total of 45 per cent (from both

had been returned in usable condi tion.

mailings)

Past experience indicates that

another mailing might have increased the response rate as high as 55 per

cent

, but this was regarded as

too

low for reliability.

In order to achieve a higher response rate , telegrams were sent
to all non-respondents instead of mailing a third copy of the question-

nai re .

The telegram repeated only four of the thirteen questions on

the questionnaires.

The telegram also asked if the trainee had worked

for the employer at any time in the las t

four years , since it was thought

In addition to the questionnnaire about the specific trainee
MDTA trainees in
Because the response rate was even poorer for the general
questionnaire , the results were never tabulated.

each employer received another questionnaire a bout

general.

-117 -

-118 that some of the non- respondents had not replied because they had never

even heard of the MDTA trainee they had been asked to

was apparently true for a small proportion of

evaluate. This

employers;

gram responses indicated that the trainees had not worked

34 of the tele-

there.

In an

attempt to boost the response rate as high as possible , employers were
invited to reply to the telegram by collect telegrams or collect tele-

phone calls (or by mail with no postage required , as they were asked to
do earlier).

The

usable responses (not counting the 34 trainees whose

emp10yers II did

not recognize the trainees '

telegram responses wi th questionnaires

names),

after combining

finally reached a total of

199--78 per cent of the sample size (1, 546).

Some questionnaires

were returned after the telegrams were sent , which raised the usable
response rate to 54 per cent for those questions not included in the

telegram.

This was regarded as too low for reliabili ty unless the

telegram responses indicated practically no bias associated

wi th late

response.
Unfortunately, the 359 telegram responses differ sharply from
the 840 questionnaires on the proportion of trainees still working
for the responding employers

About one- half

(49 per cent) of the

questionnaires indicated that the trainees were still employees
compared to only a little over one- fourth (28 per cent) of the telegram

responses.

This indicates that ques tions answered by only the 54 per

cent who returned questionnaires may be subject to considerable non-

response bias. Therefore ,

the reliability of all items in Table A.

for which the percentage base (N)
as questionable--except

is 840 or less should be regarded

for the very last item ,

which applies only to

119persons no longer working for the responding

employers.

Another difference between telegram responses and questionnaires

is related to the first.

The proportion of the responses which were from

the trainees ' last employers was greater for questionnaires than for

telegrams (72

But the proportion of responses which

. 57 per cent).

were from the trainees '

first employers was only slightly smaller for the
. 66 per cent),

questionnaires than for the telegrams (61

because more

of the questionnaires were received from the trainees ' only employers

(33

. 23 per cent).

Considering both telegram responses and questionnaires together
the proportion of replies which were for " completers " (69 per cent) was

only slightly higher than the proportion of all trainees in the study who

are " completers "

Two-thirds (67

(65 per cent).

per cent) of the replies

were from last employers , and nearly as many (62 per cent) were from first
employers (30 per cent were from only employers),
tions for both " completers "

and " dropouts.

with similar propor-

Less than one-half (43 per

cent) of the trainees were reported as still working for the responding

employers , with a

"dropouts

" (45

little larger proportion for " completers " than for

. 37 per cent).

Employers rated their MDTA empioyees fairly high on the two
specific evaluation questions.

Only 10 per cent were graded " poor " on

work quali ty, and 61 per cent were rated " good" or better.

On attendance

only 14 per cent were judged to be "worse than mas t " and 23 per cent

were regarded as " be t ter

than mos

t."

The two types of trainees had

similar distributions on those two items , though slightly more " dropouts

than " completers "

were rated as "worse

than most" on attendance (18

12 per cent).
Table A.

Not all of the information from the questionnaires is listed in
6.
Only pre- coded data were tabulated.
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TABLE A.
SELECTED ITEMS FROM THE EMPLOYER

I S QUESTIONNAIRE

(Per Cent)

Item

Ca tegories

Not Applicable)

(and NA

Respondent type

Per Cent

Completer

Dropout

Total

NA=

Not applicable=

First

Which employer

Last

Only

(fi rs t

and

last)

Total

NA=

Not applicable=
2A.

Was he hi red

related

for work

to hi s

training?

Total

NA=Ul

hired?

(1, 197)

Yes

100

(729)

Not applicable=359
How was

100

(1, 199)

Referred by Employment

Service
Referred by private agency
Recrui ted by

employer

Referred by MDTA program
Referred by a union
Applied on his own

Other

Total

NA= 37

100

(803)

Not applicable=359
Very good

Quali ty of his work

Good

Fair
Poor

Total

NA= 111

Attendance, compared
others in same job
NA= 86
Not applicable=

lOO

(I , 088)

Not applicable=

Better

than mos t

About the same
Worse than mos

Total

lOO

(l, 113)
Continued

121TABLE A. 6 - -Con t inued

Item

(and NA

7a.

Has

routine

Not Applicable)

received
nonincrease?

Ca tegories

Yes

Total

NA=175

Not applicable=359

7b.

received

Has

Total

NA=191

Not applicab1e=359

been promoted

Has

supervisory job?

Yes

Total

NA=221

still

work there?

Yes

NA=

his current
related
his
training?

100

(619)

Tota 1

Not applicab1e=
10.

100

(649)

Not applicable=359
Does

100

(665)
Yes

promotion?

7c.

Per Cent

100
183)

work
MDTA

Yes
No

NA=

Not applicable=794
13.

his employment
terminated?

Why was

Total

100

(361)
He was not competent
Attendance was irregular

Laid off-- not enough work
Laid off- -reorganization
res i gned
Other
NA=

Not applicable=519

Total

108

(661)

NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER
University of Chicago

Survey 504

April ,
MOTA EMPLOYER' S QUESTIONNAIRE - C

Day
Month
(1l-

When did you hire this person?

1966

DL/MT-1003-C
BB 44- 6608

Approval expires 6-30-

Year

l2Ixx) (13-l4/XX) (15- l6Axx)

DECK 23

For what job or occupation was he hired?

(17- 19/YYY)
Was that work related to the training that he took?

(Circle one)

(20/9)

Yes

What were his weekly wages when he was hired?

(21- 23/XX)

How was this person hired?

(Circle one)

He was referred by the Employment Service.........
He was referred by a private employment agency....

(24/9)

recruited him.... .

Our organization

He was referred by the MDTA training facility.....
He was referred by a union......
He applied for the job on his own.................
Other (Spec

ify) . .

How would you evaluate the quality of his work?
Very good
Good. .
Fair. .
Poor. . .
No records. .

. . 1
. . 2

(25/9)

. 3
. 4
. 5

How did his attendance compare with other workers with the same job?
hetter than most.
About the same

Worse than most.
"""''''!T''

. 1
. 2
. . 3

(26/9)

Quex C

-2Has he received any of the following?

504

(Circ le one in each row)

A " non-routine "

(not through a new
union contract or automatic)
increase in wages

(27/9)

A promotion to a higher c lassifica-

(28/9)

tion '

A promotion to a supervisory posi

(29/9)

tion

Is this person still in your employ? (Circle

one)

(30/9)
IF YES:

(3l- 33/RRR)

What are his present weekly earnings?

10.

Is his current work related to the MDTA training that he tv

(34/R)

. 1
. 2

Yes
No

Current job is same as first job. 3

UNO
11.

When was he terminated or laid off?
Mon th

(35- 36/RR)

l2.

Day

(37- 38/RR)

Year
(39- 40/RR)

What were his weekly earnings at that time?

(4l- 43/RRR
13.

Why was his employment with your company terminated?
as apply)

(Circle as many

He was not competent to do the work for which he was hired..

His attendanc

e was irregular................................

He was laid off because there was not enough work...........

He was laid off because his section was being reorganized... 4
He resigned.................................................

Other (Please specify)

(44/R)

Survey 504
Bureau of the
Budget N\.ber:

44- 6552
Expires 6/30/66

NATIONAL OPINION RESEACH CENTER
University of Chicago

TmE
BEGA :

MAIN SAMPLE

Hello.

I I m ( your name ) of the National Opinion Research Center.

I re making a survey for

the Department of Labor and the Office of Education on
how their manpower training program can be improved. I understand you were (in
the program at one time) (selected for the program at one time even though you
didn t actually enroll) and I would like to get some of your opinions about

We

it.

(I want to emphasize that all of your answers will be kept confidential. The
information we collect will be combined with answers from other individuals and
nQ one wi 11 ever be reporting or checking on you as an individual.

BEGIN DECK 02

According to what I have here , you (entered training/were selected for training)
(FS Item C) and the course started on

Occupation
(FS Item E).

Is that right?

IF l1NOR

Date
DISCREPANCIES , CORRCT FACE SHEET.

Yes
. (GO TO Q. 1)
No . . . (DISCONTINUE INTERVIEW)

10/9

IF THE CLASSIFICATION FOR THE RESPONDENT (FS Item L) IS NOT LISTED ON THE FACE
SHEET

IS AMIGUOUS , ASK A.

A. Did you complete the training program or leave it before it ended?
Completed
Left before ended
Did not enroll
IF NECESSARY , CORRCT FACE SHEET , ITEM L.

did you first hear about the MDTA training (in which you were enro1led/
1. How
for which you were selected)? DO NOT READ CATEGORIES. RECORD VERBATIM
PROB ING AS NECESSARY TO CIRCLE ONE CODE.

Newspaper
Friend
Radio/ televis ion

Parent or relative

Posting at Employment Service

Office

Employment Service interviewer
Welfare worker
Employer , company (company
employment office)
Other ( SPECIFY

11/9

. .

Was the particular job training (in which you were enrolled/for which you
were selected) the type of training you really wanted?

Yes

. (GO TO Q. 3)

No . . . (ASK A

12/9

AN B) . .

IF NO

What would have been your first

choice?

Did you ask to be enrolled in training for your first choice?

Yes

. (ASK C AND D)

l5/R

No . . . (ASK E)
IF YES TO B:

To your knowledge , was training in your first choice being offered
at any school near you at the same time?

Yes

No . .
Why weren t you offered this type of training?

IF NO TO B:

Why not?

16/R

Here are some reasons people have given for wanting to enter an MDTA
training program. Please tell me for each one whether that was a
reason that applied to you?
EACH ITEM BELOW AND CIRCLE YES OR
NO CODE FOR EACH.

RE

Yes I

To get

job

a different

line

0 f wor k

learn new work skills

job

get a

get a more

job

24/X

steady, regular employment

job

improve my skills
I already had

to ge t

23/X

i nteres ting job

To get an eas ier

Just

22/X

that paid more money

To ge t a job that was

2l/X

2S/X

26/X

knowledge for

job

no matter what it was

Other (SPECIFY)

27/X

28/X
29/X

IF ONLY ONE REASON GIVEN IN " , It ENTER THAT CODE IN THE BOX BELOW

WITHOUT ASKING. You told me that (READ ITEMS CODED " YES" IN COLUM
A) were reasons for your wanting to enter the training program. Which
of these would you say was the most important reason for your wanting
to enter the training program? ENTER CODE NUMBER IN BOX.

30/X
ASK Q. 4 ONLY FOR THOSE

OTHERS ,

ENROLLED IN COURSE ON FACE SHEET (FS ITEM L). FOR

SKIP TO Q.

4. Do you know of anybody other than yourself who was unemployed at the time
you started training?

Yes

31/9

ASK QI s 5- 14 ONLY OF THOSE WHO WERE
SKIP TO Q. 15 IF
ENROLL

SELECTED FOR A TRAINING COURSE BUT DID NOT
ITEM L.
SHEET

DID ENROLL. (FACE

Could you tell me why you did not take the training course for which you

were selected? (PROBE: Any other reason?)

Considering everything that s happened to you since then, do you think it
would have been better if you had taken that course?
Yes, it would have been better
No, it wouldn

34/R

Don I t know
Are you still interested in government- sponsored

training?
35/R

Yes

No .
Depends

. . (ASK A)

What would it depend on?

Were you offered any other training at the time you didn

I t enroll?
38/R

Yes
No . .
Since (date, FS Item E) have you . taken some kind of job training course?

Yes
No . .

. (ASK A)
. (SKIP TO Q. 27)

39/R

How many courses did you take?

ENTER NUMBER HERE

40/R

. ..

. ....
-5-

IF RESPONDENT TOOK ONE OR TWO COURSES, ASK Q' s 10- 14 ABOUT ONE OR BOTH COURSES.
IF RESPONDENT TOOK MORE THA TWO COURSES, SAY: " Let s just talk about the first
two training courses you took. Ii

10.

What job \s) did this training prepare you for?
TRINING COURSE.

RECORD VERBATIM FOR EACH

FIRST COURSE

11.

SECOND COURSE

AB,

As far as you know, who sponsored this training program-- MDTA,
Vocational Education, your state government, local school board, or who?
CIRCLE ONE CODE FOR EACH TRAINING COURSE.
FIRST COURSE

MDTA .

SECOND COURSE

47/R

0 . .

48/R

Vocational Education
tate government

Local school board

Other ( SPECIFY)

12.

When did that training program

start?

RECORD DATE FOR EACH

FIRST COURSE

Month /Year

13.

SECOND COURSE

5l/R

Ir 6

49-

52-53

Did you complete that training program or
CIRCLE ONE CODE FOR EACH TRINING COURE.

leave

Month I Year

I'

54/R

it before it ended?

FIRST COURE

Completed course

TRINING COURSE.

SECOND COURSE

55/R

56/R

Left course
Course still in progress

14.

When did you (complete/leave) this program?

RECORD DATE FOR EACH TRINING

COURS E .

FIRST COURSE

Month IYear

57-58

SECOND COURSE

59/R

60-

Month I Year

I'

62/R

NOW SKIP TO Q. 27

BEGIN DECK 03

ASK QI s 15- 26 ONLY OF THOSE WHO WERE
NOT ENROLL, SKIP TO Q. 27.
WHO DID

15.

ENROLLED

IN TRINING COURSE.

FOR THOSE

(FACE SHEET ITEM L.

Thinking back to just before you heard about the training, at that time
how good did you think your chances would have been of finding a job,
any kind of job, without taking the training--very good, good,
or poor?
(SKIP TO Q. 17)

fair,

Very good
Fair

. (SKIP TO Q. 17)
. (GO TO Q. 16)

Poor

. (GO TO Q. l6)

Good

Had a job immediately prior to
training . . (SKIP TO Q. 17)

16.

What were the main reasons why you found it difficult to get a job
before you entered training? (PROBE: What other important reasons?)

IF ONLY ONE REAON METIONED IN A, GO TOC WITHOUT ASKING B.

Which of these reasons do you think was the most important?

Has the training helped you in any way to overcome these difficulties?
. (ASK D)
Yes
. (GO TO Q. 17)
No . .
IF YES TO C

D. In what way?

32/R

l7.

ll

All things considered, how well did you like the training-- very
well, fairly well, not so well, or not at all?
Very w
Fairly well

Not so well
Not at all

What did you like about the training?

(PROBE:

(ASK B) .
. (ASK B AND C)
. (ASK B AND C)
. (ASK C)

40/R

Anything else?)

What were some of the things you did not like about the
(PROBE: Anything else?)

training?

m interested specifically in what you learned while in manpower training:
CIRCLE YES OR NO CODE FOR EACH ITEM.

For example, did you learn.

Yes I No

How to operate equipment?

45/R

How to use tools?

46/R

To read

47/R

to do

and write better,

arithmetic?

Anything I haven
IF YES TO D:

19.

I t mentioned?

Wha t?

(In addition to what you have already told me), what (other) new skills
did you learn in this MDTA training?

48/R

.....

. .. .. ........ ............. .

. . .

.. ..

-8IF NO NEW SKILLS MENTIONED IN Q' s l7B, 18 OR 19, SKIP TO INSTRUCTION BEFORE Q.

20.

21.

Were these new skills you learned, ones that you had expected to learn
or not?
Expected to learn
Not expected to learn
Some expected and some not

ASK Q. 21 OF DROPOUTS ONLY (FACE SHEET ITEM L).
TRINING, SKIP TO Q. 22

21. DROPOUTS

IF RESPONDENT COMPLETED

ONLY

Why did you leave the training? DO NOT REA CATEGORIES--RECORD VERBATIM,
THEN CIRCLE CODES THAT APPLY. (PROBE: Why was that? In what way? Any
other reasons?)
like the instructors
instructors inadequate
Didn r t like the training, training
Didn r t

inadequate (other than instructors)

Took a job for financial reasons
Took a job , financial reasons not

specified

Needed the money, training allowance
(pay) inadequate
Family problems (including illness of
family member)

Ow illness
Pregnancy
Transportation problems
Other (SPECIFY)

22.

Before training, how much confidence did you have in your ability to learn
a new job and to hold it--a lot of confidence, some confidence, a little
confidence, or no confidence at all?
A lot of confidence

55/R

Some confidence
A little confidence
No confidence at all

23.

have in your ability to learn a new job
and to hold it--a lot of confidence, some confidence, a little confidence,
or no confidence at all?

How much confidence do you

A lot of confidence
Some confidence
A little confidence
No confidence at all

56/R

. .. ... .. . .. .. ... .

24.

When you (finished/dropped out) of the training, how well qualified did
you feel to begin the kind of job for which you had taken training-- very
well qualified , well qualified, somewhat qualified, or not qualified at

all?

57/R

Very well qualified

Well qualified

Somewhat qualified
Not qualified at all

25.

, would you go into the same MDTA
training course, go into a different MDTA training course, or not go
into any MDTA training course at all?

If you had it to do over again

Same course
Different course

(GO TO

26) .

Q.

58/R

(ASK A AND B)
(ASK C) .

No course
IF DIFFERENT COURSE

A. What

kind of job training course would you probably

take?

Why would you take that instead?

IF NO COURSE:

Why would you not go into any MDTA training

26.

course?

Have you taken any other job training course since you left the course
ve been talking about?

Yes

IF YES:

IF NO:

(ASK A)
(ASK B)

What job did that course train you

66/R

for?

Are you planning to take some other kind of job training?

Yes

. (ASK (l))

No . .
( 1)

Wha t?

70/R

-10ASK EVERyONE:

27.

Now let s see.

The MDTA training course started on (date, Face Sheet Item E).

ASK COLUMS A-H FOR ACTIVITY RESPONDENT HA BEFORE DATE TRINING STATED.

COLUM H.
THEN, BEGIN ON

ENTE

RECORD I

LINE 3 , AND ASK COLUMS A- H FOR ALL PREVIOUS ACTIVITIES RESPONDENT E

SEPTEMBER, 1961, OR RESPONDENT LEFT SCHOOL WHICHEVER COMES FIRST.

Line

Column A

(7-

ASK:

No.

What were you

(9- 55)
doing
UNEMPL.

AN SKIP TO H.

JOB TITLE, DUTIES, OR ACTIVITY

MDTA Training

10.

11.

ASK:

(60)

Was that in a private business,

before that?
IF UNEMPLOYED , WRITE

Column C

Column B

gov I t

agency,

some other kind of

organization?
PVT. GOV' T OTHER

11111//I!

(61- 63)
What was the

ASK:

weekly pay before taxes or
other deductions, at the

Column)
ASK:

When did
you start
that job?

time you left?
DOLLA AMOuNT

//1/1

(64-

MONTH

// // // ///

//

....---

.......

'''

11BEGIN DECK 04

IN LINE l

COLUM

:ON ON LINE 2 BELOW. IF UNEMPLOYED , ENTER " UNEMPIJo " IN COLUl'''.. A ON LINE 2 AND ASK ONLY

TO ACTIVITY RECORDED ON LINE

01 umn E

(67- 69)
n did you

ve that

Column F
ASK:

CONTINUE ON LINES 4, 5, ETC. UNTIL YOU REACH

Column G

(70)

that full-

Was
time or parttime work?

Column H

ASK: (72)

ASK:

(HAND CARD A)
Which of these

reasons bes t des
cribes why you

-

Hhy were you
work at that

(73- 74)
out of full- time
time?

left that job'
tell me the

just

YEA

7 /

Full-

Part-

timl'

tim'"

(ASK G)

(ASK H)

number, please.
RECORD NUlmER FOR
REASON LEFT" OR
CIRCLE X AND PROBE

RECORD REASON

II..

..

12BEGIN DECK 05

ASK EVERYONE:

28.

Just before ( date

training started FS Item E) , were you drawing unemploy-

ment compensation?

Yes

10/9

. (ASK A AND B)

No . . . . (GO TO Q. 29)
How much unemployment compensation were you drawing per week?

11-

weeks of unemployment compensation

t that time, how many

were you entitled to?

weeks

29.

What was your total weekly family income from all sources (just before
you
entered training/about date , FS Item E)?

$DI
ASK B ONLY FOR THOSE

ENROLLED IN COURE ON

18-

FACE SHET (FS ITEM L).

What was your total weekly family income from all sources just before
you

left training?

$DI
ASK Q. 30 ONLY FOR THOSE

ENROLLED IN COURSE ON FACE SHEET (FS ITEM

OTHES, SKIP TO Q. 34.

21-

L). FOR

30. During

your training, did you ever receive a training allowance or unemployment compensation?

Yes
No .

(ASK A)
. . (GO TO INSTRUCTION

24/R

BEFORE Q. 31) .
How much money were you getting per week?

$DI

25-

. .

13ASK Q. 31, OF THOSE WHO COMLETED TRINING ONLY.

31.

Now let

FOR " DROPOUTS, " SKIP TO Q. 34.

after

s talk about what happened during the month

you completed your

training. At that time, to how many employers were you referred by the public employment service? IF NONE, ENTER " 0" IN BOX AND SKIP TO Q. 33.

HEE

ENTER NUMBER

28/R

Let'

s start with the first job to which you were referred. Was it a
private business , a government agency, or another kind of organization?

RECORD IN COLUM A.
Was the job to which you were referred related to the training you
had taken or not? RECORD IN COLUM B.

Were you hired on that

job?

RECORD IN COLUM

(IF " NOT HIRED, " HAD RESPONDENT CAD B. Which
of the reasons
on this card best tells why you were not hired? Just tell me the
number, please. WRITE NUMER IN COLUM D OR CIRCLE X THEN PROBE: Were
there any other reasons? RECORD UNDER " OTHER" IN COLUM D.
NOW SAY, " Let s talk about the next job to which you were referred, " AND
REPEAT QUESTIONS A-D UNTIL ALL JOB REFERRLS-- Q. 3l--ARE ACCOUNTED FOR.

Ki nd 0 f

ReI.

Organi za tion

Pvt. Gov ' t .

, Not

ReI.

Hired

Not

Reason Not Hired

Hired

Other

Wri te

29/R

30/R

3l/R

32/R

35/R

36/R

37/R

38/R

4l/R

42/R

43/R

44/R

47/R

48/R

49/R

50/R

53/R

54/R

55/R

56/R

Other

, GO TO Q. 33.

IF RESPONDENT GOT A JOB DURING THE MONTH AFTER TRAINING WAS COMPLETED ASK Q. 32.

OTHERWISE

well would you say the MDTA training course prepared you for this
32. How
job--very well
, fairly well, or not well at all?

A.

Very well
Fairly well
Not well at all . (ASK A)
Why is that? RECORD VERBATIM (PROBE: Any other reasons?)

IF " NONE" TO Q. 31 , ASK Q. 33 , OTHEWISE , GO TO Q. 34.
33. Why didn t they refer you to any employers?

59/R

14-

34.

Now I' d like to talk about the time since (you left training/Date Training
RECORD IN COLUMN A,
right after (you left training/ date FS Item E)
CONTINUE ON LINES 3, 4, 7 , ETC. UNTIL YOU GET TO CURRENT ACTIVI TY .

LinE
No.

Column A

Column B

(9- 55)

ASK:

What did you do

that?

after

ASK:

(59)

(Was/Is)
that job

re la ted
to the

IF UNEMPLOYED, v-TRITE
UNEPL. " AND SKIP TO K.

MoTA

training

ENROLL IN

DUTIES

OR ACTIVITY

ASK:

(60)

(Was/Is) that
in a private

business,
gov t agency,

some other
you had?
OMIT IF R kind of organization?
DID NOT
MDTA

JOB TITLE

Column C

YES

bo1umn D
ASK: (61

63)
What

(wat. / is;

LINE 1

Column E

ASK:

(6466)

fuen

yuur
weekly

did you

:€o.re

'there?

pa,y be-

a.e.s

started,

start

BELOW.

Columr:
ASK:

When (

you It
there:

work

. other
deductions?

PVT. GOVT OTHER DOLLAR MONTH , YEAR' MONTH'
AMT.

-15BEGIN DECK 06

E), that is,

s i nc e

First, what did you do
ENTER DATE LEFT TRINING OR FS ITEM E
OLUMS B-K AND RECORD ON LINE
THEN BEGIN ON LINE 2 AND ASK A- K FOR NEXT ACTIVITY.

1.

:u G

(70)

lIs)

Column H
ASK:

What (was/is) the name and
address of your employer on
that job?

Column I
ASK:

Column J

(71)

iASK:

(HAND CAD C (HAND CARD A)
Which of the

ways on this
card best
tells how

you

got this job

- Part-

tim

SlI

TO K)

RECORD :JAM AND ADDRESS

(72)

these bes

then?

tells why
you left
that job?

HOW OBTAINED 1

WHY LEFT
NTER CODE #

rx

(73-74)

Why were you out
of full-time work

Jus t the

DC

ASK:

Which of

Jus t tell
the number.

ENTER CODE #

Column K

number.

D C

RECORD REASON

BEGIN DECK 08

16ASK Q' s 35- 41 ONLY IF RESPONDENT DOES

NOT HAVE A FULL-TIM JOB NOW.

OTHER -

WISE, SKIP TO Q. 42.

35.

Since you ve been out of full-time work , what has been your one main
means of support? DO NOT REA CATEGORIES. CIRCLE ONE CODE.

10/R

Savings
Borrowing
Spouse

Parents

daughter

Son

Other

relative

friend

Unemp 1 oymen t

compensation

Part-time

odd

jobs

Veterans allowance
Public assistance
Other (SPECIFY)
36.

welfare

Since (you left the training/ date, FS Item E ), have you been available
for a full-time job all of the time, most of the time, part of the time,

or not at all?

ll/R

All of the time

Most of the time
Part of the time
Not at all . . (ASK A , THEN SKIP

TO Q. 41) .

Why haven t you been available?

37.

job?

(PROBE: Any
Why do you think you haven t been able to find a
other reasons?) DO NOT R,EA CATEGORIES. RECORD VERBATIM. THEN
CIRCLE AS MAY AS APPLY IN COLUM A BELOW.
IF ONLY ONE REASON GIVEN IN II " CIRCLE THAT CODE IN COLUM B.

Most
Reas on Important

Reason

Employers want more

experience

than I have

Not a union member

No jobs available

for which I qualify

Jobs refused by me because 0 f

Jobs not available because
Slack period in industry or

qualify

Employer I s prejudice

low wages

of my age

jobs where

discrimination

Other (SPECIFY)

l2/R

13/R

Of the ones you ve mentioned, which do you think is the most important
CIRCLE ONE CODE IN
reason that you haven

COLUM B ABOVE.

t been able to find a job?

.. . .. ..

.. ..

.. ... ... .. .. ...................................................................... .
..
.. ..
..

........

........
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
....
..

-1738.

job?

What have you done to try to get a
(PROBE: Anything else?)
DO NOT REA CATEGORIES. RECORD VERBATIM. THEN
CIRCLE AS MAY

AS APPLY.

Registered at public employment office

l4/R

Registered at private employment office (s) . .
Applied to employers in this area
App lied to employers outside this area

Applied to union. . .
Answered newspaper ads
Asked friends and/or relatives

Nothing

.. 0

Other (SPECIFY)

39.

Have you checked with the local employment office?
have you checked?

IF YES:

How often

Yes, once a week or more often

l5/R

Yes , once a month
Yes, less often than once a
month
(ASK A)
No. never

IF LESS OFTEN

THA ONCE

.. .. 8.

(ASK A)

A MONTH OR NEVER:

Why haven t you kept in touch (more

often)?

DO NOT REA CATEGORIES.

Personal illness
Illness in family

Taking another course

They have no jobs for me

Not interested in full-time job
Other (SPECIFY)

l6/R

..

. .. . . .

. . . .

18-

40.

Please tell me if each of these statements concerning taking a job in
another city applies to you or not. CIRCLE YES OR NO CODE ON EACH

LINE.
Yes I No Ipon

Would you be willing to take a job in another city
If you could get
which you were

a job in the

Know

line of work for

17/R

trained'?

If you could get a job in the line of work you

18/R

followed before retraining'?

If your

moving and re- location expenses were paid?

20/R

If the job was within this state?

I f the wage

rate was

lower

than wha t you have been

use to?

If the wage rate was as high as you have been use

to?

I f the wage

rate was higher than wha t you have

been

use to?

the

21/R

22/R

23/R
24/R

job was within 300 miles of here'?

If you had to take up a completely new line of work'?

41.

19/R

All in all, do you think your chances of getting a job now are very
good, gpod, fair, or poor?
Very good

Good

Fair
Poor
Don t know

25/R

26/R

.1942.

COMLETED

ASK Q. 42 ONLY FOR THOSE WHO

OR

DROPPED OUT (FS ITEM L).

FOR

OTHERS, GO TO Q. 44.

Yes I

Did the MDTA trainin g you received

Help you obtain employment?

27/R

Help you hold a job (you already had)?

28/R

Help you obtain a promotion?

29/R

Increase your weekly earnings?

30/R

Help you in any other way?

31!R

FOR EACH " YES" TO Q. 43 ASK:

How did it help?

RECORD VERBATIM ON

APPROPRIATE LINE BELGl.

. 43 ASK: Why didn I t the MDTA training (help you obFOR EACH " NO" TO
old a job, increase your weekly earnings)?
n emp oyment, e p you

ASK EVRYONE Q I S 43 AND 44

43.

UNSS

HA A JOB.

, How well would you say the MDTA training course prepared you for the
(job you now have/last job you had)--very well , fairly well , or not

ery we .

well at all?

Fairly well
Not well at all . . (ASK A)
Why is that?

RECORD VERBATIM.

(PROBE:

Any other reasons?)

52/R

-20-

44.

How well (do/did) you like your (present/last)
well, not so well, or not well at al17

job-- very

well, fairly

55/R

. (GO TO Q. 45)
Very well
Fairly well . (GO TO Q. 45)
Not so well . (ASK A)
Not well at all (ASK

A) . . .

IF NOT WELL:

What job, or kind of job , would you like to have?

ASK EVERYONE:

45.

What was the highest grade of regular school you completed?

No formal schooling
1 - 4 years
5 - 7 years
8 years
Some high school (1- 3
Completed high school
Some college
Completed college

IF COMLETED ELEVEN YEAS OR LESS

reason for your leaving school? DO

(ASK A AN B) .

59/9

. . (ASK A AND B)
. (ASK A AND B)
. (ASK A AND B)

years) (ASK A AND B)
. (GO TO Q. 46)
. . (GO TO Q. 46)
. (GO TO Q. 46)

What was the one most important
NOT REA CATEGORIES. CODE UNDER

A BELOW.
Any other reasons? DO NOT READ CATEGORIES
CODE UNDER B BELOW.

60/R

6l/R

Most

Other

Important Reasons
Own illness
Illness in family
Had to support self
Had to suppor t family
Preferred work to school

Expelled
Military service
Trouble with teachers or school
authori ties

Married

0 . . .

Pregnant
Other ( SPECIFY

No other reason.

46.

Are you married, divorced, widowed, separated, or never married?

Married
Divorced . .
Widowed

Separated
Never married

62/9

. . . .. .

..

-2l47.

Would you say your health is excellent

good, fair, or poor?

Excellent
Good
Fair

63/9

Poor

48.

abilities

Have you any ailments or physical handicaps that limit your
to handle a full-time job?
Yes
(ASK A)
(GO TO Q. 49)
What is the nature of your physical handicap?

No . . .

49.

all

What is the total weekly income from

sources for your family?

67-

Record amount $
50.

64/9

RRR

I need to know a little about the people in your household. Think
training started /FS Item E) and tell me all the people
who were living in your household at that time? I don t need to know
their names-- just how each one is related to you. Let s take them in
order of age. LIS T IN COLUM A BELOW BEGINNING ON LINE
(PROBE:
Have we forgotten anyone--a roomer, a boarder, or a baby in the family?)

back to ( date

2.

How old (were you) (was
person ) at that time?
FOR EACH PERSON LISTED IN

RECORD IN COLUM

(Were you) (Was he/she) married
(M),
widowed (W), divorced CD),
separated (Sep. ), or never married (NM) then? CODE IN COLUM C.

Who was the main earner (Who actually earned the most money?) of the
household at that
CHECK IN COLUM D. ON LINE OF PERSON WHO

time?

IS NAMD AS MAIN EANER.

And who was the head of the household at that time? CHECK IN COLUM
ON LINE OF PERSON WHO IS NAD AS
OF HOUSEHOLD.

HE

70-71

Relationship

to Respondent

RESPONDENT

Age

Marital Status

MI

I Sep. I NM

Check

Main Earner

Check

Household
Head

22ENROLLED

ASK O. 51 ONLY IF RESPONDENT ACTUALLY

SHEET ,

51.

A.

IN MDTA TRINING PROGRA. (FACE

OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q. 52.

ITE

ASK IF " YES" TO Q. 4 (PAGE

Earlier in the interview you told me that you knew someone who was
unemployed around the time you started training. Was that person
looking for work then?

Yes
No . .

. (ASK D AND E)
. (ASK E)

ASK IF fl NO" TO Q. 4 (PAGE
Do you know of any unemployed person who might have been interested
in the MDTA training program around the time you began training?

Yes
No . .

Was that person looking for work

(ASK C) ,
. (GO TO Q. 52)

then?

Yes
No . .

. (ASK D AND E)
. (ASK E)

like to talk to some people who did not take the training. Would
you please give me this person I s name and address? RECORD PERSON I

We I d

NAME AN ADDRESS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE. REASSURE

RESPONDENT OF CONFIDENTIAITY IF HE/SHE IS RELUCTANT TO GIVE

NA.

Is there anyone else you know who was unemployed and looking for work
around the time you started training? Please give me their name (s)

and address (es).
Yes
No . .

. 0

PERSONS NAMED BY RESPONDENT

NA:

TELEPHONE NUMBER
(Firs t)

STREET ADDRESS:

(Las t)

(FOR RUR AREAS FIND OUT HOW TO LOCATE PERSON)

CITY, STATE:

NA:

TELEPHONE NUMBER

(Firs t)

(Las t)

STREET ADDRESS:

(FOR RURL AREAS FIND OUT HOW TO LOCATE PERSON)
CITY, STATE:

NAE:

TELEPHONE NUMBER

(First)

(Las t)

STREET ADDRESS:

(FOR RUR AREA FIND OUT HOW TO LOCTE PERSON)
CITY, STATE:

....

. . . . . ." ..

... ..

.

2352.

Do you have a telephone number where you could be reached in case my office
needs to check wi th you about anything7

Telephone Number:

That

s all the questions I have.

Thank you very much for your

TIM INTERVIEW
FILL OUT

ITEM BELOW

help.

ENDED:

IMMDIATELY AFTER LEAVING RESPONDENT

RESPONDENT' S SEX:

Male

72/9

Female

RESPONDENT' S RACE:
Whi te

Negro

Other ( SPECIFY

DATE OF INTERVIEW:

INTERVIEWER' S SIGNATUR:

73/9

Survey N504
Bureau of the

Budget NUmer:

44- 6552
Expires 6/30/66

NATIONA OPTNION RESEACH CENTR
University of Chicago

TIME
BEGAN :

CONTROL GROUP

Hello.

m ( your name ) of the National Opinion Research Center.

We f re making a survey for the Department of Labor and the Off ice of Educat ion on

why SQm people take part in government-sponsored
don t. We re talking to people who were eligible

job training programs and others
for job training.

BEGIN DECK 02

SCREING QUESTION
full time during the month of (date
Before I go on , were you employed
training started for Main Sample Respondent--Control Group Face Sheet
Item D), 196

Were you looking

Yes

(GO TO B)

Can f t remember

(ASK (1))
(ASK D)

for. work

at that

10/9

time?
(CONTINU WITHQ. 1).
(GO TO B)

Yes

Can

remember

ll/R

(ASK D)

before

(date training started for Main Sample
unemployed
Were you
Respondent--Contro1 Group Face Sheet Item D), 196
at any time during that period?

How about the three-month period

Yes

No . . .
Can t remember

(I)

l2/R

. (ASK (1))
. (GO TO C)
. . (ASK D)

Were you looking for work at that time?

Yes
No

Can f t

remember

. . (CONTINU WITH
. . (GO TO C)
. . (ASK D)

Q. 1).

13/R

..

after

(date training started for Main
Sample Respondent-- Control Group Face Sheet Item D), 196
Were you
employed at anytime during that period?

How about the three-month period

(ASK (1))

Yes

l4/R

(TERMNATE INTERVIEW)

Can

(1)

Were you looking

for work

remember

(ASK D)

that time?

Yes

(CONTINU WITH Q.

1).

(TERMINATE INTERVIEW)

Can t remember

. (ASK D)

Do you remember what you were doing about then? RECORD VERBATIM. PROBE TO
FIND OUT IF R WAS
EVER UNMPLOYED D URING SIX-MONTH PERIOD AROUND " DATE. II

IF ANSWR TO D INDICATES FULL-TIME EMLOYMNT THROUGHOUT

SIX-MONTH PERIOD

TERMNATE INTERVIEW.

IF EMLOYE PART

TlME OR WORKING ON ODD JOBS (IN ANSWER TO D), CONTINUE WITH Q.

15/R

.. . ..

. .

.. .. .. .. . .

Did you know that an MDTA training program to assist unemployed persons
was being conducted in your town at that time and that you were probably
eligible to attend?

IF YES:

Yes

. (ASK A)

No . .

. (ASK C)

16/9

Were you interested in taking training of this kind
at that time?

IF YES TO A:

Yes

. (ASK B)

No . .

. (ASK E)

Why d idn ' t you take the training?

(PROBE:

l7/R

Any

other reason?)

IF NO:

Would you have been interested in taking job training at that

time?

IF DEPENDS TO C:

IF NO TO A OR C:

20/R

Yes
No . .

(ASK E)

Depends

(ASK D)

On what would it depend?

Why (weren t you/wouldn t you have been) interested?

. . .. ..

. . . .. . .

Are you interested in taking training to learn a skill or trade?
. (ASK A)

No .

. (ASK B)

What type of job would you like to train

IF YES:

IF NO:

Yes

25/R

for?

Why not?

Since ( date,

Control Group FS Item D ) have you taken some kind of job
training course?
. (ASK A)
Yes

No . .

.I

39/R

. (SKIP TO Q. 9)

How many courses did you take?

ENTER NUER HERE

40/R

-5- ,
ABOUT ONE OR BOTH COURSES.
IF RESPONDENT TOOK ONE OR TWO COURSES, ASk Q' s 4IF RESPONDENT TOOK MORE THA TWO COURSES, SAY: " Let s just talk about the first
two training courses you took.

RECORD VERBATIM FOR EACH

What job (s) did this training prepare you for?
TRINING COURSE.

SECOND COURSE

FIRST COURSE

As far as you know, who sponsored this training program-- MDTA, AR, Vocational Education, your state government, local school board , or who?
CIRCLE ONE CODE FOR EACH TRAINING COURSE.
SECOND COURSE

FIRS T COURS E

48/R

47/R

MDTA .
Vocational Education
tate government

Local school board

Other ( SPECIFY)

When did that training program

start?

RECORD DATE FOR EACH

TRPHNG COURSE.

FIRST COURSE SECOND

I;
i Month

49-

: 51/R

Year

COURSE

' Month : Year

54/R

52-53

.Did you complete that training program or leave it before it ended?
CIRCLE ONE CODE FOR EACH TRAINING COURSE.

SECOND COURSE

FIRST COURSE

56/R

55/R

Completed course
Left course
Course still

n progress

When did you (complete/leave) this program?

RECORD DATE FOR EACH TRINING

COURSE.

FIRST COURSE
Month ' Year: 59/R

57-

60-

SECOND COURSE
Month! Year

I'

62/R

ASK EVRYONE
Here are S.Ome reasons people have given. for wanting to enter
eraining program. Please tell me for each one whether that was a
reason that applied to you?
EACH ITEM.BELOW AN CIRCLE YES OR

9. A.

RE

NO cODE FOR EACH.

Yes I
To get a job

a different line of work

learn new work skills

63/X

64/X

To get a job that paid more money

65 Ix

To get a more interes ting job

66 Ix

To get a job that was

steady,

regular employment

To get an easier job

improve my skills or knowledge for a job
I already had

Just t.o get a job,

no matter what it was

Other (SPECIFY)

67 IX

68/X

69 Ix

70

nIx

IF ONLY ONE RESON GIVEN IN "A, II ENTER THT CODE IN THE BOX BELOW
WITHOUT ASKING. You told me that (REA ITEM CODED " YES" IN COLUM
A) were reasons for your wanting to enter the training program. Which

of these would you say was the most important reason for your wanting
to enter the training program? ENTER CODE NUER IN BOX.

nIx

-7-

GO ON TO PAGE

-8-

10.

(We are interested in your employment before

date ,

Control Group Face Sheet Item I

ASK COLUMS A-H FOR ACTIVITY RESPONDENT HA BEFORE DATE TRINING STARTED FOR MAIN S
COLUM A ON LINE 2 AND ASK ONLY COLUM H.
THEN, BEGIN ON

LINE 3 , AND ASK COLUMNS A-H FOR ALL PREVIOUS ACTIVI TIES RESPONDENT

SEPTEMBER, 1961 , OR RESPONDENT LEFT SCHOOL WHICHEVER COMES FIRST.

Line

Column A

(7-

ASK:

No.

What were you

before that?

(9- 55)
doing

IF UNEMPLOYED , WRITE

UNEMPL.

JOB TITLE, DUTIES, OR ACTI VI TY

s MDTA Training

11.

ASK:

(60)

Was that in a private business,

AND SKIP TO H.

10.

Column C

Column B

gov I t

agency,

some other kind of

(61- 63)
What was the

ASK:

weekly pay be..
fore taxes or
other deduc-

GOV I T OTHER

(64When did

ASK:

you start
that job?

tions, a t

organization?
PVT.

Column I

the
time you left?

DOLIA AMOUNT

1111/111/ 1/

I I II

MONTH

-9BEGIN DECK 04

m DATE ON LINE 1
lEsrONDENT.

COLUM D.
RECORD INFORMTION ON LINE 2 BELOW,

)R TO ACTIVITY RECORDED ON LINE

Column E

(67- 69)

(70)

ASK:

full-

en did you

Was that

ave that

time or par

ob?

time work?

Fulltime
NTH

YEAR

I (ASK G)

CONTINUE ON LINES 4, 5, ETC. UNTIL YOU REACH

Column G

Column F

Parttime
(ASK H)

ASK: (72)

(HAI'm CARD A)
Which of these
reasons best describes why you
left that job?
ust tell me the

number,

I X

Column H
ASK:

(73- 74)

Why were you out of full- time

work at that time?

please.

RECORD NUHBER FOR
REASON LEFTfI OR
CIRCLE X AND PROBE

LL/

IF UNMPLOYED , ENTER fl UNEMPL. f1 IN

RECORD REASON

IT-

10BEGIN DECK 05

ASK EVERYONE:

11.

(date, Control Group Face Sheet Item D , were you
drawing unemployment compensation?

Just before date

Yes

No . .

(ASK A AND B)
. (GO TO Q.

o . .

10/9

12 ) .

How much unemployment compensation were you drawing per week?

11-

At that time, how many more weeks of unemployment compensation
were you entitled to?

o=
l2.

What was your total weekly family income from all sources about

weeks

14-

(date

Control Group Face Sheet Item D

18-

11-

GO ON TO PAGE l2.

).
-12-

13, . Now I' d like to talk about the time since

RECORD IN COLUM A , LINE I BELmJ

date. Control Group Face Shf' t Item D

ASK COLUMS C- K AND RECORD ON LINE

THEN BEG

CURNT ACTIVITY.
Line

Col umn B

Column A

No.

(9- 55)

ASK:

What did you do

that?

after

Column C

(60)

ASK:

Column E

ASK: (61

ASK:

business,
gov

agency,
some

other

kind of organ-

iza tion?

(64-

63))

66)

(was / ii,)

did you

(Was/Is) that What
in a private

IF UNEMPLOYED, WRITE
UNEMPL. II AND SKIP TO K.

olumn D

vleekly
pa;y b e

fore

fuen

start

ColU1

ASK:

When

you

ther,

work

there?

,e!S

br oth

deduct ions?

JOB TITLE

DUTIES

OR ACTIVITY

PVT. GOVT OTHER DOLLAR i10NTH I YEAR MONTH
AMT.

--- ------_
--

._---

-13BEGIN DECK 06
hat were you doing then?

E 2 AND ASK A-K FOR NEXT ACTIVITY,

m G

CONTINUE ON LINES 3 , 4 , 5 , ETG. UNTIL YOU GET TO

Column J

1 umn

Column H

Column K

I C

(70)

Is)

ASK:
rn1al (was/is) the name and
address of your employer on
thaL job?

--SK: (71)
I (HAND C.A.BD

SK:
C

ways on this

(SKU

TO K)

these best

tells \"hy

you

you left

got this job
Just tell me
the number.

Jus t the

tells how

t:imf'

(HAND CARD A)

I Which of the Which of
card best

Part-

(72)

ASK:

(73- 74 )

Why were you out
of full-time work

then?

that job?

number -

HOW OBTAINED WHY LEFT
RECORD ;'JA.'1 AND ADDRESS

ENTER CODE # , NTER CODE #
, OR CIRC1
R CIRCLE X
-JE
D PROBE

EX
- I

RECORD PhASON

BEGIN DECK 08

14ASK Q' s

l4- 20

ONLY IF RESPONDENT DOES NOT HAVE A FULL-TIM JOB NOW.

WISE, SKIP TO Q. 21.

OTHER -

Since you ve been out of full-time work, what has been your one main
means of support? DO NOT REA CATEGORIES. CIRCLE ONE CODE.

Savings
Borrowing

lO/R

Spouse

Parents

Son or daughter
Other relative or friend
Unemployment compensation
Part-time or odd jobs
Veterans allowance
Public assistance or welfare

Other ( SPECIFY
15.

Since (date ,

Control Group Face Sheet Item D ), have you been available
for a full-time job all of the time, most of the time, part of the time,

or not at all?

All of the time
Most of the time
Part of the time
. (ASK A, THEN SKIP
Not at all

TO Q. 20) .
Why haven I t you been available?

16.

job?

(PROBE: Any
Why do you think you haven t been able to find a
other reasons?) DO NOT &EA CATEGORIES. RECORD VERBATIM. THEN
CIRCLE AS MANY AS APPLY IN COLUM A BELOW.
IF ONLY ONE REASON GIVEN IN " " CIRCLE THAT CODE IN COLUM B.

Most
Reas on Important

Reason

exper ience

Employers want more

than I have

Not a union member
jobs available

for which I qualify

Jobs refused by me because 0 f low wages

Jobs not available

because

Slack period in industry or

qualify

Employer s prejudice

of my age

jobs where I

discrimination

Other (SPECIFY)

lz/R

13/R

Of the ones you ve mentioned, which do you think is the most important
reason that you haven t been able to find a
CIRCLE ONE CODE IN
COE. : . B ABOVE.

job?

ll/R

. . . . ... .. . . . . . .. . . ... .... .

1511.

job?

What have you done to try to get a
(PROBE: Anything else7)
DO NOT REA CATEGORIES. RECORD VERBATIM. THEN CIRCLE AS MAY AS APPLY.

l4/R

Registered at public employment office

Register

d at private employment office(s)

Applied to employers in this area
Applied to employers outside this area
App 1 ied to union. . .

Answered newspaper ads

Asked friends and/ or

41 . .

relatives . .

Nothing
Other (SPECIFY

l8.

Have you checked with the local employment office?
have you checked?

IF YES:

How often

Yes, once a week or more often

l5/R

Yes , once a month
Yes, less often than once a

month

. (ASK A)

(ASK A)

No. never

IF LESS OFTEN

THA ONCE

A MONTH OR NEVER:

Why haven t you kept in touch (more

often)?

DO NOT REA CATEGORIES.

l6/R

Personal illness

Illness in family

II " . . .

Taking another course

They have no jobs for me

Not interested in full-time job
Other (SPECIFY)

16-

19.

Please tell me if each of these statements concerning taking a job in
CIRCLE YES OR NO CODE ON EACH
another city applies to you or

not.

LINE.

Would you be willing
If you could get
which you were

job

take a

job

the

job

in the

in another

city

line of work for

17/R

trained?

If you could get a

line

of work you

followed before retraining?

If YC.

moving

and re- location

If the job was within this

expenses were paid?

tc;

If the wage rate was as high as you have been use

to?

20.

19/R

20/R

s ta te?

If the wage rate was lower than what you have been

used

lS/R

2l/R

22/R

If the wage rate was higher than what you have been
used t

23/R

If the jub was within 300 miles of here?

24/R

If you had to take up a completely new line of work?

2S/R

All in all, do you think your chances of getting a job now are very
good. good, fair, or poor?
Very good

Good

Fair
Poor
Don J t know

26/R

l721.

How well (do/did) you like your (present/last) job--very well, fairly
well, not so well, or not well at al17

55/R

. (GO TO Q. 22)
Very well
Fairly well . (GO TO Q. 22)
Not so well . (ASK A)
Not well at all ' (ASK A)
IF NOT WELL:

What job ,

or kind of job , would you like to have?

ASK EVERYONE:.

22.

Wha

twas

the highest grade of regular school you completed?

No formal schooling
1-

.
.
.
.

4 years

5 - 7 years
8 years
Some high school (1- 3

(ASK
(ASK
(ASK
(ASK

A AN B)
A AND B)
A AND B)
A AND B)

.

59/9

years) (ASK A AND B)

Completed high school

(GO TO Q. 23)
. (GO TO Q. 23)
. (GO TO Q. 23)

Some college
Completed college

IF COMLETED ELEVEN

YEAS OR

LESS : What

reason for your leaving school? DO

was the one most important

NOT READ CATEGORIES. CODE UNDER

A BELOW
Any other reasons? DO NOT READ CATEGORIES.
CODE UNDER B BELOW.

60/R

6l/R

Most

Other

Important Reasons
Own illness
Illness in family
Had to support self
Had to support family
Preferred work to school

Expelled
Military service
Trouble with teachers or school

authorities

Married
Pregnant
Other ( SPECIFY
No other reason.

23.

Are you married, divorced, widowed, separated, or never married?

Married

Divorced
Widowed
Separated

Never married

62/9

-'-- ---

--"-

'-'-

. .

",.

. .. . .

18-

24.

Would you say your health is excellent, good, fair, or poor?

63/9

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

25.

abilities

Have you any ailments or physical handicaps that limit your
to handle a full-time job?
. (ASK A)
Yes
. (GO TO Q. 26)

64/9

What is the nature of yoUr physical handicap?

26.

Wha t is the

total weekly income from

all

sources for your fami 1y?
67 -

Record amount $

27.

RRR

I need to know a little about the people in your household. Think
(date Control Group Face Sheet Item D) and tell me all the people
who were living in your household at that time? I don t need to Know
their names-- just how each one is related to you. Let s take them in
(PROBE:
order of age. LIST IN COLUM A BELOW BEGINNING ON LINE
Have we forgotten anyone--a roomer , a boarder, or a baby in the family?)
back to

2.

person ) at that time?
How old (were you) (was
FOR EACH PERSON LISTED IN A.
(M),

(Were you) (Was he/she) married

RECORD IN COLUM

widowed (W), divorced (D),

separated (Sep. ), or never married (NM) then? CODE IN COLUM

Who was the main earner (Who actually earned the most money?) of the
household at that time? CHECK IN COLUM D. ON LINE OF PERSON WHO

IS NAMD AS MAIN EANER.
And who was the head of the household at that time? CHECK IN COLUM
ON LINE OF PERSON WHO IS NAD AS HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD.

70-

Relationship

to Respondent

RESPONDENT

Age

Marital Status

M I wiD I

Check

Main Earner
S ep. I

Check
Househo ld

Head

. . . .

. .. . .. .

. .

19-

28.

Do you have a telephone number where you could be reached in case my office
needs to check with you about anything7

Telephone Number:

That r S all the questions I have.

Thank you very much for your he 1p.

TIM INTERVIEW

FILL OUT

ITEM BELOW

ENDED:

IMMDIATELY AFTER LEAVING RESPONDENT

RESPONDENT' S SEX:

Male

72/9

Female

RESPONDENT' S RACE: -

White

73/9

Negro

Other (SPECIFY)

SOURCE OF RESPONDENT

Main Sam Ie Respondent

Canvassing. . .

DATE OF INTERVIEW:

INTRVIEWR r S SIGNATU:

74/9

